Roadmap for realisation of the Nordic Smart Government ecosystem
The two million small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the Nordic region comprise more than 90 percent of our businesses. The SMEs thus form cornerstones in our societies and for our future welfare.

The vision of Nordic Smart Government is to create value for these SMEs by making real-time business data accessible and usable for innovation and growth.

By 2027, with new products and optimised services based on real-time business data, the potential value across the Nordics is estimated to be around 14 billion EUR annually (EY 2017)
The Governments in the Nordic region have a common vision of making the Nordic region the most integrated and sustainable region in the world by 2030.*

The collaboration on Nordic Smart Government (NSG) supports this vision by setting the framework for aligning the digital infrastructure between businesses, service partners and authorities, in order to make life easier for businesses in the Nordics.

Moreover, NSG works at reducing barriers within the Nordic region and between our businesses, and to enable innovation and growth through the fair use of business data and a more coherent digital development – thereby integrating the region even further.

The Nordic market is a substantial market for all Nordic countries, with inter-Nordic trade accounting for roughly 20% of each country’s exports. Nordic integration is increasingly relevant and important to our economies.

Therefore, NSG aims at making it simple to send and receive e-invoices and e-receipts between Nordic businesses, and to make it easier to deliver digital services in other Nordic countries, and thus increase competition and the digital and data-driven service level for the SMEs.

* The common vision was adopted by the Nordic Prime Ministers on August 20, 2019: [https://www.norden.org/en/declaration/our-vision-2030](https://www.norden.org/en/declaration/our-vision-2030)

Nordic Smart Government seeks to realise the Nordic-Baltic declaration on digitalisation (2017) which sets out the following policy goals to make the region a digital frontrunner:

1. Strengthening the ability for digital transformation of our governments and societies, especially by creating a common area for cross-border digital services in the public sector

2. Strengthening the competitiveness of our enterprises through digitalisation

3. Enhancing the digital single market in the Nordic-Baltic region

Though the Nordic region is one of a kind, the vision of NSG aligns very well with the European vision of a Digital Single Market and supports the business-related EU Data Strategies, including “A Fair and Competitive Digital Economy” and the strategies for EU-wide interoperable data spaces. NSG is also dedicated to the general ethical guidelines set out by The EU Presidency Conference on Data Economy, taking place in Helsinki in November 2019.

The Nordic collaboration on Smart Government is not working independently, but is drawing on many strategies, programmes, projects and networks for insights, inspiration and alignment (see the reference list here).

NSG is co-financed by Nordic Innovation. Nordic Innovation is an organisation under the Nordic Council of Ministers.
Introduction to Nordic Smart Government

The vision of Nordic Smart Government is to create value by making real-time business data accessible and usable for innovation and growth across the region in an automatic, consent-based and secure manner.

Sales and purchases – trading – is at the core of what all businesses do. This is where business data arise. Trading involves a number of administrative processes to the companies, including e.g. placing an order, sending an invoice, collecting receipts, bookkeeping, accounting and reporting. Today, these tasks are to a large extent done manually and/or with manual interruptions, typing or writing information from one system into another, or from one piece of paper into another. For example, most of the invoices that SMEs receive are either PDFs attached to an e-mail or in paper form, and the SMEs must manually type the information from the invoice into the SME’s business system – if they use digital business systems at all.

The business data in sales and purchase processes contain information about the specific business transactions: information on the product or service, quantity, size, VAT, date, buyer or seller, payments, and accounting information etc. In general, however, digital business systems are not sufficiently aligned, so data cannot be automatically reused between these systems.

NSG wishes to align the digital business systems, so buyer and seller more easily can exchange business documents and reuse data automatically in orders, order confirmations, invoices, payments confirmations, receipts, etc. There is a great potential if this business data from sales and purchases could be reused directly and automatically, both for government purposes (e.g. reporting) and for trusted 3rd party service providers, such as for example creditors.

Real-time business data is a source of innovation and growth. EY (2017) has estimated the total value of this data-driven innovation to be in the range of 24.8–27.5 billion euro annually in the Nordic region. New services enabled by real-time data include instant cash flow overview, better credit access and increased liquidity, better analysis, benchmarking, and monitoring of sectors and industries, as well as improved traceability of products.

However, the SME’s own business data today remains mostly analogue and unavailable for digital exchange and new services, and thus cannot inform and aid the SME when making business decisions. Nordic Smart Government has united authorities and stakeholders to agree upon standards and compatible formats for data, so structured data can flow between systems and services, making sales and purchase administration more efficient for the SMEs, and to increase automation in government reporting and enable new services. This will integrate Nordic markets and benefit both SMEs and providers of business systems and data-driven services.
Increasing the use of structured business data in transactions

... will provide a higher quality of real-time business data that businesses can utilise while reducing the manual handling of bookkeeping.

This enables easier and better exchange of data, products and services, which will serve both service providers (bank, accountant, insurance) and trading partners...

... it will enable new data-driven services and business opportunities...

..... and serve authorities.
The NSG Roadmap: A Strategic Plan and Recommendations

A roadmap is a strategic plan that defines a goal or desired outcome and includes the major steps or milestones needed to reach it. The NSG roadmap shows the way for realising the NSG vision, and it defines the requirements necessary for this. The governments’ task is to create a framework for aligning the digital infrastructure in the Nordic region, and the framework is presented in this roadmap. Thus the roadmap of NSG sets a direction for Nordic digitalisation and collaboration over the coming years, involving also development in co-creation with the private sector, as well as with relevant standardisation and governance bodies. The roadmap should not be read as a five-year plan set in stone, but more as an agile strategy showing the potential value of NSG and identifying possible actions to realise value, step by step.

The Nordic countries have different legislations and varying digital maturity in the market, and each government must therefore set a particular course for reaching the waypoints of this roadmap. Some countries may need or prefer legal amendments, while others may tread a voluntary path towards the vision of NSG. In order to increase integration in the region, the national developments should to some extent be synchronised and the road should be traversed in a continued Nordic collaboration. To save development costs, digital solutions and experience can be shared and systems extended to support the alignment, where possible.

In six particular areas, each Nordic government should take needed actions. These so-called capability areas are visualized in the diagram on slide 7. The capability areas include many discrete elements (technical, legal, and/or organisational changes and actions). The areas comprise over 100 possible actions, which may be employed in order to implement the capabilities. These are shortly described via the link on “Bundled Actions” provided in the appendix (see slide 25).

The actions necessary to achieve each of the steps might vary from country to country. When relevant, new services can be developed in collaboration between several countries, serving both national needs and solving cross-Nordic challenges at the same time.

“Capability” is a technical term, but this roadmap translates it into easy-readable descriptions of solutions that relate to capabilities. The solutions are presented further down (slides 11-16), including recommendations for implementing actions and regulation. The diagram on the following slide merely offers an approximate visualisation of the steps that need to be taken for each of the five solution described on slide 11-16. Stakeholders are invited to participate in co-creation to ensure an efficient and aligned development to the benefit of all parties.

The developments and changes will take several years. Note that the timeline in the diagram is not accurate, but depends on varying degrees of standardisation and existing national solutions and services. Milestones and choice of actions are also subject to annual evaluations, revisiting the prioritisation and funding.
Main areas of alignment and focus areas for realising the ecosystem

Timing and activities are approximate, and subject to yearly evaluation and prioritisation.

Adoption of e-invoices
Adoption of e-orders
Adoption of e-receipts
Adoption of e-catalogues
Semantic content
Align financial reporting

VAT automation in B2B trading
Adoption of product information
Legal basis for Open Accounting
Analytics and statistics
Non-financial reporting
Compliance services

Business registration with digital systems
Confidentiality and discretionary control
National
Nordic

Reliability and Data Quality
Open Accounting
Simplified reporting
Born digitally

Digital business documents
Product information

MAKE LIFE SIMPLER FOR SMEs INTEGRATED NORDIC REGION

SHORT TERM (2020-2023)

MID TERM (2024-2025)

CAPABILITY AREA 1
DIGITAL BUSINESS DOCUMENTS

CAPABILITY AREA 2
ACCESS TO TRANSACTIONS (APIS)

CAPABILITY AREA 3
REPORTING AND ANALYTICS

CAPABILITY AREA 4
COMPLIANCE

CAPABILITY AREA 5
SECURITY

CAPABILITY AREA 6
GOVERNANCE
By 2022, 70% of the Nordic SMEs use a digital business system.

By 2023, sales and purchases can be handled digitally by default in compatible formats across the Nordic region.

By 2023, 80% of the Nordic business systems have implemented common tools (APIs), so service providers can access an SME’s data with appropriate consent.

By 2025, the Nordic SMEs have saved 500 million EUR by using smart services and real-time data.

By 2027, the Nordic countries are the most integrated region in the world.

By 2024, 80% of the invoices sent in the Nordics are digital.

By 2023, SMEs can freely choose to move their business data between business systems.

By 2021, a public-private advisory board has been established to support the implementation of the NSG roadmap.
Challenges experienced by the Nordic SMEs

In 2019, the NSG programme conducted workshops and in-depth interviews with 50 SMEs across the Nordic countries. The aim was to identify barriers and obstacles experienced by SMEs in their day-to-day processes. The findings and possible solutions have been explored in dialogues with actors that have SMEs as their customers, e.g. business systems vendors and other third-party services.

Key findings (detailed on the next page):
- SMEs work with paper based processes – even if they use digital tools
- SMEs cannot transfer their accounting data and choose new services
- SMEs lack information on potential business partners’ trustworthiness
- SMEs experience time-consuming credit assessments
- SMEs lack an overview and easy control of cash flow and liquidity
- SMEs are uncertain about formal requirements when going Nordic

These findings are all connected to the same basic problems: Transactions that are handled via paper documents, systems that cannot exchange data, and a tendency in public sector of developing stand-alone solutions that do not fully accommodate the basic business administration processes.

Based on workshops and interviews, NSG has identified user needs and formulated user principles to guide the future work. The purpose is to ensure that the SMEs’ needs are prioritised, increasing the likelihood of support for the NSG vision. The NSG User Principles are found here.

The Pains of Nordic SMEs

SMEs often do administrative work in evenings and weekends. This also involves hours spent on manually typing data into digital self-service systems when reporting to the government. Much typing is necessitated by poor interoperability between systems. The manual typing also results in errors that would be avoided if administrative tasks, such as bookkeeping and reporting, were automated to a higher degree. The manual work of typing hinders the SMEs in getting real-time insights into their current financial situation. They often worry about whether they have money to pay their employees, about their liquidity, and how they are doing compared to competitors.

Testimonials from in-depth interviews:

“I’ve heard since 1983 that everything is going to be simpler, but so far it has only become more complicated” (SME, NO)

“I wish I had an instant overview of my business financial statement” (SME, DK)

“Systems that could help are too expensive and it takes too much time to switch from the old systems to new ones” (SME, FI)

“I need a strategic overview of liquidity, VAT and the accounts when I have a need for major investments” (SME, DK)
Exploring the Challenges of the SMEs

The following further explains the challenges that SMEs face today in their day-to-day business administration

Case A: SMEs work with paper-based processes in daily transactions
The majority of Nordic SMEs still send their invoices on paper or PDF, and spend time on manually typing in prices, numbers and product information during sales and purchases. Since these inefficient workflows are not yet fully digitalised, information is lost or cannot be transferred to other systems, and data cannot flow digitally in real-time.

Case B: SMEs cannot transfer their accounting data and choose new services
SMEs vary a lot and have different needs. Contrary to the bigger companies, SMEs cannot usually afford the costs of tailormade digital business systems that meet their exact needs. Although many business systems provide a platform for add-on services, the SMEs’ choice of data-driven services is limited to the services available on each vendor-specific platform. Each platform usually use proprietary and largely incompatible data formats. A related challenge appears when an SME wants to switch to another business system, because transaction and accounting data cannot readily be moved between systems and service providers. Therefore, there is a risk of vendor lock-in effects.

Case C: SMEs lack information on potential business partners’ trustworthiness
SMEs have a limited overview of their trading partners’ current financial situation. It may be difficult to reliably check basic facts about a new customer or supplier, or to in fact a fraudulent business. Not much updated information is available or easily interpretable for SMEs wanting to know their Nordic partners.

Case D: SMEs experience time-consuming credit assessments
SMEs do not have easy access to real-time information about their financial situation, nor do they have formats for easily sharing credit relevant information. Current credit assessment processes are time-consuming, causing much manual work for both the SME and the bank or the credit institution. This makes it difficult or costly to obtain smaller loans and the total amount of liquidity in the market to support growth is limited.

Case E: SMEs lack an overview and easy control of cash flow and liquidity
It is time-consuming to get an adequate and timely overview of the economic situation, when calculations are done using Excel and manually collected data. SMEs that rely on paper-based processes cannot readily benefit from existing advanced tools that may help them stay on top of their day-to-day situation and analyse their performance. Lacking an updated overview and easy handling of the latest data, it is difficult for SMEs to make informed decisions.

Case F: SMEs are uncertain about formal requirements when going Nordic
Cross-border business in the Nordic region involves extra administration for the SMEs, and they are uncertain about which formal requirements and regulations that apply in cross-border trading. They worry about whether they do things correctly, for example report to the right authorities, or if they get the VAT right when invoicing Nordic trade partners. Many SMEs lack knowledge about administration and compliance when trading or doing business in another Nordic country.
Six solutions to support the Vision of NSG

1. Digital Business Documents
2. Open Accounting Sharing Bookkeeping Data
3. Digital Product Information
4. Reliability and Data Quality
5. Born Digitally
6. Simplified Reporting
Solution 1: Increase the Adoption of Digital Business Documents

Background and purpose
High-quality data is the foundation for a future ecosystem of data-driven services. Data is generated in the daily business processes of sales and purchases, but to get the benefits of high-quality, structured data, SMEs must use digital business documents (such as e-orders, e-invoices, e-receipts, etc.) in standardised formats. This will reduce manual and paper-based processes and save time for SMEs.

The existing European digital infrastructure, network and standards used for invoices in public procurement is also suited for business-to-business transactions. The use of digital business documents in this format and network makes trading across the Nordics easier, and the high-quality data from the transactions can be used in the SME’s digital business systems instantly. This enables higher degrees of automated bookkeeping and simplifies reporting to governments, and may give the SMEs a near real-time insight into their financial situation. Digital business documents will provide the foundation for a data-driven business environment.

Recommendations for increased adoption of digital business documents
The Nordic countries have all implemented digital invoices in public procurement, but other digital document types (such as receipts or orders) either lack widely accepted standards or are only adopted in a few industries. Standardisation bodies and government authorities should continue work in this area and support the transition for Nordic SMEs.

Legal amendments may be needed eventually to increase digital business document adoption, because there is a lack of incentives currently to use the digital document formats. The introduction and use of these documents should be supported by broad partnerships between business system vendors, business associations for SMEs and relevant sectors (i.e. accountants or credit institutions), and government authorities.

Increased use of business systems will contribute to increased adoption of digital business documents. In addition, the business registration process could, from the very start, guide a new SME towards selecting business systems which supports digital business documents and the European infrastructure for transporting these documents.
Background and purpose

Open Accounting is a secure way to give service providers access to an SME’s financial information from bookkeeping. Open Accounting enables the SMEs to voluntarily share their data from digital business documents with third parties of their choice. This is done through standardised content and interoperable APIs. APIs are interfaces for sharing data between digital systems, and interoperability means that different systems can communicate.

For example, a smart warehouse management app could connect to any business system and read the latest transactional data to calculate and check the current stock of products. An SME might also connect their business system to their bank during a credit assessment process, enabling direct read-only access to the bank’s system. In both cases, the SME avoids the hassle of manually exporting tables and setting up spreadsheets to deliver data and stay updated.

The purpose of Open Accounting is to create a competitive market for innovative solutions and services to the benefit of the SMEs. Standardisation reduces the development costs and makes new services usable with together with other systems and services. With the existing, non-standardised practices for data sharing, a new service or application must virtually be built from scratch when connecting to a business system. With the interoperability provided in the future by standard APIs, this cost is greatly reduced, and the SMEs will have access to a wider selection of services utilising their data.

Open Accounting also enables portability, which means that historic data can be transferred from one system into another system. It means that the SMEs can also change service provider, which is a necessity to a competitive market.

Recommendations for increasing the use of Open Accounting

To the benefit of the SMEs, the business systems should enable third-party access to financial transaction data, with consent from the SME who owns the data. The data should be structured in a standardised way, with harmonised definitions of accounting data. Today, several file formats exist (e.g. SAF-T and XBRL-GL) which are useful for defining accounting data. These are already used for audit purposes and for portability (that is, for transfer of data between systems).

Private and public actors may prefer voluntary paths for delivering standardised data sharing among businesses and third parties, finding a compromise that respects current business models of business system vendors and third parties such as banks. If necessary, interoperability and portability could be regulated.

The sharing of data should comply with privacy and trade secret regulations, and must not compromise GDPR (the General Data Protection Regulation), which requires confidentiality and protection of sensitive personal information. However, GDPR affects only a very limited set of business data, where sensitive information should always be protected.

The data sharing described here is limited to standard ways of accessing and reading accounting information in business systems, but not creating or updating accounting information.
Solution 3: Digital Product Information included in Business Documents

Background and purpose
In business documents, product information describes the basic type of a product or service: a windowpane, an apple, or a slab of concrete. For any company, detailed information about traded goods or services is necessary in business and production processes. Accounting and VAT calculations are based on the products and services that are being purchased and sold. Many small companies, even when using digital business documents, make invoices that include free-text descriptions without product codes. Detailed and structured product information is often lacking, preventing the development of automated accounting and VAT postings. In addition, machine-readable product information and codes in e-order confirmations, e-invoices, or e-receipts may be used directly by different applications. For example, this reduces manual administration in warehouse management.

In a wider sense, product information is in increasing demand among many stakeholders and is relevant in green procurement processes, where data on environmental impact, product lifecycle and material consumption are required. This will also enable digital traceability and improve auditing of green data, and make the transition to a greener and circular economy more data-driven.

Recommendations for standardisation and increased adoption
Today, product information in orders and invoices varies in content and level of standardisation. To be digitally manageable and to enable automation, information about products and services must be standardized and machine-readable. Product information in e-orders, e-invoices and e-receipts should be based on e-catalogues and used consistently across the digital business documents.

Implementing product information across many industries will likely be a long-term process. Many good starting points for standardisation already exist today internationally and in the Nordics. Existing global product registries and their standards, for instance, should be identified, indexed, and possibly developed. The use of product codes from existing data pools and common product classification registries (e.g. UNSPSC) should be widespread in digital business documents. Such codes enable business systems to retrieve additional product information from registries and catalogues, and eventually to automate e.g. VAT calculations and reporting.

Relevant sectors especially in e-commerce should adopt and support standardized e-catalogues with product codes linking to additional sources of product information and use adequate product information in e-order confirmations. Governments could lead the way in e-commerce by promoting e-commerce in general and demanding the use of e-catalogues in public procurement.
Solution 4: Access to Data Services to verify Reliability and Data Quality

Background and purpose
Realising NSG is dependent on high quality bookkeeping data. Unless the data is correct and reliable, they cannot be used in automated processes and shared with confidence in real time. Reliable bookkeeping data can be supported by public registries, such as verification of the identity of business partners, through registration number and business register data provided by a Nordic business register. Governments, by their role in society, have authoritative information about businesses and on events throughout the lifespan of a business that is relevant for verification purposes.

Explicit solutions for ensuring quality and authenticity is especially important for cross-border trade, where the parties can not rely on knowledge about national systems and culture to make qualified assumptions. Quality data verified by public registries is also crucial in order to achieve correct Annual Reports as well as correct tax calculations and statistical reporting.

One situation to be addressed is the honest mistakes, when invoice is issued, resulting in low quality data in a document (e.g. erroneous registration number, old addresses, typing errors in bank account numbers in invoices) creating a need for manual procedures at the receiving end. Such mistakes can be reduced by business system providers making use of real time public data accessible via APIs, such as business registry data (registration number, addresses), bank account data and eligibility for VAT in the functionality they offer to the SMEs.

National solutions exist in varying degrees, often for public procurement. Similar solutions must be available to businesses in general, and also work cross-border in order to achieve the vision of NSG. The Governments are in a key position to offer access to public data to increase the quality of the bookkeeping data and make it simpler for the SMEs to operate.

Recommendations for increasing reliability and quality of data
The government's role is to create a framework for fair competition among honest businesses. This can be achieved by sharing public data efficiently in the ecosystem. Nordic businesses have the same need as governments, in reducing their risk. Thus, public data for this purpose is in demand by digital business system providers, which can provide better services to their customers. With this kind of data and services, the SMEs can improve the quality of the bookkeeping, reduce acceptance of orders from fraudulent parties and avoid accepting false invoices.

Expand and harmonise existing national solutions: Some national solutions exist, but data services must also work cross-border in order to achieve the vision of NSG, an integrated region where e-invoices can be sent across the region and automatically be included in the bookkeeping processes and data shared with other parties. It is therefore necessary to assure that digital business system providers can employ government data from the whole region, and not only at national level. Governments should harmonize these services across the Nordics, making it just as easy to verify data from a subcontractor or vendor in Finland as a domestic Swedish partner.

Open Government Data as a starting point: The information which has a relevant public interest should be made available for services to the SMEs and their business systems. Within the limits set by national law and political context, the data should be shared for private parties to build services.

Beyond open government data: A future exploration with the participants in the ecosystem should be performed where possible new data that reduce manual corrections, increase automation and reduce risks are identified. Some of the information may be considered non-open, and the need for and possibility of sharing other data is subject to further investigation, e.g. bank account verification. A legal analysis framed by political context should be performed.
Solution 5:
SMEs are Born Digitally

Background and purpose
Today, SMEs grow into the digital domain, but new companies should from the very start use digital systems that ensure consistency, digital processing of business documents and support compliance with law. Increased use of business systems will contribute to increased adoption of digital business documents, and ultimately enable new types of services and service providers.

Recommendations for tying together early-stage life events of businesses
The SME should be guided to “do the right thing” from the beginning. The first life-events of a company must be tied together digitally by a range of actors, not only business registries and tax authorities. All the relevant actors have a stake in the seamless and compliant digital birth of a company (the bank, the national ID provider, the business system, and sector-specific authorities regulating food production or environmental security, etc.), and all may benefit from reduced re-entering of information.

A fully digital, integrated process for the establishment and registration of a company in the national business registry would also make it possible to offer a tailor-made setup of the business: Depending on the business’ intended industry, the registration process can guide the SME about the requirements (for instance necessary certifications or approvals) that must be in place in order for the business to be compliant.

NORDIC SMART GOVERNMENT

Solution 6:
Simplified Reporting

Background and purpose
SMEs make several different kinds of financial reports to authorities, but the basis of such reports is always the business transactions. For example, reporting VAT to tax and reporting net sales or import/export figures to the national statistics agency is based on the very same transactional data from sales and purchases. While the data source is the same, the burdens related to calculation and submission process is quite different from one authority’s solution to another.

Recommendations for re-using structured business data in reporting
Automated reporting should be enabled and supported by law. The government should keep track of all reporting requirements imposed on SMEs, and make sure to coordinate the reporting requirements between agencies with similar needs. This coordination dialogue should also include the business systems vendors so that reporting requires the least amount of effort for all parties.

To lessen the administrative burden of SMEs, authorities must implement the “once-only” principle. Lessening burdens also requires that authorities align implicit and explicit requirements on SMEs, such as data formats and standards. By promoting a standard chart of accounts, automation and simplified bookkeeping may be enabled. Turning to reporting in surveys for statistical analysis, authorities should align their demands and thereby create data sets that are both detailed enough for statistical purposes and comparable for benchmarking in specific industries, while not revealing sensitive data.
Benefits of Nordic Smart Government - for many Stakeholders

Numerous stakeholders have been presented to NSG. SMEs, business system vendors, auditors and accountants and other value-adding services like banks, credit institutions and other IT service providers have engaged with the vision and its possibilities. Their feedback has been very positive, and stakeholders across the region and sectors wish to take part in the realisation of NSG.

Benefits for Nordic Smart Businesses

- Less manual typing and a higher degree of automation
- Higher data quality overall, better control of errors and changes in ordering and procurement processes
- Real-time overview of business profitability, cash flow, and product stock
- Simplified reporting and sharing of data with e.g. creditors
- Customised services for e.g. industry-specific needs and credit assessments
- Traceability of products and materials is enabled (e.g. chemicals, waste)

Benefits for service providers in the financial sector

- With structured data, banks will be able to better assess their SME customers’ credit risk in a simple and fast way. This way, banks can provide more accurate financing and reduced costs of loans for business customers
- Insights into real-time transactional data enables credit institutions to assess the risk of an SME that relates to its network of customers and suppliers.
- Costly and mandatory know-your-customer assessments may in part be handled using the same interfaces for accessing data as used in credit risk assessments

Benefits for government authorities

- The process of obtaining business data is simplified by enabling reporting directly from the business systems
- Compliance by design will increase correct and timely reporting
- Secure chains of real-time structured business data makes it possible to increase process automation and decrease manual errors
- Market developments can be monitored in real-time by authorities, and new data-driven policy can be developed in response to crises as they unfold

Other societal benefits include

- When it becomes less costly to provide credit to the SMEs, financing will increase and pricing of credits will become realistic as risk assessments are better. The increased liquidity stimulates the economy of the Nordics
- With further Nordic integration it becomes easier to trade across the region, which benefits the Nordic societies at large
NSG Proof of Concepts and Prototypes - Demonstrating Benefits

In 2019, NSG has invited a range of external stakeholders and Nordic government authorities to contribute to developing Proofs of Concepts (PoCs) and prototypes. The PoCs developed demonstrated the technical feasibility of:

- Real-time data used in credit assessments
- Know-Your-Customer and network risk services
- Standard Business reporting
- Automated account posting
- Automated calculation of VAT
- Auditing based on standard transactional data
- Conversion service (SAF-T -> XBRL) making various report types compatible
- Direct extraction of business data for statistical surveys
- Real-time analytics dashboard

These PoCs also demonstrate how the following three building blocks
1. a standard chart of accounts / standard mapping,
2. a standard representation of accounting entries and
3. a taxonomy for financial reports,
in conjunction can automate and digitalise financial reporting.

Please note that realising the benefits of the PoCs in real-life contexts is dependent on multiple factors, and that the PoCs also identified the challenges of today’s legal environments and technical setups.

The PoCs used the NSG reference implementation documented on GitHub, showing how Open Accounting APIs may be implemented in business systems, enabling access to transactional business data.

Digitalism Challenge
The Finnish NSG team, Aalto University, and Accenture hosted the Digitalism Challenge 2019, with around 100 students participating in 14 teams. The focus was on business activities and new services that can be made by use of real-time structured financial data within agriculture and micro-brewing industries. A solution for the farmers demonstrated they can be provided with a software that accesses the data and uses it to provide them with features they need in their daily work, such as easy stock management, self-monitoring of production and reporting. Farmers can check the current stock quantity for a product, order new products, book the ordered products into the stock from structured e-order confirmation and book the usage of the product out of the stock with the mobile app.

Nordic Data Sandbox Challenge
All of the central concepts explored by NSG relating to B2B services driven by real-time data flows were covered by the participants in the Nordic Sandbox Challenge (hosted by Copenhagen Fintech Lab). Two winners were found between the eight contestants in the challenge. One winning PoC showed how simple accounting ought to be with increased automation, while the other winner showed that e-invoices flowing in real-time could improve the accuracy and time-to-market of credit assessments considerably. The NSG reference implementation and test data were used by challenge participants.
Realising the Nordic Smart Government recommendations will require action and major changes for several stakeholders.

**Business systems should...**
- Adopt EU-wide common standards (PEPPOL), connect to the European eDelivery network, and thereby push for the use of e-documents *(such as e-orders, e-invoice, e-receipts, and e-catalogues)*
- Implement common tools (APIs), so service providers can access SME’s data with given consent
- Integrate with Nordic-wide systems for eIdentity, powers and mandates
- Offer standard contract terms, empowering SMEs to use whatever business systems and combine services according to their needs
- Promote national standard chart of accounts where one exists, and connect the core elements of the national chart of accounts to each other in a common minimal Nordic chart of accounts

**Government authorities should...**
- Support innovation and the creation of new services by providing data related to businesses via open APIs
- Make business registry data freely available in a secure manner
- Support and implement common identity and e-address mechanisms
- Make public procurement digital by using e-documents*
- Work towards enabling standardised digital reporting to authorities directly via business systems and ensure compatibility in reporting demands
- Standardise national chart of accounts with Nordic harmonisation and push for increased adoption of chart of accounts
- Clarify different parties’ rights and obligations with regards to business data through terms and conditions in standard contracts (based on dialogue with different actors on the market)
- Define a guideline for data ethics in this field, and define the terms for making data available for analytics and artificial intelligence. These terms and the ethic guidelines provide the frame for developing smarter public and private services with respect for the SMEs

**Service providers should...**
- Create new systems/services once data are standardised and made available
- Accountants and auditors will have to digitise and automate key areas of their core business
- Banks and credit institutions must provide new services based on available real-time data from both business systems and from public registries

**To become Nordic Smart Businesses, SMEs should...**
- Use digital business systems and services
- Use e-documents*
- Share data with trusted parties to get better services

*= e-documents, as currently defined by the OpenPeppol organisation, are e-invoices, e-catalogues, e-orders, e-despatch advice, e-credit notes, e-reminders and e-receipts. The choice of OpenPeppol as the default for e-documents does not imply that other document types or EDI-solutions are considered irrelevant.
Implementation and Governance

To realise NSG, it is necessary to bridge the many ongoing developments across the Nordics and to establish efficient collaboration between private and public stakeholders is crucial. Governments must define the framework for change, take responsibility for necessary regulatory amendments and standardisation, lead the change process and engage in co-creation with the private market. Private actors, such as business system vendors and other service providers, are essential as they have to adopt common standards and adjust to accommodate data sharing. Like the authorities, private actors must also invest in developing existing systems and services, and they must also invest in new services to benefit from the NSG recommendations.

National developments must be coordinated and decided upon nationally, while still maintaining coherence between Nordic and national levels. The government authorities participating in NSG 3.0 are thus expected to lead further developments relating to the solutions and capabilities identified. A major task for them in the implementation phase is the alignment of national initiatives, standards and infrastructure.

In order to make an efficient implementation, a Nordic steering group with a secretariat and public-private advisory board must be set up. The public-private advisory board will provide counsel to the steering group on opportunities and challenges in the market, which is necessary to synchronise development and to increase Nordic integration. The steering group will be responsible for alignment and strategic prioritisation of common Nordic initiatives and public investments, and alignment with the national developments.

The governance of NSG should be established with the aim of ensuring coordination between the various stakeholder groups. It will be necessary to synchronise national and Nordic initiatives and actions, ensure alignment with stakeholders in the field of Pan-European standardisation, and work together on communication and the development of cross-border services. One example of this is common API services.

An important aspect of this collaboration will be aligning and coordinating a strategy on how to influence standardisation work and regulatory initiatives at the EU level.

Recommendations on actions are likely to evolve with new opportunities, technology, and market developments. The work and progress will therefore be continuously evaluated, and new insights will be accounted for in order to adjust prioritisation of the work. Accordingly, the present roadmap is a proposal for working together in the years to come, and for moving forward in the same direction in order to realise the potential of digital investments.
Information about products and production - beyond financial data - is increasingly in demand by different stakeholders, such as service providers, creditors, government authorities, investors, and consumers. Green data is in demand due to increasing public awareness and attention, and in the years to come, this attention will be decisive for businesses as well. Green data will be a parameter for competition, and social, environmental, and climate responsibility can be expected to have an increasing economic importance.

The EU commission’s draft Action Plan on Circular Economy states that “as of 2030, only safe, circular and sustainable products should be placed on the EU market”. Demonstrating sustainability, for example, will require substantial non-financial information to be efficiently shared, audited and reported through supply chains and to the market.

By supporting processing of structured product information in the digital business documents (in particular in digital orders), NSG delivers a basis for efficiently sharing not only financial data, but also non-financial data.

With further development of structured and standardised data, we can achieve better transparency of environmental, climate and social conditions in the economy. The infrastructure envisioned in NSG offers a basis for efficient sharing of these data as product information – integrated with core economic data in e-documents. Unless the non-financial data are structured and standardised, it is likely to become an extreme burden for the Nordic SMEs to transform to the new climate agenda. With new reporting demands, auditing and control will become difficult, and it will become costly to avoid fraud.

These perspectives are further elaborated in this “Memorandum on Non-Financial Business Data For SMEs in the framework of Nordic Smart Government” from Center for Circular Economy.
The Nordic collaboration on Smart Government was initiated by the Nordic business registries in 2016. The idea of automating business reporting was further developed by conceptualising an open ecosystem for an automated, secure and consent-based flow of structured and standardised business data which may be utilised and accessed by public and private stakeholders.

The Nordic Ministers of Business launched the third phase of NSG in May 2018. The overall task for the programme was to define the requirements for enabling the ecosystem. To this end, a programme organization, involving 18 government authorities from all five Nordic countries, was established. The work has been performed in collaboration, with the institutions participating in the work to varying degrees. The conclusions and overall recommendations of the collaborative work is presented in this roadmap. The five Nordic Business Registries are contract partners of Nordic Smart Government 3.0 and are responsible for this roadmap.
The Benefits of Nordic Collaboration

This roadmap is the result of four years of unique Nordic collaboration under the leadership of a common Nordic steering group consisting of the General Directors of the five Nordic Business Registries.

NSG builds on national strengths and the collaboration has brought together people with different competences and experiences in an open and innovative setup. The programme organisation set up in 2018 to develop the roadmap, has almost doubled in size from around 30 persons in the start, to include more than 50 persons from more than 15 governmental organisations. The work has been carried out in working groups across countries and institutions, in a semi-agile setup with weekly virtual meetings and common digital workspaces.

By working together in this way, the responsibility and ownership for NSG is shared. This is a great asset to further Nordic integration. The common experience is that the Nordic countries in collaboration can do more and do better than each country could do on its own. NSG has also influenced and contributed to national initiatives in the area, such as the Real Time Economy in Finland and Automatic Business Reporting in Denmark.

The add-on achieved only by Nordic collaboration is a dedicated engagement for furthering Nordic integration where businesses can operate easily across borders.

Additional core value emerging from the NSG collaboration includes:

- By supporting compatible digital standards, it becomes easier to automate processes and to do business cross-borders in the Nordics, which contributes to growth.

- By aligning standards across the region, it also becomes easier for the service providers to offer services in a larger Nordic market, and thus increase the services available and the competition for the benefit of both the service providers, the Nordic SMEs and the region as a whole.

- By helping Nordic companies become more competitive and better suited for international competition, the Nordic market presence is strengthened globally – and a common Nordic market will be more robust than each national market on its own.

- By utilising the business data for the benefit of SMEs and other parties, the Nordic region, already being a digital frontrunner, may also lead the way for the European Union with a fair and beneficial use of business data.

- By making a Nordic model for the shared development of the common digital ecosystem, core Nordic principles of transparency, trust, sustainability, and the safeguarding of democratic rights are supported.
Introduction to Appendix

The appendix of this roadmap further details the vision and recommendations of NSG. First, the roadmap appendix visualises the recommendations on national levels and on a common Nordic level in a set of diagrams. These diagrams show a timeline of the main blocks of actions relevant in each national setting, and across the Nordics. The actions found in the diagrams are organised according to capabilities - high-level stable concepts describing the function or ability that actors must achieve in the ecosystem.

The capabilities may be implemented in various ways. NSG 3.0 has proposed a number of actions for businesses, business systems, government and others, to fulfil the vision of NSG and ensure the implementation of the capabilities. The actions are a menu of ideas, and need to be assessed for relevance in each country.

The six capability areas in the diagrams (see graphic presentation on slide 7) and the underlying capabilities of NSG come from assessing the vision and the drivers and needs of different stakeholders.

1. Digital business document adoption - the standardisation and implementation of digital invoices, receipts, orders and bank account statements and the adoption of them in business-to-business transactions.

2. Availability of transaction level information - in order to support sharing data with partners, portability, and audit. Includes common representation of transactions.

3. Reporting and analytics - reports and access to aggregated data and understanding the data across businesses.

4. Compliance - making sure the businesses have compliant digital systems and have the information they need to be trade securely. This includes data services to check validity and quality of business documents and verify basic data related to their trading partners.

5. Data protection and security - making sure data is well protected across the value network, restricting access, safeguarding data, maintaining availability and provide traceability.

6. Governance of the ecosystem at national and Nordic level.
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Reading Guide
The present appendix to the NSG roadmap further details the vision and recommendations of NSG.

The appendix consists of all major deliverables produced for public review during NSG3.0 (2018-2020).

The appendix documents flesh out the Roadmap (link), and they are ordered in a gradually more detailed way, so that the reader unfamiliar with NSG should begin from the top of the index list:

First, the overall vision and the architectural principles are explained in the document on Capabilities. The capabilities may be implemented in various ways. The second document contains a number of proposed actions for businesses, business systems, government and others, to fulfil the vision of NSG and ensure the implementation of the capabilities. The actions are a menu of ideas and need to be assessed for relevance in each country. Third, the legal aspects of these capabilities and actions at a general level are reviewed. Connected to this, a set of possible legal amendments are listed. The specific or generic solution architecture for services is presented in the Architecture overview, referencing the previous documents. The so-called Rulebook then explains the future transaction and bookkeeping/accounting procedures (that will be in place given the achievement of the capabilities and infrastructure), seen from the perspective of a company. Many services will be enabled by the capabilities and infrastructure, and these are presented in the list of Proofs of Concepts. Finally, the general user principles are enumerated. The User Principles should guide the development of the necessary infrastructure and services, so that services are created with the user in mind.

For a graphic presentation of the roadmap, capabilities and actions, please consult the set of diagrams below. These diagrams visualise recommendations on national levels and on a common Nordic level, placed on a timeline of the main blocks of actions relevant in each national setting, and across the Nordics. The actions found in the diagrams are organised according to capabilities - high-level stable concepts describing the function or ability that actors must achieve in the ecosystem.
Diagrams: Graphic presentation of draft recommendations of national initiatives and actions:

- The Nordic diagram
- Deep link for the Finnish Diagram (draft) here
- Deep link for the Icelandic diagram (draft) here
- Deep link for the Swedish diagram (draft) here
- Deep link for the Danish diagram (draft) here
- Deep link for the Norwegian diagram (draft) here
- Deep link for the Legal Amendment Uniform Timeline here

Links to deliverables of NSG2.0:
www.nordicsmartgovernment.org/#knowledge

Online documentation of code
- GitHub documentation of Reference Implementation
  https://github.com/nordicsmartgovernment/nordicsmartgovernment
- GitHub documentation of Showroom
  https://github.com/nordicsmartgovernment/showroom
- GitHub - Archimate repository of NSG
  https://github.com/nordicsmartgovernment/SA_NordicSmartGovernment
Nordic Smart Government – Deliverable 1:
Capabilities of the NSG digital ecosystem

1 Executive summary

This document describes eight areas that need special attention to achieve an effective sharing of financial data in near real time. The areas span the processes of exchanging business documents to reporting to government.

Exchange of business documents like invoices, orders and receipts between business partners are still largely done using pdf and paper. The uptake of e-invoicing in business-to-business (B2B) has not followed the same speed as in public procurement where there is an EU regulation in place. This situation creates a set of obstacles for further automation, creates lead time in the use of the transaction data for financial overview and external use of data. Broadly speaking adoption of e-invoices, e-receipts and e-orders is a prerequisite for the effects promised by NSG. Specific actions are suggested to increase the level of e-invoices in B2B. Special attention is given to the use of product information in e-invoices, e-orders and e-receipts. Classification of products and services traded is one basis for correct bookkeeping, and becomes an important basis for taxation, international VAT and reporting to sectoral public bodies. In addition, product information plays a crucial role when it comes to analysis whether we are talking about market analysis, official statistics or research. The lack of machine-readable product information in invoices substantially reduces the use of the financial data downstream. Actions to increase the use of product information may have to be taken sector by sector.

A business should know who it trades with and to whom an invoice is paid. In the digital world the possibilities to handle fraud schemes and act on early warnings is much higher, but it requires common infrastructure and services. Emerging technologies and more radical approaches can be taken in order to ensure integrity and trust.

Access to real time financial transactions is a big issue today. There are several examples of new innovative services e.g. between banks and accounting systems. The services require near real time access to customers’ accounting systems. However, technical interoperability is still a problem. There are also huge differences between the countries where portability formats have been in place for a long time in Sweden, there is no similar formats in Denmark, Finland and Iceland. National adoption also varies.

A regulation is required to ensure that business systems can be accessible (legal interoperability). While in banking after Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) there are standardized access to bank account information in real time, the same is not the case for financial data.

Sharing data across organisations require clear and unambiguous interpretation of the data. The lack of this common understanding leaves room for misunderstandings, wrongful decision making and makes portability difficult. This goes for business documents, transactions and aggregated reports. Common understanding (semantic interoperability) is achieved by standardizing the content and meaning across countries and formats. In addition, national registries must be commonly understood in order for the information to be interpreted correctly. Furthermore, the status of the data must be clearly understood, e.g. if an invoice is received, accepted, has entered bookkeeping or books have been closed.

Financial data available in real time calls for secure and robust infrastructure for accessing the data, and make sure confidentiality, integrity and availability is taken care of. Protecting the data calls for understanding what transactions include trade secrets and personal information, and making sure only authorized users have access to these data. It also requires robust national building blocks for authentication and authorization with Nordic interoperability, and using this when accessing the SMEs data in the business systems. Sharing of SMEs data will need the ability to control the access, and hence
user to consent of the sharing of transactions, but also to retract the consent. The data must not be compromised in any way, and unauthorized and unintentional change of the data must be avoided. Furthermore, the availability of present and historical data must be ensured. Also, as a part of security, all changes must be recorded since decisions will be made based on the data.

SMEs are obligated by law to report to the governments. Currently financial reporting (annual report and tax- and vat-reporting) is not fully automated, but the more machine-readable business documents becomes the more ability there will be to automate the reporting. When it comes to reporting to other public agencies, much more can be automated especially when product information is available. Reporting formats across Nordics should be harmonized and using an international standard like XBRL should be used.

Analytical functions over transactional data includes an SME benchmarking itself against its sector, official statistics, and research which often requires historical data from the SME. Currently the availability of analytical data use is very sparse, and in practice is reduced to analysing historical annual accounting or tax reporting data. Making micro-aggregates of the transactions is a prerequisite for answering hypothesis on days and weeks old data. Micro-aggregates must also be able to filter out sensitive data.

Governance needs to be established on national, Nordic and European level. Handling stakeholders, road maps, communication and development of solution building blocks must be coordinated. There should also be a clear strategy on how to influence standardizations and regulations at the EU-level.

2 The vision of NSG

The vision of Nordic Smart Government is to make life simpler for SMEs in the Nordic region and make the Nordic region the most integrated in the world.

The programme expects an outcome with increased and more efficient use of financial data in public and private sectors.

To achieve this, the digital solutions need to be a part of the digital ecosystem supporting real-time transactional data exchange between a variety of systems and authorized parties. The ecosystem needs to support automated processes to increase data quality.

User principles has been described to highlight the changes from an SME’s point of view which forms the base of identifying what needs to be changed in the handling of the data in the business system.

2.1 Objective of this document

This document takes a top-down approach to identify what capabilities are needed by SMEs, their supporting business systems, third party services and national solution building blocks in a NSG enabled future, and will serve as a basis for actions and road map.

The document contains narrative details on how end users; entrepreneurs (SMEs), accountants and others, who need to know about the main idea of using efficiently standardized, structured data. The focus is mainly on transactions, eInvoices, eReceipts, eOrders, eBank account statements, actual bookkeeping entries and their minimum content for enabling sharing with third parties, and mandatory reporting to government and needs for the entrepreneur’s own internal business reporting. All the needed standards and technical requirements are found via links to the other documents.
2.2 Definitions used in this document

The definitions in use here can be found in the NSG common vocabulary. Note especially the following definitions:

- **SME** - small and medium sized enterprise based on the EU definition, the main user group for NSG.
- **Financial data** - information about a company that tells you about its financial health and performance. It's used by both internal management as well as outside stakeholders, such as investors and government regulators.
- **Transaction** - an event involving an interchange of goods, money or services between two or more parties.
- **Business document** - Business documents refers to several types of documents which has different sections and content including quotation, purchase order, invoice, delivery note, returns note, credit note, statement etc. When here talk about business documents, we are exclusively meaning digital business documents (eDocuments), i.e. NOT paper or pdf. Business documents (from product catalog to delivery receipt) are all defined in the UBL 2.0 or UBL 2.1 standard.
- **Proof of transaction (Voucher)** - a piece of evidence, which proves that a certain event or transaction is carried out, often referring to business documents as invoice, receipts etc.
- **Entry** - a method used to record all individual transactions made by a company into its account in the Accounting Records using Debits and Credits.
- **Account** - a record in an accounting system that tracks the financial activities of a specific asset, liability, equity, revenue, or expense.
- **Enterprise (Architecture)** - TOGAF requires that we define the enterprise as in the scope of our architecture, not to be confused with enterprise as our user, i.e. the SME. In this document, in the context of enterprise architecture, enterprise is the entire ecosystem of the Nordic Smart Government.

2.3 Conceptual model

The definitions above is described with the following relations (to be read from left to right):

![Diagram](image-url)  
*Figure 1. Model of the key concepts in this document*
2.4 What is a capability?

In the standard for describing enterprise architecture, TOGAF, capability is defined as

*A business capability is a particular ability or capacity that a business may possess or exchange to achieve a specific purpose or outcome.*

A capability is a high-level stable concept of what an enterprise does, independent of the organization, structure, process, people and domain. The point is to capture the “what” rather than the “how”, “where” and “who”. The capabilities are relatively static because you are defining the ‘what’. In general, it should be written in the form “the ability to do x”.

2.5 How do we capture the capabilities in NSG?

The challenge of capability planning for the NSG ecosystem is the size of it. Hence, we need to avoid going into details of capabilities that we do not want to affect. The decomposition of a capability allows for a very high-level view, while detailing some capabilities into more detailed levels.

*Figure 2. The diagram illustrates the generic model used in the capability modeling other documents.*
The method of decomposition is as follows

1. The vision of NSG, creates a need for change (goal) and a preferred outcome for the stakeholders. This is defined first (blue). This is based on visions, stakeholder analysis, needs from stakeholders and WP work (e.g. a legal analysis, structure data assessment).

2. Second step (scope of this document) is to identify what capabilities that needs to be in place and improved, i.e. what ability and capacity we need in the new ecosystem, and do an assessment of these to produce a number of possible courses of action by identifying possible resources needed. Each country will be able to assess these courses of actions in order to create a national implementation roadmap.

3. Third step (outside the scope of this document) describes how a business capability is delivered, in the form of Business Services. Business Services are necessary to deliver the Product requested by a Business Actor. The Rulebook document describes the business functions and the following business processes.

4. Fourth step (outside the scope of this document) is to implement these requirements on the applications (light blue).

The following chapter breaks the vision down into sequential process steps in order to structure the capabilities needed to fulfill the vision.

3 The process of gathering and use of financial information

Seen from the Enterprise there is a simplified process

- getting the digital business documents split into three steps
  - order
  - invoice
  - receipt
- bookkeeping - manage detailed transactions
- sharing transactional data for business purposes
- sharing aggregated data for reporting, statistics and analytics

![Ecosystem Diagram]

*Figure 3. Simplified data flow process*

These processes in the previous chapter give way to six capability areas that can be addressed by the NSG. The six capability areas and the underlying capabilities comes from assessing the vision and the drivers and needs of different stakeholders.

1. Digital business document adoption. The standardisation, acquisition of digital invoices, receipts, orders and bank account statements and the adoption of them in business-to-business.
2. Availability of transaction level information - in order to support sharing data with partners, portability, and audit. Includes common representation of transactions.
3. Reporting and analytics - reports and access to aggregated data and understanding the data across businesses.
4. Compliance - making sure the businesses have the resources they need to be compliant. Including ensuring services that check validity and quality of business documents and parties e.g. to prevent fraud
5. Data protection - making sure data is well protected across the value network, restricting access, safeguarding data, maintaining availability and provide traceability
6. Governance of the ecosystem at national, nordic and EU-level.

**Figure 4. The six capability areas of NSG falls into the five business activities**

In the following chapters, the capabilities are described, and possible actions to fulfill the capabilities are discussed. All actions are described in detail in the description of proposed actions. A complete overview with national assessment of the actions points is described in a separate spreadsheet. Note also that there is also a list of unqualified proposed actions, where new actions can be suggested.

### 4 Capabilities

#### 4.1 Capability area 1: Use of digital business documents

Structured data is essential to enable the vision of Nordic Smart Government since it helps businesses do data driven business, i.e. makes better use of their data and automation.

**Capability area 1:**

Ability to capture and process invoices, receipts, orders and bank statements digitally, ensure the validity and quality of data in the digital business documents, and ensure their adoption in B2B
4.1.1 Capability 1.1 Adoption of digital business documents

The fulfillment of the NSG vision requires that digital business documents for invoices, receipts and orders to be fully standardised and adopted in B2B, and product information to be added to the documents for further downstream processing. There must be an extensible defined set of supported document types, and the ecosystem must be indifferent to which type of digital business document it is handling.

The alternative scanning process is both expensive, error prone, not extensible and loses a lot of valuable information. Pdfs sent by e-mail does not provide a sufficient solution.

**Capability 1.1**

Ability to capture and process all digital business documents like invoices, receipts, orders and bank account statements digitally

External drivers for adoption of invoices are the Directive 2014/55/EU on electronic invoicing in public procurement. Steps have been taken for European common standards and infrastructure, e.g. standardisation work in CEN (semantic model EN-16931) and infrastructure and specification work in OpenPeppol. In Finland the European directive will be implemented in all existing formats (Finnvoice) and B2B elinvoices will also have to follow the directive. The other Nordic countries will implement the PEPPOL infrastructure and e-invoices in public procurement (B2G). It should also be mentioned that other elnvoice formats are in use like Svefaktura and bigger companies in certain industries are largely requiring EDIFACT or the BEAst formats.

For invoices the issue here is adoption. An assessment of status of standardisation and adoption of elinvoices and other digital documents are for each country has been made, and shows that there is a lack of oversight and good data on how digital business documents implementation is developing in the Nordic countries. Still, it is a fairly good picture that B2B adoption is slower than expected.

Standardisation has taken place through with ISO 20022 for digital bank account statements. The adoption here seems high, though complaints about variations in implementation of the standards has been mentioned.

The business system vendors and the accounting associations in the Nordic countries have all expressed support for increased adoption of digital documents. Increase in adoption of elinvoice, other forms of payment (like cash, card purchases and mobile payments) should be structured, and in the longer run remove the physical and pdf receipts which is seen as a source for error.

Measurements on moving paper receipts to digital form have been very slow. In Germany a law on mandatory paper receipts was put in place January 1st 2020 and has met resistance. The same resistance has been seen in Norway where a proposal was put forward some years ago.

NSG recommends that business systems shall comply with existing mandated data interfaces and definitions already defined as standards accepted in the Nordic region (PEPPOL E-delivery). Generally this capability does not require business systems to be in the cloud, on premise systems can also be supported.

To address the increased adoption there are possible actions by **Business system (e.g. technical adoption)**, **Regulation** (e.g. requirements to reduce the amount of paper documents), and **standardisation** (e.g. making e-receipts standardised and available).
Possible actions to achieve the capability

**A1 (phase 1). Adoption of eInvoices: Complete the implementation of eInvoice standard implemented in all business systems (2021)**

eInvoices are largely implemented in public procurement, but there is not much adoption in the business-to-business actions these days. Actions are needed for all business systems to comply with the standards, communicate the business case to the end users, and market the feature to the customers. Regulatory actions may be needed that mandate public sector to send eInvoices to customers that can receive it. The following actions can be executed on a national level.

1.1.1 Compliance with CEN semantic model EN-16931 for invoices [Business systems]
1.1.2 Complete the implementation of the OpenPeppol BIS specification (send and receive invoices) [Business systems]
1.1.3 Nordic-level digital phone book of eDoc-formats

**A2 (phase 2). Adoption of eInvoices: Incentives, marketing and forums (2021)**

1.1.4 Develop a future vision and business case for how these changes can positively affect actors such as accounting firms and their services [Government]
1.1.5 Market the eInvoice feature to their customers. E.g. recommend the sending of an eInvoice if the customer is able to receive it (Business Systems)
1.1.6 Encourage business system vendors to create the solutions needed for accounting firms to implement eDocuments for their clients (Business Systems)
1.1.7 Encourage application providers to develop trial apps for specified needs to show in practice, the benefits from receiving eInvoices (Government)
1.1.8 Encourage accountants to use and promote eDocuments solutions and develop new services based on near-real-time structured data towards their customers. (Government)
1.1.9 Communicate and promote the business case to the SMEs and larger companies (Government)
1.1.10 Incentives for receiving eInvoices - Authorities send only eInvoices if the receiver is able to receive them (Government)
1.1.11 Implement a public-private partnership eDocument forum (Government)
1.1.12 Identify sectors that are ahead in using a fully digital procurement process and develop communication material with their input (e.g. building industries, food industries). (Government)
1.1.13 Incentives for promoting structured data (Government)

**A3 (phase 3). Adoption of eInvoices: Extend regulations and initiatives beyond public procurement for B2B (2023)**

In electronic invoices, the receiver benefits the most. Most SMEs are uneducated about the benefits of eInvoicing or they lack know-how on how to start using eInvoices. By creating incentives and building mechanisms that favor the sending of eInvoices instead of paper or pdf-files, we are likely to see faster adoption without actions required from the receiving part. The following actions can be executed on a national level.

1.1.14 Create incentives in when governments require payments e.g. extending the payment deadline for businesses that can receive an eInvoice (Government)
1.1.15 Change the regulation of invoice-fee to create incentives for eInvoice (Government)
1.1.16 Seller has the option to only send / sends (by system default) an eInvoice, if the receiver is able to receive them (Government)
1.1.17 Buyer can demand an eInvoice (Government)
1.1.18 Making eInvoicing mandatory in the Nordics (Government)
**C1. Adoption of eReceipts: Receival of eReceipts possible in all business systems (2023)**

Most receipts are printed on paper today (winter of 2019/2020). The handling of paper receipts is costly and inefficient. A standardized, cross-border network would enable substantial savings during bookkeeping and, if done correctly, it would make auditing much easier. In addition, the buyer could use the product information in different business reporting. eReceipts must be delivered directly from point-of-sales (POS) systems.

1.1.19 Standardize the semantic content of eReceipts (Standardization)
1.1.20 Implement eReceipt specification in OpenPeppol network (Business system)
1.1.21 Implement receiving eReceipts in Business systems (Business system)
1.1.22 Implement mapping and routing from national eReceipts systems to the OpenPeppol network (Government, Access point)
1.1.23 Implement eReceipts in public procurement (Government)
1.1.24 Make a business case for eReceipts (Government)
1.1.25 eReceipts are legally valid vouchers (in countries where this is not yet the case) but already implemented in each country.
1.1.26 Evaluation of mandatory eReceipts
1.1.27 Digital first for receipts
1.1.28 eReceipts from banks for their service fees
1.1.29 Evaluation of regulation on standards

**C2. Adoption of eReceipts: Implemented for PoS-systems (2026)**

The full adoption of eReceipts requires all PoS (point-of-sales) and future payment (e.g. mobile payment) systems to be able to produce them. The traditional PoS system vendors are currently not that country-specific, so implementing the ability for them to create the (nordic/EU) standard eReceipt interface might not be that difficult. The mobile payment service providers are generally one in each country.

1.1.30 Mobile payment services sends eReceipts in B2B (Mobile payment systems)
1.1.31 Implement eReceipts for all PoS-systems - are able create them (POS systems)
1.1.32 Have an eReceipt follow the Credit/debit card transaction flow (Payment provider)

**D1. Adoption of eOrders (2024)**

Applicable business systems should be able to produce, send, receive and to consume standard electronic orders and order confirmations, as well as being able to acquire and to make use of standard electronic product catalogues. This will create automatization possibilities of e-orders and eCatalogues, and reduce errors and mistakes in orders and invoices. E-catalogues increases the possibilities of efficient and real time warehouse management. The adoption of eOrders and eCatalogues is a prerequisite for increased use of structured product information which again leads to automated reporting.

1.1.32 Compliant with eOrdering BIS format based on the on the CEN WS/BII Profile 28 Ordering (Business systems)
1.1.33 Implement in OpenPeppol BIS Orders and Order confirmations in Business systems (Business systems)
1.1.34 Implement eOrders in Public Procurement (Government)
1.1.35 Identify sectors that are reliant on EDIFACT
1.1.36 Order/order confirmation considered as a proof of transaction to be used as basis for bookkeeping
**D2. Adoption of eCatalogues (2027)**

The catalogs support the process for suppliers to send a catalogue to buyers, which then will be used for ordering. Catalogues are used as basis for maintenance of information about products and services and terms that apply. Catalogue helps automating the purchasing process followed by an order and an invoice, leading to entire purchasing process running from sourcing, ordering and invoicing to payment.

1.1.37 Compliant with eCatalog BIS format (Business systems)
1.1.38 Implement in OpenPeppol BIS eCatalog for Business systems (Business systems)
1.1.39 Implement eCatalogues in public procurement (Government)
1.1.40 Start active discussion with food agencies and food industry to promote e-catalogues, product catalogs and e-orders
1.1.41 Promoting usage of standard eCatalogue in eCommerce/webshop solutions and eOrdering/eInvoicing systems

**4.1.2 Capability 1.2 Adoption of digital product and service information**

The vision requires that ability to capture, structure and making product information from sales and purchases digitally available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability 1.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to make use of additional linked sources like product information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External drivers include mobile banking, EU BIS billing 3.0 has a placeholder for individual lines, e.g. EAN codes. However, it contains too little information to be relevant for circular economy.

The business systems must provide the ability to process all content of digital business documents, including product information. The structured product information is available to the business system from the vendors' ordering system or similar. Legislation could be an instrument when adoption is increased.

**Possible actions to achieve the capability**

**E1. Adoption of digital product and service codes (2023)**

Product codes provide the means to consume much more data from the business documents when there’s a way to acquire standard metrics from product catalogues or registries based on these codes. There are various codes that can be used, e.g. EAN code, EU Harmonized System codes, or other standard product and service category codes (UNSPSC for example). Furthermore, product codes are a prerequisite for access to detailed product information.

1.2.1 Include and process product and service codes in the business document specifications [Standardization]
1.2.2 Discover product and service information/codes and access services providing additional information about the product or service - addressing [Product and service catalogues]
1.2.3 Ordering systems must make use of standardized product and service codes [Business systems]
1.2.4 Enforce the use of product and service codes in the supply chain [Government]
1.2.5 Enforce a best practice for use of product and service codes in eInvoicing [Government]
**E2. Adoption of digital product and service information (2027)**

The full benefit of common product and service codes is only materialized when there is a common semantic model for product information, and when this information is easily accessible. Having product information available will increase the automation of non-financial reporting, and digitalization in general.

1.2.6 Product catalogues should be used with standardized product codes to provide access to machine readable descriptions of product information that can be used throughout the supply chain. Product codes must be mapped to general codes; UNSPSC and Customs code [Business systems]

1.2.7 Synchronize the processes regarding requiring product information to make sure product information is digital before encouraging and demanding it [Government]

1.2.8 Standardize a common mandatory set of product information, and make this standard flexible enough that it may be extended with sector-specific information and/or information necessary for compliance [Sectors]

1.2.9 Research the benefits of using product catalogues based on industries that are further ahead in using this information [Government]

1.2.10 Build on the value of the Nordic market for developing solutions for product information

1.2.11 Business case showing the possibilities for traceability and sustainability in the food industry

**4.1.3 Capability 1.3 VAT automation**

**Capability 1.3**

Ability to automate the calculation of VAT

**F1. VAT automation between businesses and business systems - study the possibilities (2023)**

NSG VAT PoC showed that there is data that can be extracted from the electronic business documents and that data might enable transaction-based automation of VAT calculation in business systems, even in cross-border trading.

Further work is needed at national and NSG level to reach the benefits. The purpose of the cooperation is to promote the use of structured information and to ensure that the requirements of VAT are correctly accounted for in a controlled transition.

1.3.1 Enable to have enough information on domestic level (codes & rules)

1.3.2 Enable to have enough information on cross-border level (codes & rules)

1.3.3 Study the possibilities to utilize product information in VAT automation between business systems

**F2. VAT automation between businesses and business systems - proceeding towards the goal (2026)**

1.3.4 Progress in line with the options and possibilities studied earlier eg. proceed towards the goal set by implementing.
4.2 Capability area 2 Availability of detailed information (transactions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability area 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to make detailed information (transactions) available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1 Capability 2.1 Provide technical access points to detailed transaction data
The vision requires that the business must be able to provide access to detailed transaction data. The ability will also enable portability, financial auditing and detailed reporting. Furthermore, the vision requires this access to span the Nordic countries.

The transactional access must be indifferent to in which format the digital business documents are being carried.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability 2.1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to provide authenticated users technical access points to a business’ detailed transactional data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An internal driver from Finland is the program on Real Time Economy and the following TALTIO project that produced many mappings between different digital business document standards (formats) and the XBRL GL taxonomy. Finnish translations to the taxonomy contents was also produced.

Value added services call for access to real time data about companies’ performance and financial situation. Business services also mention the need for easier and instant access of the financial overview of the business situation of their customers and suppliers in order to give credit terms and invest.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

**J1. Enable standardized access to business systems transactional data - (technical interoperability) (2023)**

*System integration nowadays is always a customization due to lack of standard API and in most countries the lack of standard representation of business transaction data. With standardisation in these areas, we can enable integrations without customisation and portability of business data. This area is parallel and complementary to the below K1 and K2.*

2.1.1 Establish a standardised service, API, for accessing transactional data about a business [Business systems, Government]

2.1.2 Establish use of a standardized role based authorization service and user consent based service for the businesses to grant access to different parties to read/write data (B2B, B2G) [Business systems, Government]

2.1.3 Implement a standardised format for transferring detailed bookkeeping data between systems (portability) [Business system vendors, Government]

2.1.4 Provided a service to find the actual lookup access points for a business - eAdressing [Government]

4.2.2 Capability 2.2 Real time lookup
The vision requires access to current data. Financial information should be accessible through lookup services.
Data is to be accessed at the source, i.e. the business system. Hence there must be a mechanism for addressing the source by the identity of the organisation. Furthermore, the lookup services require high availability access to the services that provides the business transactions. The content of the service will vary depending on the needs of the consumer.

The changeability and life cycle of the APIs is important, e.g. to support different formats and versioning.

**Capability 2.2**

Ability to lookup an organisation’s financial data

External drivers include Directive 2015/2366/EU on payment services in the internal market (PSD2) and open banking. This opens up the structured access to bank services. PSD2 puts requirements on banks to provide services through APIs. Though not required by this directive, the capability in question here is a parallel where transactions are made available by the source.

An internal driver from Finland is the program on Real Time Economy.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

**J2. Open accounting - enable access to business systems transactional data - (legal interoperability) (2023)**

2.2.1 Require a lookup service to be available - similar to PSD2 directive Account Information Service Provider (AISP) for banks [Government]

2.2.2 Harmonize bookkeeping laws between the Nordic countries to accept the same treatment of accounting artifacts in all counties (storage, online access and transfer from paper to electronic form) [Government]

**4.2.3 Capability 2.3 Common representation of transactions (semantics)**

There is a need for common representation of business transaction information across business systems. The representation will be used for portability, reporting, querying and lookup of transactions. As the business documents comes in a series of formats, there needs to be a clear mapping of the semantics of the business documents to the target representation format.

**Capability 2.3**

Ability to have a common representation language for transactions across business systems

Metadata is generally divided into

- *Business metadata* focus on the meaning of data, quality and regulations.
- *Technical metadata* focus on the format and structure of data.
- *Operational metadata* that focus on the management of data.

In this context we are focusing on the business metadata, the semantics. See also capability 3.3 Common representation of businesses, which is the common representation of the business itself.
An external driver for this capability is OECD-developed framework for SAF-T, and national interoperability and portability specifications like the Swedish SIE. Another driver is the global work on financial reporting in XBRL, and the need for drilling down to the details in transactions which is known as XBRL GL taxonomy for presenting transaction level data.

Portability and use of data for reporting, querying and extracting transactions calls for an ability to have a common representation of business transactions.

There are two principle ways forward to interoperable solutions. Either one common semantic model,

The operational metadata is required to properly manage, distribute and secure the data. It focuses on the descriptive and administrative metadata that assist in managing a data asset. It includes information like data provenance, data archival, data privacy, governance, and processing/life cycle metadata including logs, data sharing and update rules, and statistics.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

K1. Standardize content of business system transactional data (semantic interoperability) (2023)
The transactions of SMEs are being used in external services to get credit and for benchmarking purposes. Full portability would also make it possible for the SMEs to switch from one business system to another. However, though there are national standards in two Nordic countries, there is no common Nordic understanding of what the data means. This creates misunderstandings and increases integration costs, and generally reduces the set of services available to a business. Actions are needed to create a common Nordic standard to be implemented in all business systems.

2.3.1 Select a common standard as the core for the semantic representation of transactions [Government]
2.3.2 Base delivery model on the common representations, and provide access to this as well as the national selected standard [Business system vendors, Government]
2.3.3 Provide the mapping between national selected transaction standard and the common reference data model for transactions [Nordic and national governance]
2.3.4 Publish general recommendations for structured data

K2. Standardize content of business data (semantic interoperability) (2026)
This further standardization will also lower the barrier for switching between business systems. One such important area of standardization is the chart of accounts. Using the same chart of accounts or, lacking that, a mapping between different charts, will enable data portability and analysis.

2.3.5 Ensure a common Nordic semantics in supplemental information to the transaction (e.g. business activities, categorization, product information etc.) in order to make comparative analysis (CEN, GS1 or other standardization organization)

M. Standardize the life cycle of transactional data (semantic interoperability) (2024)
As business documents are being used as soon as they are being accepted by the SME, it is important that the quality of the information is well understood. This life cycle information must be exposed with the transactional data.

2.3.6 Make sure transactions are sufficient described for the target processes (Business system and data users)
K3. Align national accounting law (2026)
There are some differences in the laws governing the accounting and bookkeeping that act as ultimate barriers to a common market for business systems and accounting services. These should be removed by harmonization.

2.3.7 Create mappings between the different national standard charts of accounts (Government, Accounting associations)

4.3 Capability area 3: Reporting and analytics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability area 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to perform predefined reports on the data and perform on demand analytics functions on the data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reporting in this context is generally means reporting obligations to the government. However, it may also include applications for funds and aid e.g. agricultural crop damage aid.

Current reporting based on financial data can be separated into categories.

1. Financial reporting which typically is sent to Tax administrations and Registry of Annual Accounts.
2. Demands for transparency and non-financial reporting (related to product information).

This capability area assumes the achievement of capability 3.1.

This capability area differs from capability 3.1 in that capability 3.1 refers to transactional data, while capabilities 5.3 and 5.4 deals with financial reports at aggregated levels.

Micro data represent a unique resource for economic and social development. Countries and businesses at the forefront of harvesting and exploiting micro data will have an advantage in today’s international competitive environment. The Nordic countries are uniquely positioned to become worldwide leaders, basically because of the coverage of information obtained in administrative registers, and the fact that businesses are uniquely identified in registers covering tax, payroll, accounts, banking information etc. The possibility to harvest microdata for research and analytics inside the ecosystem of sharing business transactions will add significant value and reduce the response burden from a vast amount of surveys and research. It is a unique opportunity to outline a capability for research and analytics from the beginning of the NSG ecosystem.

To be able to reuse data on business transactions for analytical and research purposes, privacy must be built into the solutions from the start, and disclosure control must be proven to obtain trust in such a way that user consents for the use of data for research and analytical purposes should not be necessary.
4.3.1 Capability 3.1 Financial reporting

**Capability 3.1**

Ability to create and send financial reports based on bookkeeping data

The annual financial reporting is already a capability delivered by business systems, national solution building blocks and public administration.

Businesses call for a simplified reporting from SMEs to authorities.

Some of the long-term drivers in financial reporting are automation, XBRL, corporate disclosure of Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) aspects.

Nationally, the Danish, Swedish and Finnish business authorities offers or will offer reporting solutions where business systems upload XBRL files.

External drivers include that the ESMA announced that starting in 2020, public companies that prepare consolidated IFRS financial statements will provide them in the European Single Electronic Format inline XBRL.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

**R1. Generate and automate financial reports (2022)**

With sufficient standardization of transaction data, most or all financial reports may be automated. In order for this to work, the transaction data must be coded using a well-known chart of accounts. Current legislation does not enable this. There are still manual steps involved.

3.1.1 Provide a service that can deliver financial reports to authorities with definitions [Government, Business systems]

3.1.2 Implement and adopt a Standard chart of accounts / referential chart of accounts [Business systems]

3.1.3 Implement the Once Only Principle by harmonizing reporting demands from tax and business registries (also statistics in some cases) [Government, Business systems]

3.1.4 Provide access to automated financial reports for business-internal purposes (e.g. prognosis) and to external partners [Business systems]

4.3.2 Capability 3.2 Non-financial automated reports

**Capability 3.2**

Ability to automate reports based on financial and supplemental data e.g. product information

External drivers include UN sustainability development goals.

On top of capability 3.2, ability to lookup an organisation’s financial data, a variety of non-financial aggregated use cases may be derived.

With access to transactional data that is further aggregated, the SME may transfer this data to other business services outside of the business system proper, for the internal use of the SME or for external parties.
Examples of “traditional” external business services could be credit-giving processes or audit processes. Here, auditors and credit institutions demand other reports (for specific periods or more detailed) than the annual reports provided to authorities.

Internal use may be performance analytics where an application could harvest continuously updated reports to facilitate the life of SMEs by visualizing and demonstrating the financial status of the SME, show the company’s liquidity or VAT debt in near real-time, or extract and visualize other key point indicators.

This capability area assumes the achievement of capability 4.1 and 4.4 - data should be delivered from business system to a business service with consent or by contract, and access to data should be retractable. Moreover, the business system must log the source of the event.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

**R2. Automated regulatory non-financial reporting**

*When product information is standardized and stored in central registries for referencing and lookup, a number of interesting use cases may be implemented with limited effort, e.g. sustainability reporting (ecological footprint), social responsibility reporting, materials used in construction etc.*

3.2.1 Provide access to automated non-financial reports (e.g. based on product information and services sold or bought) [Business system vendors]

**4.3.3 Capability 3.3 Access to data across businesses**

There is a common need to be able to access data across businesses. This could for instance provide benchmarking in a specific sector or sales analysis for specific products as well as for research and statistical purposes on any information object obtained within the business transactions and bookkeeping information. Furthermore, the need for providing standard reports addresses the same challenges, and also the need for deriving stable and timely indicators at different levels and across business domains.

Access to aggregated data (“micro aggregates”) for reporting, statistics and analytics“ process should in general be open for all.

**Capability 3.3**

*Ability to access data across businesses in order to do analytics*

**Preconditions to achieve the capability**

Establish key principles for the development and usage of the analytical platform

- Make privacy first and continuously demonstrate privacy measures
- Separate clearly between the ability to undergo a legal control, and the ability to derive information for secondary purposes.
- Avoid the need of user consents for research and analyses

The key driver is the possibility to harvest detailed, timely data covering a well-defined and large population of businesses. The capability should embrace the needs of empirical research, forecasting, set up of key indicators, benchmarking and business analysis related to entrepreneurship and innovation and market analysis, only by differentiating access and authorisation control.
The analytics will be based on data in a widely distributed system, and a solution is required to harvest or collect the data into a system that can perform the actual analysis.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

5. Enabled support for analysis and statistics based on “real-time” data

Micro data represent a unique resource for economic and social development. Countries and businesses at the forefront of harvesting and exploiting micro data will have an advantage in today’s international competitive environment. The key driver is the possibility to harvest detailed, timely data covering a well-defined and large population of businesses. This milestone embraces the needs of empirical research, forecasting, set up of key indicators, benchmarking, business and market analysis. There are major potential benefits in this area, related to entrepreneurship, innovation and research.

3.3.1 Focus on the information needed - micro aggregates, network (Business systems)
3.3.2 Keep historical data at sufficient level
3.3.3 Understand and scope with the boundaries (sample bias etc)
3.3.4 Accessibility, conditions to provide for fast and differentiated access
3.3.5 Implement a system that can collect relevant data from the distributed systems, and perform analysis
3.3.6 Perform analysis like market opportunities and benchmarking
3.3.7 Service for accessing historical annual accounts for a sector or geography

4.3.4 Capability 3.4 Obtaining disclosure control while analysing data

The system should be able to provide access to data for research and analyses while ensuring sufficient disclosure control to protect business privacy demands.

Capability 3.4

Obtaining disclosure control while analysing data

A researcher can, because of requirements specific to a project and by application according to the conditions of law or regulation, be granted access to analyse individual, detailed data. Normally one condition is that the data are de-identified, but not completely anonymized. This procedure takes time and are often costly.

To be able to give instant access to data we need either that the data itself is anonymized, or to ensure that the output (the result of the analysis) is anonymized.

Anonymization of data means either aggregation, or different types of syntetication of data. In both aspects, noise is added or accuracy is reduced from the data to disclose information about the units observed. This type of preprocessing before analysis reduces the flexibility of combining data needed to get useful results.

Anonymisation of outputs means that you add noise on the fly to the output result of the analysis. The data itself is real observation on unit level, but no one get access to the data at this level. All access is provided via controlled metadata and all outputs are controlled according to the specific method used, the size of the population addressed by the analysis etc. This type of processing output reduces the variety and to some extent the peak ability of using analytical tools or methods. On the other hand, the volume and coverage of data will to some extent reduce the consequence of lack of functionality. The Norwegian service www.microdata.no show an example of how this can be done.
There are also a number of other emerging methods and technologies that address this problem, like the work on differential privacy, multi-party computation etc.

By entering this ecosystem, the business should state a general accept to allow for the reuse of data under the conditions maintained by this capability.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

T. Disclosure control while analysing data
To be able to give instant access to data data itself needs to be anonymized, or there must be ways to ensure that the output (the result of the analysis) is anonymized. Anonymization of data means either aggregation, or different types of synthetication of data. By entering this ecosystem, the business should state a general accept to allow for the reuse of data under the conditions maintained by this capability.

3.4.1 Implement access to data differentiated by a commonly defined classification of sensitivity based on information value assessment (see also 5.2.3 and 5.2.4) [Business systems]
3.4.2 Allow for automated, trusted processes that harvest data that are used to produce the basis for controlled secondary use (see also 5.1.5) [Business system vendor]
3.4.3 Establish common services that manage (store or extract on the fly) aggregation of individual data, and/or provide dynamic disclosure on output results [value added service, government]
3.4.4 Establish common services for continuous harvest of data or common reports used to update key indicators [value added service, government]

4.4 Capability area 4: Compliance

Compliance in this regard involves having systems that reduce the risk of non-compliance when it comes to various local and international regulations like Know Your Customer (KYC).

### Capability area 4

**Ability to be in compliance with law and regulations and avoid being part of or victim of fraud**

#### 4.4.1 Capability 4.1 Born digital

The SME should have the ability to be digital from the day of registration. In our context this means that they should have business systems in place that support the capabilities of digital business documents and open accounting.

### Capability 4.1

**Ability to be born digital with compliant business systems**

#### 8. Increase SMEs use of digital business system - and ability to exchange digital business documents

The usage of digital business systems, especially accounting systems, is of great importance in order to be able to store and make use of the structural business documents. These systems should at minimum level fulfill the legal requirements relevant to the functions the system provides (e.g. to be compliant with accounting directives and VAT laws), but also make the business operations more efficient. Actions that will increase the use of business systems will ultimately increase the adoption of business documents, given actions described above (in A1 and A2). Furthermore, the exchange of data is
dependent on APIs delivered by the business systems (see J below). The following actions can be executed on a national level, but 1.1.10 and 1.1.11 should be coordinated on the Nordic-level.

4.1.1 Demand a certain group of companies to use digital accounting systems. E.g. remove the minimum capital requirement for limited companies, but demand a digital accounting system [Government]

4.1.2 Making sure business system (accounting system) fulfill a set of requirements [Government]

4.1.3 Enable registration of business directly from business systems (accounting system, banks or other) ("born digital") [Government, Business systems]

4.1.4 Business registration process should be changed so that businesses are encouraged to be digital, e.g. enable registration in the OpenPeppol SMPs [Government]

4.4.2 Capability 4.2 Compliance confirmation services

Businesses are subject to regulatory compliance (e.g. KYC), and essential to controlling the design is the validity, completeness and accuracy of the data used to execute the control.

This comes into play in different areas.

The validity of data in e-Receipts and e-Invoices is important to prevent fraud. Both fraud in creating false invoices, and receipts. Furthermore prevent using them more than once to verify expenses.

Phantom trading partners (fictitious corporate entities), supplies (never delivered) and fraudulent invoices are reason for Accounts Payable fraud.

Preventing tax fraud relates to the ability to cross-checking the outgoing invoices of the seller with incoming invoices of the buyer.

The ability to verify the account number is needed. E.g. that it has been changed from the previous invoice, and hence being able to control fraud.

This validity is also relevant for further use in the banks and credit institutions.

Traceability refers to trace a product from order, shipment and payment.

Finland together with Norway and Sweden have suggested to test European Blockchain Infrastructure (EBSI)/Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) to improve this question, and address the suggested actions in this capability.

Capability 4.2

Ability to make sure that the data supports for compliance by design, e.g. to prevent fraud.

External drivers include the European Parliament and Council directive (EU) 2015/849 of May 20th, 2015 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing. Another driver includes the concept of “secure chain” from OECD.

The business systems have also put forward a wish for a service for identifying “serious” actors across the nordic countries. The availability of public registry data (business registry, bankruptcy data, and annual account data) about trading partners has been mentioned, and to require the operators transmitting documents to verify at least their own customers before transmitting.
Possible actions to achieve the capability

G. Integrity in the business document exchange

This ability needs to be addressed and discussed to determine which way to ensure the integrity of the business document exchange. There will be different suggestions for solutions which will be dependent on other capabilities.

4.2.1 Access to a digital business documents validation services that check that necessary contents are present and used codes etc. are correct [Business systems]

4.2.2 Insist that the digital business document stays entirely unchanged for both the originator and the receiver (meaning that exactly the same physical document must be found on both sides on request) in order to make sure that a voucher is only used once. This enables automated checks (based on hash calculations) [Government]

H. Integrity by not having to exchange documents

Modern technologies provide means to ensure the integrity and the immutability of data in distributed systems. Today, laws demand that a proof of transaction (a voucher) must be stored for a number of years as a copy for both parties of the business transaction. A possible way in the future could be to have the details of the transaction only in one place if the legal side would allow this.

4.2.3 Enforce a system where sales documents are not sent at all, but stored in one place and being referenced. Eliminates the challenges of having two different copies at each end [Government]

4.2.4 Legal changes to remove the need to store and archive copies of vouchers [Government]

I. Trusted services that enable and increase secure business

The business documents are the basis for all downstream automation. Therefore, at the moment of creating a business document such as an invoice for a new customer, an SME may need to or want to perform various checks to ensure that the trading party exists, is VAT registered, is operating in a serious manner etc. The services can be delivered by government or third parties.

4.2.5 Access to a service that checks the validity of a bank account number against the company number [Business system vendors, Government]

4.2.6 Access to a service that checks for VAT-registration [Government]

4.2.7 Access to a service that checks the “seriousness” of a company (taxes paid, vat paid, annual accounts delivered) [Business system vendors, Government]

4.2.8 Access to a service that checks that trading partners really exist before sending documents (is registered in business registries) [Government]

4.2.9 Access to a service or subscription that provides a warning function related to well-known suspicious or fraudulent activities [Value added service]

4.2.10 Implement warning services for factual events about a business (gov. data: forced proceedings, persons not allowed to do business) [Government]

4.2.11 Test the European Blockchain Infrastructure (EBSi)/Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) to improve this question, and address the above actions in this capability

4.4.3 Capability 4.3 Common representation of businesses

There is need for adding data about the ecosystem itself, e.g. structural information about all actors/businesses etc. And to some extent what type of process or events that has led to the creation of a specific type of information (object).
**Capability 4.3**

Ability to have a common representation of businesses

Product information, i.e. type of commodities sold or purchased etc. is needed as statistical classifications to make comparable analysis in the ecosystem. This information exists elsewhere in administrative registers etc., whereas the identifying codes are used in the transactions.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

---

**L. Common representation of base registry data on businesses (semantic interoperability)**

The goal should be for a system developer in one Nordic country to be able to interpret information from base registries in all Nordic countries without special understanding of national terminology etc.

4.3.1 Create a common nordic representation about a business (e.g. business core model, Nace classification - branch codes) [Government]

4.3.2 Implement a common nordic representation about businesses for business registry services [Government]

---

**4.5 Capability area 5: Data protection**

---

**Capability area 5**

Ability to protect sensitive data

Security and trust are important cornerstones for the NSG ecosystem. There is a need to ensure that the infrastructure and building blocks are secure and robust. This can only be achieved by analyzing and designing the security features of the infrastructure from the beginning of the development phase to achieve security by default and by design. The usage of a new model for distributing information will not only require that the right information is distributed at the right time but also that it is correct and that only authorized actors can access it, whenever they need it. Furthermore, the system must adhere to numerous legislations regarding information security.

In this document security defines three objectives of security: Provide and maintain confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Each objective addresses a different aspect of providing protection for information.

These three objectives need to be balanced from many perspectives:

- from a **business process** perspective: requirements on the information beside the actual information content in messages and packages
- from **information lifecycle** perspective: how information is used in processes from its creation until deletion. This includes accessing, processing and transformation, storing and transferring of information
- from **information management** perspective: how information is managed, stored, and accessed.

Managing the balance from these perspectives over time requires:

- identification of information and their value
- identification of threats and risks
- defining information security principles
- making and following risk management plans
4.5.1 Capability 5.1 Restrict access to data (Confidentiality)

The business systems should have the ability to restrict access to their data.

**Capability 5.1**

Ability to provide and maintain confidentiality

Confidentiality is the ability to protect information from being accessed by unauthorized parties. The business system must also have the ability of classification of information to ensure that the user of the system can control the sensitive data.

A way to explain it is that if a bank statements or other information that is considered as business secrets is accessed by someone who is not authorized to see the information the consequences could be that the information is spread on social media or other public websites. It would create irreparable damage and the security breach would be a failure to maintain confidentiality.

The ability to control access to information/data (Authorization) is an ability to control that the consumer of data is allowed to get the data from the business system. One of the Architectural Principles is “Protect user data” and one of the Desired Attributes are ‘Data sharing is controlled by the originator’ (discretionary access control). Therefore, the data have to be fully controlled by the user (in this case, the ‘user’ can be an individual person or an organization). Authorization needs to specify access rights and privileges at different levels. The access mechanisms should be flexible and adaptive to the needs of the information owner. There might be need of agents, i.e. a confirmed representative of the user, which in itself will require mechanisms for passing access rights further. Information should initially, and generally, not be accessible by others than the information owner itself. This ability should be implemented in Business systems, supported by authorization/power of mandates building blocks.

The ability to ensure the authenticity of users (Authentication) is the process of verifying the identity of consumers/organizations and that it is correct. Authentication of an information consumer in a business system is necessary to make sure that only an intended consumer gets access to the system and information within. The capability can be nationally delivered by an independent authentication building block.

Authentication capabilities on a larger scale are typically implemented using a trusted 3rd party i.e. a government eID provider (a public Authentication Solution Building Block) or a private authentication solution e.g. Bank-ID. Implementation of authentication in business systems can be a question of federations, in this context national or Nordic. Several different national or EU legislations or initiatives will affect NSG, which is why this has to be considered.

In an exchange of information, data gets distributed to several players. This inevitably means that data is copied with a risk that data will differ between the actors over time. A basic defense to security breaches is to have an ongoing monitoring process with automated and systematic auditing to detect and stop advanced threats. The aim is to prevent a data breach. There will be a need of data retention for security purposes i.e. audit trails and logging. There is also a need to establish who has the right to audit, how the historical data can be secured and for how long it can be stored for that purpose.

It becomes important to be able to signal which version of data is being transmitted, e.g. if data is only accepted, recorded in bookkeeping or closed books. An example is that decisions were made on a certain version of the data. It may then be important to download this particular version of the data in order to show the decision basis. So there may be a need to retrieve historical data.
Another need is to be able to signal protection class on data.

The producer may also need to know the purpose of the access in order to do an access logging. Furthermore, the producer may want to know which organization or even individual has requested the information. By clarifying responsibility for logging between parties, a so-called “audit trail” can be made possible without too much information is logged with each party (audit record) (See traceability above).

Possible actions to achieve the capability

**N1. Solution building blocks to maintain confidentiality**
Each Nordic country needs to handle these abilities regarding national needs and maturity. This will, in some countries, probably be regulated on certain levels. Furthermore, there are probably different projects or assignments already in place both on a national as well as a European level. In order to enable cross-border functionality the mandates might have to be harmonized.

5.1.1 Provide authorization by power and mandates to secure discretionary access control and a lookup service for that [Business systems, Government]
5.1.2 Provide authorization through user’s consent in B2B [Business systems]
5.1.3 Provide authentication of a company (eID for businesses) [Business systems]
5.1.4 Ensure that the data is kept safe and not compromised so that business secrets unwillingly are not shared with wrong parties [Business systems]
5.1.5 Identify what is public information and define scenarios that typically is a business secrets [By industry or country]
5.1.6 Recognize parts of information that could be considered as a business secret, insider information and highly sensitive data like person’s health [Business system vendor]

**N2. Maintain confidentiality at access point**
Business systems must provide some kind of access restriction of their data services. This is probably already implemented in most Nordic countries and wouldn’t be any problem.

5.1.7 Restrict access to their data services [Business systems]

4.5.2 Capability 5.2: Keeping the data safe (integrity and ownership)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability 5.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to provide and maintain integrity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Integrity refers to the ability to ensure the authenticity of information. The source of the information has to be genuine and the system has to ensure that the information is not altered in any way or gets corrupted.

The system must have integrity to prevent unauthorized or unintentional change of information. The information must be protected to ensure that it is not compromised in any way. It is a matter of trust and security where signing can be used, which means that changes in an amount of information can be detected. The method is based on cryptography and can be used in everything from detecting changes in an amount of information to legally binding digital signatures.
From the Desired Attribute “Strong enforcement of data integrity”, it is important that there are suitable mechanisms for supporting data integrity. This could include encryption, access control, digital signatures and others.

If data is to be reused by a third party, this party may want to make sure that the data is not distorted on the way. This can be achieved by labeling the data as originating (Signing above). Requirements for compliance by design should furthermore be put into regulations similar to privacy by design or mapping between them.

**Possible actions to achieve the capability**

### O. Maintain integrity at access point

*Business data must not be compromised, and sensitive data must be protected.* Providing authorization and securing the data would already be taking care of in the current business systems, and shouldn’t be any problem. However, the question of defining what is considered to be trade secrets and how that is to be recognized is a more complex question. Different stakeholders have to be involved in these actions.

#### 5.2.1 Provide solutions to ensure that the data is not altered without authorization, e.g. business document exchange, transaction lookup and during portability [Business systems]

#### 5.2.2 Ability to sign to ensure inadmissibility [Business systems]

### 4.5.3 Capability 5.3: Maintaining availability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability 5.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to maintain availability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Availability means that the information is accessible for authorized users. The business system should not shut down unwillingly to legitimate users due to lack of availability.

The data should not be erased or destroyed without a backup function. The data should be available when needed. When a system is decommissioned or business system become corrupt, its information must still be available.

**Possible actions to achieve the capability**

### P. Availability of the transactions in the business system

*Maintaining availability of business data is important in a distributed system, as well as detecting unforeseen disruptions and protection from hacking. Logging should already be implemented in current business systems. However, the question is how much standardisation is needed? The question of how information can be secured if a system is getting out of business e.g. bankruptcy, needs to be discussed.*

#### 5.3.1 Provide robustness, monitoring requirements, and effective backup functions to detect unforeseen disruptions. Standard archiving method. [Business systems]

#### 5.3.2 Information must be made available from other sources if system is decommissioned [Business systems]
4.5.4 Capability 5.4: Provide traceability

Traceability is the capability to trace something and is the ability to verify history, location or application of an item through recorded identification. Depending on needs, this can vary from single events (e.g. writing to a file) to complex event chains. Traceability is always reactive. Analysis of information to predict ongoing or future events is not part of traceability. Traceability requirements are often domain specific due to legal requirements.

To ensure integrity, the ecosystem needs logging and other more advanced mechanisms for non-repudiation. The ability of keeping the data safe, i.e. the confidentiality, integrity of data, availability and the traceability of its use, is important to the businesses.

Possible actions to achieve the capability

Q. Traceability and logging in business system
The challenge here is not to enable logging for this purpose, but to determine who should have access to it and where to store the information.

5.4.1 Enable management of user’s consent with ability to recall consent [Government]
5.4.2 Make sure exposed API have traceability with a logging function (minimum requirement) to be able to trace the source of events [Business system vendor]

4.6 Capability area 6 - Governance

Capability area 6:
Ability to govern the successful road map implementation at national, nordic and EU levels.

4.6.1 Capability 6.1 - National governance

Capability 6.1
Ability to govern communication and implementation of road map at national levels

On the national level, NSG has created reference groups, and are benefiting from a set of various groups and associations to obtain an understanding of the needs and changes that goes into the national roadmaps. There is also inside NSG a communicational governance. However, when the project is finished these activities needs to be put into a sustainable governance. Furthermore, there need to be a governance of the implementation of the national road maps.

In order to achieve the benefits of the digital ecosystem governance of global information management is needed. Traditionally these governance-models are specific for certain use cases (statistics, tax etc.), but has to be generalised for all use cases / public and private.

Possible actions to achieve the capability
U1. Permanent Governance for Nordic Smart Government: National

Each country needs to have governance in place to implement the road map and follow up on country specific actions. This involves establishing a governance plan, stakeholder engagement plan, and making sure that the right resources are involved.

6.1.1 Establish national stakeholder governance [Government]
6.1.2 Establish governance of implementation of road map on a national level [Government]
6.1.3 Establish national governance of use-case specific global information standards [Government]
6.1.4 Collaboration between authorities on collection of data from businesses (Government)

4.6.2 Capability 6.2 - Nordic governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability 6.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to govern and coordinate communication, strategies and development of solution building blocks at Nordic level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are no direct regulatory bodies at the Nordic level, however the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Nordic Council are an inter-governmental cooperation which shares the vision of an integrated Nordic region. Working with harmonizing policies, they are considered very important for future policy governance.

There is also need for coordination of infrastructure development (or SBBs). Currently there are coordination efforts in bodies like the Nordic Institute for Interoperability Solutions (NIIS) established to “ensure the development and strategic management of X-Road and other cross-border components for e-government infrastructure.” which includes Estonia, Finland and Iceland.

At the EU level we already have the CEN and OpenPeppol as standardization and infrastructure bodies. The best way to get Nordic recommendations to an EU level recommendation is to have an influence on different bodies at EU-level.

The Nordic secretary should be a collaboration between the authorities and the private sector. The main tasks can be

- Monitor market development
- Synchronise regulatory changes
- Harmonised communication to important stakeholders, e.g. business systems vendors

Possible actions to achieve the capability

U2. Permanent Governance for Nordic Smart Government: Nordic

Nordic governance is needed to follow the milestone plan and if all countries are going to be ready where the milestone was set. Nordic governance is needed to adjust the milestone plan if needed. Nordic governance is also needed for any Nordic-level standard or definition we decide to implement.

6.2.1 Standardize and implement statistics on business to business eDocument implementation and adoption in the Nordics
6.2.2 Establish governance and coordination of SBBs and services at Nordic level (Government)
6.2.3 Establish a Nordic secretary to identify key parameters to monitor on a Nordic level (Gov.)
6.2.4 Establish a plan for regulatory decisions that needs to be taken to EU-level
6.2.5 Establish a plan for standardization priorities to be taken to CEN and others (Government)
6.2.6 Establish a plan for infrastructure development to be taken to OpenPeppol and others (Government)
Nordic Smart Government – Deliverable 2:
Bundled Actions - Description of possible actions

This document contains a **bundling** of proposed actions for businesses, business systems (ERP vendors), government and others, to fulfill the vision of NSG. The actions are a **menu of ideas**, and needs to be assessed for relevance in each country.

The bundles are supposed to deliver into three phases; short term (2020-2023), mid-term (2024-2025) and long term (2026-2027).

**Short term bundles (2020-2023) are:**

- Adoption of eInvoices - implementation in business systems, incentives, marketing and forums and extending regulations beyond public procurement for B2B
- Adoption of eReceipts - Receiving eReceipts in all business systems
- Adoption of standardized digital service and product codes, -information and catalogs
- Standardize access to business systems transactional data (technical interoperability)
- Standardize content of business system transactional data (semantic interoperability)
- Generate and automate financial reports
- Born digital - SMEs use of digital business system
- Integrity in the business document exchange
- Trust services to enable and increase secure business
- Common representation of base registry data on businesses (semantic interoperability)
- Maintain confidentiality and availability of business system
- Permanent Governance for Nordic Smart Government: National and Nordic level

A1 (phase 1). Adoption of eInvoices: Complete the implementation of eInvoice standard implemented in all business systems (2021)

*EInvoices are largely implemented in public procurement, but there is not much adoption in the business-to-business actions these days. Actions are needed for all business systems to comply with the standards, communicate the business case to the end users, and market the feature to the customers. Regulatory actions may be needed that mandate the public sector to send eInvoices to customers that can receive it.*

### 1.1 Compliance with CEN semantic model EN-16931 for invoices (Business Systems)

In order to send and receive invoices digitally with the same understanding of the fields in the invoices, the Business systems needs to support the EN-16931 developed by CEN which are implemented with the Peppol BIS (see below). The European Standard establishes a semantic data model of the core elements of an electronic invoice. This action does not imply that you must use the OpenPeppol BIS version, only that the semantics must be shared, i.e. the CEN information model.

Nordics: Semantic interoperability is achieved at the Nordic level. However technical interoperability with OpenPeppol BIS specification and national access to the Peppol Network exchange must also be in place for eInvoices to be exchanged between countries.

### 1.2 Complete the implementation of the OpenPeppol BIS specification (send and receive invoice) (Business Systems)
In countries where public procurement has led to B2B use of the PEPPOL-compliant infrastructure, the completion of this implementation in the business systems is important to create adoption, and implement technical interoperability. This includes both in sending eInvoices and receiving them.

Nordics: Action 1.1.1 could be a way to bridge existing national (or international) standards with the BIS specification, the preferred way will however be to adopt the OpenPeppol BIS specification.

### 1.3 Nordic-Level Digital Phone Book of eDoc-formats

There is a need to ensure capability lookup for all potential recipients of digital business documents in the Nordic Countries to ensure the recipients are capable of receiving a specific document type (invoice, order, receipt etc) before sending it.

Nordics: The Nordic solution must support lookup across the different national solutions, e.g. the Norwegian ELMA. As far as possible, it should build upon the existing building blocks of Peppol and TOOP.

(Proposal for Legal Amendment 6.2)

### A2 (phase 2). Adoption of eInvoices: Incentives, marketing and forums (20xx)

#### 1.4 Develop a future vision and business case for how eDocuments adoption can positively affect actors such as accounting firms and their services (Government)

Focus the NSG vision on the various stakeholders; especially the accounting firms and their services. Benefits include lessen their work, taking away punching and paper handling and automating mandatory reporting (their todays living) and providing new services based on real-time standard structured data and compliance services.

Nordics:

#### 1.5 Market the eInvoice feature to their customers. E.g. recommend the sending of an eInvoice if the customer is able to receive it (Business Systems)

The implementation of eInvoicing functionality in business systems is high. Still the market adoption is slow.

Promote the use of eDocuments to SMEs based on findings from use cases and through trial solutions being developed. And clarify the use cases for the use of structured data and the benefits that they will bring.
The feature needs to be fully explained and the marketing of the feature to the SME must be done. The business system vendors should market the feature of being able to receive eInvoices, e.g. register their clients in OpenPeppol SMPs. This does not imply a requirement to receive invoices electronically, but will enable the sender to send electronically if he chooses to do so, reducing cost on both sides.

Nordics:

1.6 Encourage business system vendors to create the solutions needed for accounting firms to implement eDocuments for their clients (Business Systems)

The accounting firms hold an important role in making the shift from paper and pdf invoices to electronic invoices. Business systems have the functionality in place, and should be encouraged to work with the accounting firms to make the shift. Suggestions could be based on services for business segments that won't buy their current services.

Nordics:

1.7 Encourage application providers to develop trial apps for specified needs to show in practice, the benefits from receiving eInvoices (Government)

Without any examples of new tools, specially designed for small businesses the end users cannot be convinced. NSG should promote the sandbox for them to work with.

Nordics:

1.8 Encourage accountants to use and promote eDocuments solutions and develop new services based on near-real-time structured data towards their customers. (Government)

The accounting firms hold an important role in making the shift from paper and pdf invoices to electronic invoices. Understanding challenges to their existing business models and the opportunities is crucial (See 1.1.4).

Nordics:

1.9 Communicate and promote the business case to the SMEs and larger companies (Government)

Visma and Nordic Smart Government have produced two business cases for adoption of eInvoicing for the SME. The business case for the SME adoption eInvoices is sound, but it needs to be communicated to the SMEs and their main advisors, including the accountants. And other benefits should be communicated in a practical way since money savings are still individually so small, that it doesn't tempt to change things.

Nordics:
1.10 Incentives for receiving eInvoices - Authorities send only eInvoices if the receiver is able to receive them (Government)

The EU directive for public procurement is implemented in all Nordic countries. As Nordic governments are large producers of invoices themselves (various taxes, service payments etc.) they should also themselves send eInvoices.

Nordics: Norway has this regulation in place, and in Finland from 1.4.2020.

(Proposal for Legal Amendment 1.1.1)

1.11 Implement a public-private partnership eDocument forum (Government)

Implement a public-private partnership eDocuments (eInvoice, eReceipt, eOrder, eCatalog) forum comprised of e.g. government agencies, banks, business system providers, messaging services, accounting associations in each country. The goal being to promote all eDocuments in the business community and develop country specific initiatives for their implementation.

(Finnish model)

Nordics: National

1.12 Identify sectors that are ahead in using a fully digital procurement process and develop communication material with their input (e.g. building industries, food industries).

(Government)

Some sectors are very mature in digital procurement processes, and can provide valuable insight for development and adoption.

Nordics:

1.13 Incentives for promoting structured data (Government)

Government support for development projects that promote the use of structured data.
Support in developing solutions that interact with government agencies.

Nordics:

A3 (phase 3). Adoption of eInvoices: Extend regulations and initiatives beyond public procurement for B2B (2023)

In electronic invoices, the receiver benefits the most. Most SMEs are uneducated about the benefits of eInvoicing or they lack know-how on how to start using eInvoices. By creating incentives and building mechanisms that favor the sending of eInvoices instead of paper or pdf-files, we are likely to see faster adoption without actions further required from the receiving part than technical support for eInvoices (1.1.1 and 1.1.2).

1.14 Create incentives in when governments require payments e.g. extending the payment deadline for businesses that can receive an eInvoice (Government)
When sending eInvoices from the government, they could allow longer payment deadlines than when invoices are sent on pdf or paper. E.g. the government can look up in the SMP-register if the receiver is there he gets 30 days to pay, if not there he gets a paper invoice to pay in 7 days.

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.3.2)

1.15 Change the regulation of invoice-fee to create incentives for eInvoice (Government)

Some countries have regulations related to invoice-fees, for instance that it has to be agreed upon in advance. For some actors, invoice-fee covers the cost of manual invoicing, hence there is no incentives for the seller to send an electronic invoice. Different ways of regulating invoice fees could create incentives for the transition to digital business documents. A general ban on invoice fees would for instance give an incentive for the seller to send the invoice as eInvoice. A ban on invoice fees could create a “pull” from the buyers, demanding eInvoices. For the regulation to be successful, it should be able to give incentives toward digital business documents, such as e-Invoices, and not just digitalised paper-invoices (PDF by e-mail).

The regulation does not necessarily have to apply to SMEs, but for instance to all companies of a certain size, as the larger companies (telco, energy, insurance etc) are the source of many of the transactions the SMEs must bookkeep.

Nordics: Consider a common Nordic regulation of invoice fees that gives incentives for the businesses to use digital business documents.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.3.4)

1.16 Seller has the option to only send / sends (by system default) an eInvoice, if the receiver is able to receive them (Government)

Requirement that the seller always can send eInvoices if the receiver is able to receive them, e.g. receiver is registered in an SMP-register. This is a right for the seller. Require the SMP-register to be open for simple Non-peppol API lookups.

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.1.2)

1.17 Buyer can demand an eInvoice (Government)

Requirement that when the buyer supports receiving eInvoices, suppliers must send invoices in electronic format. When sending an invoice all business systems are required to look up the customer in the SMP-register. If the customer is there, the business system shall send an eInvoice rather than paper or pdf. This can take away the pain for receivers not having to deal with incoming paper.
Nordics: Regulation coming into force in Finland in April 2020.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.1.3)

1.18 Making eInvoicing mandatory in the Nordics (Government)

If the proposed recommendations are not effective enough to accomplish the sufficient penetration of eInvoices, mandatory eInvoicing needs to be evaluated. This legal requirement has been implemented in e.g. Italy.

Implement a legislation making B2B e-documents mandatory once standardisation has been completed, giving businesses a predefined transition time. The European VAT directive influences the possibilities of legislation in the EU member states since it gives companies the right to use paper invoices. This problem has however been circumvented in Italy and France is working in the same direction.

In the cases in Italy and France it’s because they have a big VAT-gap to handle. In the Nordic countries it’s a rather small VAT gap and incentives to propose a law from tax perspective it may not be the way to go forward in the Nordics because of lack (or different status) of that incentive.

Nordics: In Finish e-invoice law (241/2019) the receiver has the right to receive an e-invoice upon request. Iceland has a similar allowance in its regulation on e-invoices (505/2013) where the receiver of the invoice can choose its format.

(Proposal for Legal Amendment 1.1.4)

C1. Adoption of eReceipts: Receival of eReceipts possible in all business systems (2023)

Most receipts are printed on paper today (winter of 2019/2020). The handling of paper receipts is costly and inefficient. A standardized, cross-border network would enable substantial savings during bookkeeping and, if done correctly, it would make auditing much easier. In addition, the buyer could use the product information in different business reporting.

1.19 Standardize the semantic content of eReceipts (Standardization)

So that the whole procurement process is covered by the same standard.

CEN/TC-434 is working on eInvoices to make a semantic model for electronic receipts based on EN 16931-1:2017, and the syntax-binding based on UBL 2.1. There is a separate standard by Object Management Group (OMG) ARTS Digital Receipt DR standard.

Nordics: The ARTS eReceipt is in use in Sweden, and Finvoice eReceipts in Finland, both in small amounts

1.20 Implement eReceipt specification in OpenPeppol network (Business system)

The OpenPeppol network should implement a BIS specification for the eReceipt standard.
Nordics:

1.21 Implement receiving eReceipts in Business systems (Business system)

When eReceipt specification is in place in the OpenPeppol network, the business systems should implement the specification for receiving them. Also registration of their businesses in the SMP.

Nordics:

1.22 Implement mapping and routing from national eReceipts systems to the OpenPeppol network (Government, Access point)

If POS systems are not sending standardized eReceipts over the Peppol network, but to a local or national solution, a separate mapping between national or local format to OpenPeppol BIS specification must be in place if the recipient wants to receive on standard format. The routing to a Peppol service provider must also be in place.

Nordics:

1.23 Implement eReceipts in public procurement (Government)

Government agencies should promote the usage of electronic business documents by implementing eOrders, eCatalogues and eReceipts in their own procurement process, making the whole process digital. Governments have been leading the way with regard to eInvoices and should continue to do so with eReceipts.

Nordics: Regulation on electronic public procurement will take effect in Denmark in 2021. Other countries have not yet made the use of other documents than eInvoices obligatory.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.2.2 (both B2G and G2B) and 1.2.4)

1.24 Make a business case for eReceipts (Government)

Make a business case for e-receipts based on different use cases i.e. time saved in handling documents in sales and procurement processes, using e-receipts instead of paper or PDF for employee expenses and small companies that do much of their buying over the counter. Calculations has been done for this business case in Finland.

Nordics: Collaboration.

1.25 eReceipts are legally valid vouchers (in countries where this is not yet the case) but already implemented in each country.

All Nordic Countries has legal opening for accepting digital receipts as equal to paper receipts, but it is not necessarily clearly stated that a certain type of digital receipts fulfills the requirements of a receipt, and SMEs might be in doubt when the receipts origins from vendors
in another country.

As part of establishing a Nordic standard for eReceipts, it would be beneficial to have a clear either in the law or as a legally valid statement that the standard fulfills requirements for a legally valid voucher, and that it is valid across the Nordic countries.

Nordics: Synchronise an official statement clarifying the general legal validity across the Nordic countries of the future Nordic standard for eReceipts when it is ready to be used.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.2.1)

1.26 Evaluation of mandatory eReceipts

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.2.5)

1.27 Digital first for receipts

If a seller has the capability of sending eReceipts, and the buyer has the capability of receiving eReceipts, the default should be to use eReceipts, with no need for other arrangements or agreements prior to the transaction. This must also apply to cross-border transactions in the Nordics.

Nordics: A common regulation in the Nordic countries

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.2.3)

1.28 eReceipts from banks for their service fees

Banks should include an eReceipt for their service fees. Today banks draw the cost of some of their services directly from the customers they are just charged to the account and states it at the monthly or annual bank-statement. Bookkeeping such costs demands specialised and normally manual work-flows. By issuing eReceipts, the SMEs would be able to benefit of the automation offered by their business systems for correctly bookkeeping the costs, and the business systems would not need to develop and maintain costly specialised workflows for the banks service fees..

Nordics: A common regulation in the Nordic countries

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.3.5)

1.29 Evaluation of regulation on standards

Related to the need for legal regulation of standards for other document types
C2. Adoption of eReceipts: Implemented for PoS-systems (2026)

The full adoption of eReceipts requires all PoS (point-of-sales) and future payment (e.g. mobile payment) systems to be able to produce them. The traditional PoS system vendors are currently not that country-specific, so implementing the ability for them to create the (nordic/EU) standard eReceipt interface might not be that difficult. The mobile payment service providers are generally one in each country.

1.30 Mobile payment services sends eReceipts in B2B (Mobile payment systems)

As future payment systems in Business-to-business move from cash registries point-of-sales systems to mobile payment solutions the proof of payment either must follow the payment with more structured data, or a eReceipt needs to be generated from the mobile payment service platform. This will require mobile payment solutions to also capture and transmit product information.

Nordics:

1.31 Implement eReceipts for all PoS-systems - are able create them (POS systems)

Point of sales (POS) systems should be able to send standardized eReceipts over the Peppol network, directly or through a service provider. If the eReceipt is going cross border or other BIS demander, this network should be used. Otherwise local providers could be used. This infrastructure requires eAddresses, and should be defined in standardisation process.

Nordics:

1.32 Have an eReceipt follow the Credit/debit card transaction flow (Payment provider)

Most companies have some level of reimbursement support via "Expense" solutions today. Having an eReceipt follow the credit/debit transaction flow would improve the efficiency or possibly automate the matching the card transaction to an eReceipt later. Part of standardisation process.

Nordics:

D1. Adoption of eOrders (2024)

Applicable business systems should be able to produce, send, receive and to consume standard electronic order and order confirmation, as well as being able to acquire and to make use of standard electronic product catalogues. This will create automatization possibilities of e-orders and eCatalogues, and reduces errors and mistakes in orders and invoices. E-catalogues increases the possibilities of efficient and real time warehouse management. The adoption of eOrders and eCatalogues is a prerequisite for increased use of structured product information which again can support automated reporting.
1.32 Compliant with eOrdering BIS format based on the CEN WS/BII Profile 28 Ordering (Business systems)

The OpenPeppol BIS order specifications describe variations of the order process; order only, and order with confirmation or rejection, and is based on the CEN WS/BII profile 28 Ordering. The business systems should support these specifications.

Nordics:

1.33 Implement in OpenPeppol BIS Orders and Order confirmations in Business systems (Business systems)

The business systems should register their customers in appropriate SMP in order to implement the use of eOrdering documents. All elements are in order and invoice definitions. This is meaningful only for SMEs, who could shorten and hasten their processes and report cash flow and stock management. Could be very efficient in web shops.

Nordics:

1.34 Implement eOrders in Public Procurement (Government)

Government agencies should promote the usage of electronic business documents by implementing eOrders, eCatalogues and eReceipts in their own procurement process, making the whole process digital. Governments have been leading the way with regard to eInvoices and should continue to do so with eOrders.

Nordics: Regulation on electronic public procurement will take effect in Denmark in 2021. Other countries have not yet made the use of other documents than eInvoices obligatory.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 1.3.3)

1.35 Identify sectors that are reliant on EDIFACT

Research their needs towards eDocuments that are currently not met within the OpenPeppol BIS documents specifications and work towards fulfilling that so they can move over. A project of this sort is starting in Iceland to facilitate the retail industry moving from the EDIFACT standard.

Nordics: Coordination

1.36 Order/order confirmation considered as a proof of transaction to be used as basis for bookkeeping

With payment definitions, it equals with invoice.

Nordics:
D2. Adoption of eCatalogues

The catalogs support the process for suppliers to send a catalogue to buyers, which then will be used for ordering. Catalogues are used as basis for maintenance of information about products and services and terms that apply. Catalogue helps automating the purchasing process followed by an order and an invoice, leading to entire purchasing process running from sourcing, ordering and invoicing to payment.

1.37 Compliant with eCatalog BIS format (Business systems)

The OpenPeppol BIS eCatalog formats supports a process for suppliers and web shops to be basis for ordering eOrderrering and eCatalogues should be mandatory for all web shops to send a catalogue to buyers. The format supports different ways of referring to products and services.

Nordics:

1.38 Implement in OpenPeppol BIS eCatalog for Business systems (Business systems)

The business system should register their customers in appropriate SMP in order to implement the use of eCatalog documents.

Nordics:

1.39 Implement eCatalogues in public procurement (Government)

Government agencies should promote the usage of electronic business documents by implementing eOrders, eCatalogues and eReceipts in their own procurement process, making the whole process digital. Governments have been leading the way with regard to eInvoices and should continue to do so with eCatalogues.

Nordics:

1.40 Start active discussion with food agencies and food industry to promote eCatalogues, product catalogs and eOrders

In order to automate reporting of used materials in production and to enable near-real-time traceability, governments should start active discussion with food agencies and food industry to promote e-catalogues, product catalogs and eOrders.

Nordics: Coordinated

1.41 Promoting usage of standard eCatalogue in eCommerce/webshop solutions and eOrdering/eInvoicing systems
Webshops and eCommerce are heavy users of orders and is a good place to start when implementing eCatalogs and eOrders.

Nordics: Nordic level action, hopefully global

E1. Adoption of standardized digital product and service codes (2023)

*Product codes provide the means to consume much more data from the business documents when there’s a way to acquire standard metrics from product catalogues or registries based on these codes. There are various codes that can be used, e.g. EAN code, EU Harmonized System codes, or other standard product and service category codes (UNSPSC for example). Furthermore, standardized product codes are a prerequisite for access to detailed and standardized product information.*

2.1 Include and process product and service codes in the business document specifications (Standardization)

The catalogs contain identifiers products and services, and should be used in digital business documents. Generally there is a placeholder for the identifier in the BIS 3.0 format.

Nordics: This should be a Nordic or global effort

2.2 Discover product and service codes and access services providing additional information about the product or service - addressing (Product and service catalogues)

The product and service identifiers should be discoverable and route to a service for looking up information about the product or service.

Nordics: This should be a Nordic or global effort

2.3 Ordering systems must make use of standardized product and service codes (Business systems)

The ordering and invoice issuing systems should include product and service codes in the business documents.

Nordics: This should be a Nordic or global effort

2.4 Enforce the use of product and service codes in the supply chain (Government)

Even though standardization, guidelines and even system support is in place there will be a need for adoption efforts towards the product and service owners.

Nordics:

2.5 Enforce a best practice for use of product and service codes in eInvoicing (Government)

The guidelines and norms for how to use product and service codes in eInvoicing this should be developed, and implemented by the business systems in close dialog with catalog providers.
E2. Adoption of product and service catalogs, digital product and service information (2027)

The full benefit of common product and service codes is only materialized when there is a common semantic model for product information, and when this information is easily accessible. Having product information available will increase the automation of non-financial reporting, and digitalization in general. Product catalogues (not to be mistaken as e-catalogues) are standardized registers consisting of more detailed information about individual products.

2.6 Product and service catalogues/registries should be used with standardized product and service codes to provide access to machine readable descriptions of product and service information that can be used throughout the supply chain. Codes must be mapped to general codes; UNSPSC and Customs code (Business systems)

Products and services in catalogs should contain standardised global classification in order to map these to be used for domestic VAT rates, customs and non-financial reporting automation. Including mapping to customs codes in the orders will enable automatic handling for customs.

Nordics: Nordic level action, hopefully global

2.7 Synchronize the processes regarding requiring product and service information to make sure product and service information is digital before encouraging and demanding it (Government)

Ensure that product and service data sheets are digital available before they are required to be included into the eOrder, eCatalogs and other business documents. This is to ensure that there is sufficient information to automate from in the business systems e.g. for non-financial reporting, warehouse management etc. and not only for government financial reporting.

Nordics: Nordic level action

2.8 Standardize a common mandatory set of product and service information, and make this standard flexible enough that it may be extended with sector-specific information and/or information necessary for compliance (Sectors)

When product and service information are digitally available, there should be a standardisation effort in order to enable automation and use in eCatalogs. This would require that certain characteristics must be defined and standardized.

Nordics: Nordic level action, hopefully global

2.9 Research the benefits of using product catalogues based on industries that are further ahead in using this information (Government)

2.10 Build on the value of the Nordic market for developing solutions for product information

Focusing on the value for the Nordic market as a whole will give more incentives as the Nordics is a bigger market, more opportunity for both seller and buyer.

Nordics: Collaboration

2.11 Business case showing the possibilities for traceability and sustainability in the food industry

Focused business case for the food industry should be developed showing the value in traceability and sustainability. Public bodies like food agencies should be involved in this.

Nordics: Collaboration

F1. VAT automation between businesses and business systems - study the possibilities (2023)

NSG VAT PoC showed that there is data that can be extracted from the electronic business documents and that data might enable transaction-based automation of VAT calculation in business systems, even in cross-border trading.

Further work is needed at national and NSG level to reach the benefits. The purpose of the cooperation is to promote the use of structured information and to ensure that the requirements of VAT are correctly accounted for in a controlled transition.

3.1 Enable to have enough information on domestic level (codes & rules)

Possibilities are studied by gathering more information in each country about the existing process of sending and receiving eInvoices and how VAT reporting (VAT codes and rules) is done based on eInvoices on a domestic level.

There are not only VAT codes that enable the right VAT-taxation. It’s also important that the automation is started in the customer’s environment and that tax agencies contribute in the company’s environment with rules and information that can help the company paying the right VAT.

Nordics: National action, collaboration at Nordic level

3.2 Enable to have enough information on cross-border level (codes & rules)

Possibilities are studied by gathering more information in each country about the existing process of cross-border sending and receiving of eInvoices and how VAT reporting (VAT codes and rules) is done based on eInvoice. See also 1.3.1.

Nordics: National action, collaboration at Nordic level
F2. VAT automation between businesses and business systems - proceeding towards the goal

8.4 Progress in line with the options and possibilities studied earlier eg. proceed towards the goal set by implementing.

Nordics:

J1. Enable standardized access to business systems transactional data (technical interoperability) (2023)

System integration nowadays is always a customization due to lack of standard API and in most countries the lack of standard representation of business transaction data. With standardisation in these areas we can enable integrations without customisation of business data (interoperability). This will also enable a more efficient market where the customers may choose to leave their service provider and choose freely new services. Minimize vendor lock-in. This area is parallel and complementary to the below K1 and K2 (semantic interoperability).

1.1 Establish a standardized service, API, for accessing transactional data about a business (Business system, Government)

A standardized API means that a specification is developed, and all business system vendors implement the same specification for accessing the transactional level data for a business. An example specification has been developed in the NSG reference implementation. The lookup services (APIs) must be able to identify the format and version of the content.

Nordics:

1.2 Establish use of a standardized role based authorization service and user consent based service for the businesses to grant access to different parties to read/write data (B2B and B2G) (Business system, Government)

Transaction level access by authorized parties. See also the services in 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.

Nordics:

1.3 Implement a standardised format for transferring detailed bookkeeping data between systems (portability)

Full portability may be out of reach, however efforts transferring the complete set of business documents and business document based bookkeeping entries between systems should be a
first goal. Note that actual portability will be limited and dependent on target system being able to make them fit into their process support.

Nordics:

1.4 Provided a service to find the actual lookup access points for a business - eAdressing (Government)

A central service to lookup by organisation number the endpoint where you can access the business’ transactional data. Typically the endpoint provided by the business system of the business.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

J2. Open accounting - enable access to financial transactions in business systems - (legal interoperability) (2023)

*Legal actions need to be taken to enable the SME to use his information freely. This also includes actions to harmonize the treatment of transactional data in the Nordic countries.*

2.1 Require a lookup service to be available - similar to PSD2 directive Account Information Service Provider (AISP) for banks (Government)

Create an innovative platform to increase competition in the market and make it possible for customers to shop complementary services. Note that sharing transaction level data here must uphold the privacy and trade regulations.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 3.3 (interoperability), 3.4 (portability))

2.2 Harmonize bookkeeping laws between the Nordic countries to accept the same treatment of accounting artifacts in all countries (storage, online access, and transfer from paper to electronic form) (Government)

Bookkeeping leads to financial statements and also are the basis of income taxation and VAT. Actions here are discussed in the legal amendments especially the actions “SMEs can store business data in electronic form freely within the EU, or at least in the Nordics”, and “SMEs can store business data in electronic form, even if it was originally received on paper”

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 3.1 and 3.2 (storage electronically and abroad))
### 2.3 GDPR Recommendations for SMEs (Government)

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 5.1)

### 2.4 Bookkeeping acts should favor digital solutions

Bookkeeping regulation should be written in a way, where the use of electronic formats are encouraged and the use of paper format is kept to a minimum”)

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments x.x)

### 4.5 Industry specific agreements while awaiting ecosystem-wide standard

Standard Contract Terms.

Nordics:

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 2.1)

---

**K1. Standardize content of business system transactional data (semantic interoperability) (2023)**

*The transactions of SMEs are being used in external services to get credit and for benchmarking purposes. Full portability would also make it possible for the SMEs to switch from one business system to another. However, though there are national standards in two nordic countries, there is no common nordic understanding of what the data means. This creates misunderstandings and increases integration costs, and generally reduces the set of services available to a business. Actions are needed to create a common nordic standard to be implemented in all business systems.*

### 3.1 Select a common nordic standard as the core for the semantic representation of transactions (Government)

There are several standards established for this today, mostly national or national adaptation of international standards. There are however currently no interoperable semantic standards for transactions. A stepwise approach starting with a common minimum subset in the Nordics based on business document based transactions, and their bookkeeping entries, then extending to more complex value chain. All specifications must be based on a business process that already exists in several, if not most, business systems.

Nordics: Collaboration at the Nordic level, international collaboration
3.2 Base delivery model on the common representations, and provide access to this as well as the national selected standard (Business systems, Government)

As national standards exist today, and are implemented in business systems, an practical approach is to make sure that the common representation can be transformed to the national standards. Proof-of-concepts have been made to verify this approach.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

3.3 Provide the mapping between national selected transaction standard and the common reference data model for transactions (Nordic and national governance)

The mappings in 5.1.2 must be made available to all free of charge in order to reduce the need for handling two representations in business systems.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

3.4 Publish general recommendations for structured data)

In Nordic level we (NSG agencies) should agree and publish general recommendations for structured data; taxonomies and infrastructure for sending and receiving eOrders, eInvoices and eReceipts. General taxonomies to exchange data between companies could help give stability and trust in the market opening up opportunities for further development.

K2. Standardize content of business data (semantic interoperability) (2026)

This further standardization will also lower the barrier for switching between business systems. One such important area of standardization is the chart of accounts. Using the same chart of accounts or, lacking that, a mapping between different charts, will enable data portability and analysis.

3.5 Ensure a common nordic semantics in supplemental information to the transaction (e.g. business activities, categorization, product information etc.) in order to make comparative analysis (CEN, GS1 or other standardization organization)

This action contains creating a common semantics for a minimum set of product and service information to be available for product and service catalogs. There are several sectorial efforts in this space to build upon, and it is likely that this will be executed in several steps related to business activity and sector.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

M. Standardize metadata for transactions (semantic interoperability) (2024)

As business documents are being used as soon as they are being accepted by the SME, it is important that the quality of the information is well understood. This life cycle information must be exposed with the transactional data.
8.6 Make sure transactions are sufficient described for the target processes (Business system and data users)

As transactions will be used in real time it is important to describe enough information for the consumer to be able to process them. This includes the status of the transaction (e.g. not-accepted, authorized, entered, reconciled, ...) in bookkeeping.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

K3. Align national bookkeeping law (2026)

*There are some differences in the laws governing bookkeeping that act as ultimate barriers to a common market for business systems and accounting services. These should be removed by harmonization.*

8.7 Create mappings between the different national standard charts of accounts (Government, Accounting associations)

A first approach will be to harmonize the account classes (upper levels) between countries. Posting to this upper-levels may give a sufficient overview in another country’s chart of account. Mapping each individual account may prove to be difficult.

Nordics: Collaboration at the Nordic level

R1. Generate and automate financial reports (2022)

*With sufficient standardization of transaction data, most or all financial reports may be automated. In order for this to work, the transaction data must be coded using a well-known chart of accounts. Current legislation does not enable this. There are still manual steps involved.*

1.1 Provide a service that can deliver financial reports to authorities with definitions (Government, Business systems)

Enable machine-machine electronic reporting for annual accounts and annual tax reporting from the business systems. This is a receiving service from the authorities. The semantics of the elements in the report must be published.

Nordics: National, but coordinated between countries

1.2 Implement and adopt a Standard chart of accounts / referential chart of accounts (Business systems)

There is no common Nordic Standard Chart of Accounts as of today. Benefits for this must be investigated.

Nordics: Starts national, but should be coordinated Nordic
1.3 Implement the Once Only Principle by harmonizing reporting demands from tax and business registries (also statistics in some cases) (Government, Business systems))

The reporting demands from business registries and tax administrations should be combined to one filing.

Nordics: National

1.4 Provide access to automated financial reports for business-internal purposes (e.g. prognosis) and to external partners

The internal financial reports should be standardized, automated and shared with business internal purposes and by APIs for external partners using users’ consent.

Nordics:

1.5 Possibility to file every report to government electronically

Nordics:

(Proposal for legal amendments 4.1)

1.6 Remove physical signing of filings

Nordics:

(Proposal for legal amendments 4.2)

1.7 Enabling reporting from business systems

Nordics:

(Proposal for legal amendments 4.3)

1.8 Mandatory sharing of data between public authorities

Nordics:

(Proposal for legal amendments 5.2)
Documents filed in English accepted [Could also be related to the need for harmonising bookkeeping law]

Nordics:

(Proposal for legal amendments 6.1)

R2. Automated regulatory non-financial reporting (2025)

*When product information is standardized and stored in central registries for referencing and lookup, a number of interesting use cases may be implemented with limited effort, eg. sustainability reporting (ecological footprint), social responsibility reporting, materials used in construction etc.*

2.1 Provide access to automated non-financial reports (e.g. based on product information and services sold or bought)

Non-financial reporting for sustainability and materials reporting etc. is relevant for business internal and future reporting. With a high potential of automation.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic to meet EU demands, making life easier for all Nordic SMEs

S. Enabled support for analysis and statistics based on “real-time” data (2025)

*Micro data represents a unique resource for economic and social development. Countries and businesses at the forefront of harvesting and exploiting micro data will have an advantage in today’s international competitive environment. The key driver is the possibility to harvest detailed, timely data covering a well defined and large population of businesses. This milestone embraces the needs of empirical research, forecasting, set up of key indicators, benchmarking, business and market analysis. There are major potential benefits in this area, related to entrepreneurship, innovation and research.*

3.1 Focus on the information needed - micro aggregates, network (Business systems)

Normally, we define microdata as a piece of information that relates uniquely to an individual unit (like a person or a business) at a certain time within a population or ecosystem. Examples of such information are annual salary, turnover, financial status etc. These microdata, which are considered confidential, are in fact aggregates over a large amount of transaction data inside and between businesses and persons. More or less any research and analytical need as of today, will be met by providing data at the level of the micro-aggregates, or even further aggregates into domains, time spans, geographic areas etc. For each individual analytical purpose, there is usually no need to look up data at the level of transactions.

For analytical purposes, the various information that identifies the different units is not needed. What is important, is to be able to identify and couple observations of characteristics and events over time to the same unit. The need for pseudo identification should be discussed as a means to improve privacy control on the secondary use of data.

Nordics:
### 3.2 Keep historical data at sufficient level

The most important part of analytics is to perform empirical analysis on data over time. A major part of the secondary use of data will benefit from never ending time series. This means that while data at transaction level often should or could be deleted after a specific period of time, according to law or regulations, the harvested data for analytics should never be deleted. One actor with the same interest is the national archives. To be able to achieve this, the need for some kind of stability of which information objects at what level that should be available should be maintained.

This requirement also addresses the need that data harvested for secondary usage, could be linked and enriched by historical data kept from actors like our national statistical institutes, business registers etc. from the beginning of this enhanced ecosystem.

Nordics:

### 3.3 Understand and scope with the boundaries (sample bias etc)

There is always a challenge to provide enough metadata, to be able to understand the limitations of what insights you can actually derive from the data.

Creating an ecosystem dedicated to SMEs, also constitutes an analytical bias around the proportion of SMEs as of all businesses. This sub-population of all businesses must be clearly defined, across the countries involved. In addition to defining and describing the main actors involved, any business within the scope of NSG (i.e. SMEs) will do business with large companies, in a way outside the ecosystem. This makes the understanding of the effect of the sample bias created by the definition of the types of businesses in the ecosystem even more challenging.

The bias of the ecosystem is not a problem when doing analysis within the population of the ecosystem (network issues, limited studies of specific types of business etc). But it constitutes a need that someone should describe and keep track on analysis and aggregated figures derived from this ecosystem, compared to the grand total within the economy. This could be an example of tasks taken care of by national statistical institutes.

Nordics:

### 3.4 Accessibility, conditions to provide for fast and differentiated access

Especially within research, but relevant for all actors doing analyses, some key issues concerning access to data for analysis will apply.

Ease of access; one access point for all requests, sufficient metadata to understand how your needs can be fulfilled and sufficient tools and other measures to perform analysis

Confidentiality and access permissions; access to data for analysis must not depend on individual user consents, and conditions to get access for researchers and analysts must be equal across borders.

Traceability; It should be possible to trace usage, and (re)confirm the analytical conclusions made.
3.5 Implement a system that can collect relevant data from the distributed systems, and perform analysis

The business systems should be able to expose the micro-aggregates for harvesting by a system dedicated to analysis.

3.6 Perform analysis like market opportunities and benchmarking

Analysis to be performed by the system in 3.3.5 includes benchmarking a business against its geography and sector. Another is to show market opportunities in the sector against other locations.

3.7 Service for accessing historical annual accounts for a sector or geography

Accessing historical annual accounts over time is important for statistics and research.

4.1 Implement access to data differentiated by a commonly defined classification of sensitivity based on information value assessment (see also 5.2.3 and 5.2.4) (Business systems)

A common classification scheme of sensitivity needs to be defined based assessing the potential consequences resulting from a compromise to the confidentiality, integrity and/or availability of the information.

4.2 Allow for automated, trusted processes that harvest data that are used to produce the basis for controlled secondary use (see also 5.1.1) (Business system)

Access to trusted harvesting processes should be based on authorization by powers and mandates and not by users’ consent, i.e. there should be a legal basis for accessing data for secondary use.
Nordics: should be coordinated tightly at Nordic level

### 4.3 Establish common services that manage (store or extract on the fly) aggregation of individual data, and/or provide dynamic disclosure on output results (Value added service, Government)

End user analytics services must allow for dynamic disclosure of output results.

Nordics: should be coordinated tightly at Nordic level

### 4.4 Establish common services for continuous harvest of data or common reports used to update key indicators (Value added service, Government)

Key indicators must be updated in common reports.

Nordics: should be coordinated tightly at Nordic level

### B. Increase SMEs use of digital business system - born digital (2022(23))

The usage of digital business systems, especially accounting systems, is of great importance in order to be able to store and make use of the structured business documents. These systems should at minimum level fulfill the legal requirements relevant to the functions the system provides (e.g. to be compliant with accounting directives and VAT laws), but also make the business operations more efficient. Actions that will increase the use of business systems will ultimately increase the adoption of digital business documents, given actions described above (in A1 and A2). Furthermore, the exchange of data is dependent on APIs delivered by the business systems (see J below).

#### 1.1 Demand a certain group of companies to use digital accounting systems. E.g. remove the minimum capital requirement for limited companies, but demand a digital accounting system (Government)

Incentives or requirements for digital accounting systems are likely to improve both compliance to law, and given the features implemented for instance in eInvoicing, increase the company’s use of electronic business documents. The action could be applied for all company forms and sectors, or be implemented for companies in a sector with high risk or high volume of eInvoices. One possible incentive is to remove the capital requirement for these limited companies - in the belief that digital business systems is a better protection for liabilities, than capital requirements.

This has previously been posed by the SME community that the capital requirement for limited companies should be further reduced or removed, especially for companies with few employees and low turnover. The argument has also been that it is no capital requirement for branches of foreign companies (e.g. the Norwegian NUF) and if the authorities prefer limited companies over branches this difference should be eliminated.

The opposing argument against removing the capital requirement for limited companies is that the entrepreneur is not personally liable for the company's debt and obligations. The entrepreneur's only risk lies in losing his paid-up equity, and creditors therefore have few abilities to return their outstanding if there are no assets in the company.
Nordics: Finland has already removed the minimum capital requirement for limited companies, which removes the incentive here.

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 6.4)

1.2 Making sure business system (accounting system) fulfill a set of requirements (Government)

Minimum requirements should be listed for business systems that are accepted for incentives or requirements. It should be used to decide how to check/audit etc. E.g. one requirement is sending and receiving eInvoices, and integrated support for electronic forms of all business documents, which are easy to validate in transmitting networks.

Nordics:

1.3 Enable registration of business directly from business systems (accounting system, banks or other) (“born digital”) (Government, Business systems)

Establish a service where a company can be registered through a digital service (API). This will move the ability to register a business into banks and accounting systems, which will also allow the register of the business’ accounting system in the SMP.

Nordics:

1.4 Business registration process should be changed so that businesses are encouraged to be digital and enable registration in the OpenPeppol SMPs (Government)

This will effectively demand all businesses to have a contract with a Peppol access point provider.

Nordics:

G. Integrity in the business document exchange (2023)

This ability needs to be addressed and discussed to determine which way to ensure the integrity of the business document exchange. There will be different suggestions for solutions which will be dependent on other capabilities.

2.1 Access to a digital business documents validation services that check that necessary contents are present and used codes etc. are correct (Business system vendors)

Public validation services for the various business documents needs to be in place especially for the sender of the document

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level, for Peppol documents at the Peppol infrastructure level.
2.2 Insist that the digital business document stays entirely unchanged for both the originator and the receiver (meaning that exactly the same physical document must be found on both sides on request) in order to make sure that a voucher is only used once. This enables automated checks (based on hash calculations) (Government).

The integrity of a business document is important for a number of reasons. To confirm that the document is valid it must exist at both the seller and buyer’s end. The business document can only be used in one entry. An automated integrity check could be based on hash calculations posted in distributed ledgers.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

H. Integrity by not having to exchange documents (2026)

Modern technologies provide means to ensure the integrity and the immutability of data in distributed systems. Today, laws demand that a proof of transaction (a voucher) must be stored for a number of years as a copy for both parties of the business transaction. A possible way in the future could be to have the details of the transaction only in one place if the legal side would allow this.

2.3 Enforce a system where sales documents are not sent at all, but stored in one place and being referenced. Eliminates the challenges of having two different copies at each end (Government).

The business documents may not be transferred between business partners at all, but rather stored as a proof of transaction at the creators side, or in a distributed ledger. The creation of the transaction in the bookkeeping system is still created by the message or event of an invoice, receipt or order, but the proof is not kept but reference with global identifiers.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

2.4 Legal changes to remove the need to store and archive copies of vouchers (Government).

The need to store and archive vouchers needs to be removed if action 4.2.3 comes into play.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

I. Trust services that enable and increase secure business (2023)

The business documents are the basis for all downstream automation. Therefore, at the moment of creating a business document such as an invoice for a new customer, an SME may need to or want to perform various checks to ensure that the trading party exists, is VAT registered, is operating in a serious manner etc. The services can be delivered by the government or third parties.

2.5 Access to a service that checks the validity of a bank account number against the company number (Business system vendors, Government).

Establish a lookup-service for general use that can validate if a particular bank account is owned by the organization number. Nordics: We should be able to handle international
Account numbers as well in order for a Finnish company to validate a Danish company. Effects: reduce invoice fraud and unfair competition in working life.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

(Proposal for Legal Amendments 6.3 Automated Nordic-Level Bank Account number and owner validation check)

2.6 Access to a service that checks for VAT-registration (Government)

It should be easy to look up an registered company by their organization number to verify that they are registered for VAT.

Effects: reduce invoice fraud and unfair competition in working life.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

2.7 Access to a service that checks the “seriousness” of a company, e.g. are taxes paid etc. (Business system vendors, Government)

Establish a lookup service for serious companies i.e. whitelist (alternative for well-known unserious companies i.e. blacklist). Effects will be reduced invoice fraud and unfair competition in working life. For example to create effective and efficient methods for government-wide controls to counter fraud, regulatory violations and crime in working life.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

2.8 Access to a service that checks that trading partners really exist before sending documents (is registered in business registries) (Government)

To create an built-in function in the business system to check if a company really exists. Based on lookups in business registries.

Effects: reduce invoice fraud and unfair competition in working life.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

2.9 Access to a service or subscription that provides a warning function related to well known suspicious or fraudulent activities (Value added service)

To create an built-in warning function in the business system to highlight that something could be wrong about a particular transaction, and some manual action is needed to ensure that the business partner is serious. The function is supported by third-party services identifying suspicious events. A simple analogy could be the identification of phone numbers used by phone scams.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level
### 2.10 Warning service for factual events about a business (Government)

Subscription based machine readable events for businesses. Includes forced proceedings, persons not allowed to do business.

**Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level**

### 2.11 Test the European Blockchain Infrastructure (EBSi)/Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) to improve this question, and address the above actions in this capability

Test if and how the European Blockchain infrastructure (EBSi)/Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can be used as a real-time based Trust network to reduce or diminish credit risk going abroad. This action will include lookups as mentioned above e.g. peppol address ok and identified, bank account ok and identified, vat identifier (VATID) ok and in force, taxpayer id (TINID) ok and in force, CustomsID ok and in force, no tax debt, annual report lodged, company key persons ok etc.

**Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level**

### L. Common representation of base registry data on businesses (semantic interoperability) (2021)

The goal should be for a system developer in one Nordic country to be able to interpret information from base registries in all Nordic countries without special understanding of national terminology etc.

#### 3.1 A common representation about a business (e.g. business core model, Nace classification)

Each business has commonalities in their registration in the business registries or supplementary registries; e.g. legal name, organizational nace-code, legal addresses etc. Actions for standardizing across the EU has already been progressing through IS-A² (Registered Organization Core Vocabulary) BRIS and the more recent work by TOOP.

**Nordics: Collaboration at the Nordic level**

#### 3.2 Implement a common nordic representation about businesses for business registry services (Government)

Implementation of the common representation (5.2.1) has to be implemented in each individual business registry service.

**Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level**
N1. Solution building blocks to maintain confidentiality and discretionary control of access to information (2025)

Confidentiality requires that sensitive data must be protected. Defining what is considered to be personal, business and trade secrets and how that is to be recognized is a complex question. Each Nordic country needs to handle these abilities regarding national needs and maturity. This will, in some countries, probably be regulated on certain levels. Furthermore, there are probably different projects or assignments already in place both on a national as well as a European level. In order to enable cross-border functionality the mandates might have to be harmonized.

1.1 Provide authorization by powers and mandates to secure discretionary access control and a lookup service for that (Business systems, Government)

The ability to control access to information involves both permissions and authorization. The data has to be fully controlled by the user, which can be an individual or an organization. To ensure that information isn’t accessed without permission there is a need to control the permissions. Moreover, the authorization by power and the mandates have to be clear. It is a way to allow a user to authorize someone to act on behalf of a company or organization and to ensure that a specific person has been authorized for that purpose. This way the user has control that the consumer of data is allowed to get the data from the business system. Authorization needs to specify access rights and privileges at different levels.

This ability should be implemented in Business systems, supported by authorization/powers and mandates building blocks. Furthermore, in order to enable cross-border functionality, the description of mandates need to be harmonized.

There are already a standardisation efforts going in ISA² Power and mandates. And also connected to the eIDAS infrastructure.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

1.2 Provide authorization through user’s consent for discretionary access control in B2B (Business systems)

The necessity to be sure that access is granted for the person you want to give access to and no one else. The access mechanisms should be flexible and adaptive to the needs of the information owner. Information should initially, and generally, not be accessible by others than the information owner itself but in some cases; there will be a need to pass access rights further i.e. an agent. Furthermore, there could be other occasions the owner is willing to let another party access the data and then the access needs to be granted for only the person you want to give access to.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level

1.3 Provide authentication of a company (eID for businesses) (Business systems)

To ensure the authenticity of users the identity of the consumer/organization needs to be verified. Authentication of an user in a business system is necessary to make sure that only an intended consumer gets access to the system and information within.
The capability can be nationally delivered by an independent authentication building block.

Authentication capabilities on a larger scale are typically implemented using a trusted 3rd party i.e. a government eID provider (a public Authentication Solution Building Block) or a private national authentication solution e.g. BankID. Implementation of authentication in business systems can be a question of federations, in this context national or Nordic.

The 2014 eIDAS regulation aims to ensure that people and businesses can use their own national electronic identification schemes to access public services in other EU countries where eIDs are available. The STORK project proposes a solution to make it easy for citizens to access the concerned public service online wherever they are located, whether using a smart card or a virtual ID number.

Nordics: Coordinated at the Nordic level. Several different EU legislations or initiatives will affect NSG, why this has to be considered.

1.4 Ensure that the data is kept safe and not compromised so that trade secrets unwillingly are not shared with wrong parties

The data has to be kept safe and not compromised within the business system or under transportation. Recipients must be able to determine that received information has not changed. Furthermore, the recipient should be able to decide who sent the information.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic

1.5 Identify what is public information and define scenarios that typically is a trade secrets

Some information will be considered as open data or basic data. The challenge is to identify which information that should be classified as business secrets or trade secrets.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic

1.6 Recognize parts of information that could be considered as a trade secret, insider information and highly sensitive data like person’s health

The challenge is to identify which information that should be classified as business secrets or trade secrets. Another dimension is to secure that sensitive information is recognized as well as information that can be considered as insider information.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic

N2. Maintain confidentiality at access point (2020)

Business systems must provide some kind of access restriction of their data services. This is probably already implemented in most Nordic countries and wouldn't be any problem.
1.7 Restrict access to their data services (Business systems)

The business system needs functionality to restrict access to their data services.

Nordics: National level

O. Maintain integrity at access point (2022)

*Business data must not be compromised and recipients must be able to determine that received information has not changed. Furthermore, the recipient should be able to decide who sent the information. Providing authorization and securing the data would already be taking care of the current business system, and shouldn’t be any problem. Different stakeholders have to be involved in these actions. The system has to have a building block for signing and hashing to ensure repudiation.*

2.1 Provide solutions to ensure that the data is not altered without authorization

The ability to ensure that the data is not altered is a crucial ability needed. It should only be possible with authorization. (Business systems)

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic

2.2 Ability to sign to ensure inadmissibility (Business systems)

Documents that are signed electronically have all the same legal protections as those that are signed with a pen. An e-signature solution must be highly reputable and meet the highest standards of technical integrity.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic

P. Availability of the transactions in the business system (2022)

*Maintaining availability of business data is important in a distributed system, as well as detecting unforeseen disruptions and protection from hacking. This is the ability to make information available when needed. Logging should already be implemented in current business systems. However, the question is how much standardisation is needed? The question of how information can be secured if a system is getting out of business e.g. bankruptcy, needs to be discussed.*

3.1 Provide robustness, monitoring requirements, and effective backup functions to detect unforeseen disruptions. Standard archiving method. (Business systems)

This ability is the infrastructure for communication between the system that needs to be standardized. All incoming nodes need time synchronization for logging to work. The situation today is probably standardized in different ways and the challenge is to agree on a standard and to ensure that information is secured for the future. The data should be available when needed which means that the system must be up and running 24/7 to secure the availability. The data has to be protected against malicious code.

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic. International standards
3.2 Information must be made available from other sources if system is decommissioned (Business system)

To have the ability to trace an intruder there is a need to have robust backup functions in place. However, special requirements need to be made for the protection of security logs. Furthermore, there is a need for harmonisation on which logs to store and how long they can be stored before deletion. Requires providing a logging function to be able to trace an intruder and backup functions for that purpose

Nordics: should be coordinated Nordic. International standards

Q. Traceability and logging in business system (2024)

The challenge here is not to enable logging for this purpose, but to determine who should have access to it and where to store the information.

4.1 Enable management of user’s consent with ability to recall consent (Government)

From a business perspective this is important and the functionality is important for the user to ensure that the user is in control of the information. The consent in a business agreement should relate to logging the actual transfers. Logs have to be harmonized and Contract and logs must follow special regulatory demands related to how long they can be stored etc.

Nordics: some international coordination exists: ISO technical committee for audit services works here; it is related to privacy initiatives and metadata control; it is MyData-ish, in a sense

4.2 Make sure exposed API have traceability with a logging function (minimum requirement) to be able to trace the source of events (Business systems)

From a business perspective this is important and the functionality is important for the user to ensure the source of events.

Nordics:


Each country needs to have governance in place to implement the road map and follow up on country specific actions. This involves establishing a governance plan, stakeholder engagement plan, and making sure that the right resources are involved

1.1. Establish national stakeholder governance (Governance)

To achieve the vision, the roadmap and actions in it needs a systematic and sustainable stakeholder engagement approach.

Nordics: Coordinated in the Nordics
1.2 Establish governance plan of implementation of road map on a national level (Governance)

The implementation of the roadmap needs to be governed in a program where projects/actions include the stakeholders and balance of cost and benefit/stakeholder value.

Nordics: Coordinated in the Nordics

1.3 Establish national governance of use-case specific global information standards (Government)

Some actions will need specific coordination with global information standards.

Nordics: Coordinated in the Nordics

1.4 Collaboration between authorities on collection of data from businesses (Government)

Governments in each country should collaborate with all agencies that collect information from companies and agree on standards, semantics and means to collect data. Standardized way of working across the Nordics. (No bundle on this yet?)

Nordics: Coordination


Nordic governance is needed to follow the milestone plan and if all countries are going to be ready where the milestone was set. Nordic governance is needed to adjust the milestone plan if needed. Nordic governance is also needed for any nordic-level standard or definition we decide to implement. The best way to get Nordic recommendations to an EU level recommendation is to have an influence on different bodies at EU-level.

2.1 Standardize and implement statistics on business to business eDocument implementation and adoption in the Nordics

There is a lack of statistics on the development of digital business documents in the Nordics. There should be a harmonized approach and monitoring of this.

Nordics: Coordination

2.2 Establish governance and coordination of SBBs and services at Nordic level (Government)

Several of the identified national solution building blocks (SBBs) and services should be coordinated between the countries. Identifying and coordination of requirements and developments of these will be an important task of a permanent nordic governance body.

Nordics: All
2.3 Establish a Nordic secretary to identify key parameters to monitor on a Nordic level (Government)

A secretary at a governance body should be in place to identify key parameters of progress, monitor and coordinate the stakeholders.

Nordics: All

2.4 Establish a plan for regulatory decisions that needs to be taken to EU-level

Some actions are best regulated at the EU Commission level. The plan for which actions and how to address this needs to be managed by the Nordic governance body.

Nordics: All

2.5 Establish a plan for standardization priorities to be taken to CEN and others (Government)

Some actions are best addressed at the standardization level, and should be lifted directly to the CEN or to CEN by the national ISO body. There may also be other international standardization bodies in question, e.g. XBRL, OECD, W3C and ISA².

Nordics: All

2.6 Establish a plan for infrastructure development to be taken to OpenPeppol and others (Government)

Special set of actions regarding specification of business documents should be addressed to the OpenPeppol community. However other sectoral bodies are also relevant here e.g. EDIFact, BEAst etc.

Nordics: All
Introduction to the Legal Analysis Report

This legal analysis report is to identify and analyse the key national legislation of the Nordic countries that concern the key legal instruments governing the flow, transfer, format and sharing of business data and the related enablers and barriers.

The goal of the legal research is to present relevant information concerning the Nordic Smart Government 3.0 project and identify possible needs for changes in related legislation (i.e. finding the right arguments for recommendations for future legislative work).

Background

Nordic Smart Government is about a vision of fully automated administrative processes, bookkeeping and reporting of business data from SMEs to government authorities and other relevant parties. The Trade Register and Tax Authorities in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Iceland have established a Nordic Smart Government 3.0 program (hereinafter “NSG”). The aim of the program is to simplify and enhance the functioning and activities of small and medium sized enterprises (hereinafter “SMEs”) in the Nordics.

The program aims to accomplish an ecosystem, which enables the full automation of the exchange of business data from SMEs to other companies and to authorities. The aim of the program is furthermore to create a common digital business area across the Nordic borders where the business data can flow automatically, in a secure way and in real time. The vision is that business data may flow from businesses to businesses and from businesses to authorities. In relation to the NSG project, a stakeholder analysis was conducted in the Nordic countries in order to identify the stakeholders’ needs and interest in Smart Government. Based on the stakeholder analysis, the majority of the interviewed stakeholders are of the view that their country is mature and ready for Smart Government.

In the stakeholder analysis, benefits are rated higher than obstacles and risks. Especially increased efficiency is seen as a positive factor arising from Smart Government. Also access to data and improved data quality as well as new business opportunities were considered as positive factors.

Obstacles identified include the lack of incentives for SMEs, reluctance to share information and administrative burden. Furthermore, political support and the need to change the legislation and policy on data collection were identified as necessary. Despite the fact that stakeholders are in general positive towards the Smart Government vision, they also identified some obstacles and risks that need to be addressed to secure the successful implementation of Smart Government. The main risks identified in the stakeholder analysis focused on data privacy, lack of trust, lack of clarity on ownership and accessibility of data and issues in surveillance and finally issues in governance and financing.
Chapter 1. Legal landscapes for SMEs

Terminology used in legal analysis

Stakeholders:
Stakeholders are limited to SMEs and confederations of industries, public agencies including tax agencies and business registries, government and politicians, banks and insurance companies and organisations representing them and service providers of IT infrastructure and business systems, data service providers, data security experts, auditors, accountants and organisations representing auditors/accountants.

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs):
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are non-subsidiary, independent firms which employ fewer than a given number of employees. SMEs include micro, small and medium-sized enterprises. The most frequent upper limit designating an SME is 250 employees as in the European Union. The second definition may also take into account the turnover and balance sheet of the company.

Business data:
Data is limited to billing data, accounting data and data from digital communication with businesses such as data included in e-invoices, e-receipts, -orders and e-order confirmations. This includes data both in paper and electronic form. The term “business data” will be used for the abovementioned data in the report.

Business data systems:
Business data systems are the relevant systems where business data is processed and stored.

Third party:
Third party is an entity or individual that is an outsider to an interaction that is primarily between two other entities, for example a business partner of the interaction’s other party.

Data portability:
Data portability is the ability to transmit data from one system to another.

Interoperability:
Interoperability is the property that allows for the unrestricted sharing of resources between different systems. The goal of interoperability is to allow for the presentation and processing of information in a consistent manner between different business data systems, regardless of their technology, application or platform. In order to have full interoperability on the content of the document, the format or language used in the document and the method of transmission of the document have to be compatible. For example interoperability is relevant when SMEs use different systems for the processing of their invoices or share data between each other. Interoperability envisages data portability.

Automated reporting:
Automated reporting is the act of delivering reports containing relevant business information with only a few, if not any, manual steps in reporting. The data can be read automatically from the data sources, leaving the information unchanged.
Domains of law that impact SME data
SMEs are subject to varying degree of applicable legislation that impacts their business data environment.

Monetary transaction related regulations
The requirement to authenticate and confirm the parties of a transaction in accordance with e.g. anti-money laundering regulations and the PSD2 Directive apply to all companies.

Personal data and privacy
The processing of business data containing personal data is limited by data protection legislation. The processing, for example sharing of business data must have a valid legal basis and must be limited to what is necessary for the purposes of processing. The privacy of natural persons has to be protected.

Competition law
The sharing of business data could be prohibited under competition laws if such sharing could harm the effective competition or otherwise result in a significant prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.

Cybersecurity regulations
Especially companies that carry out processing of data for the public sector are affected by the technical and organisational requirements related to the processing of data. Cybersecurity related provisions also set boundaries to the transfer of data across certain borders.

Contract law
The principle regarding the freedom of contract allows business partners to agree on the sharing of data, as long as the requirements of other domains of laws are complied with.

Tax and payments
The reporting of tax related data to the authorities set certain boundaries to the SMEs, e.g. use of e-invoices in relation to value added tax related invoices. There are limitations in the format and ways of reporting.

The processing of data by authorities
Many authorities are bound by specific regulations regarding the processing of data regarding e.g. the format of data, data security and openness of data.

Means of achieving the NSG vision
The NSG vision can be achieved through different forms of regulation – some of which involve more costs than others. Furthermore, the method of regulation affects the incentives for the relevant parties to engage in practices aimed at fulfilling the NSG vision.

Cost of regulating
In general, the drafting of new legislation or amending existing laws requires more time and costs compared to administrative decisions and guidance issued by authorities. Especially in relation to supranational legislation, the costs of drafting legislation can become considerable in addition to the need to find common acceptable and feasible content for the legislation. On the other hand, purely national legislation can be incompatible with the legislation of other countries and act as a barrier to the fulfilment of the NSG vision in a cross-border context.

Method of regulation
The regulations through which the NSG vision can be achieved can take various different forms. The existing European level and national standards (e.g. invoicing standards) have to also be taken into consideration when deciding on the appropriate method of regulation.
1. Binding regulations
The regulations can be binding for the relevant stakeholders in which case the stakeholders cannot agree otherwise contractually. The binding nature of the regulations would help to ensure that the negotiation power of the SMEs does not affect their ability to share business data. Binding regulations also increase legal certainty. However, the binding nature of regulations can result in a less flexible business environment and legal framework. The updating of legislation could become a challenge as technology and business needs of companies are constantly evolving.

2. Non-binding regulations with financial incentives
Alternatively, the regulations could be implemented as non-binding to the stakeholders containing financial incentives for SMEs to comply with the regulations (such as possible tax reliefs or streamlined reporting duties). However, with financial incentives it is necessary to consider that some of the SMEs might consider financial incentives as less significant than others (i.e. where the financial status of a particular stakeholder is strong). This might result in uneven application of the regulations. Furthermore, the equal treatment of the stakeholders must be ensured if financial incentives are to be introduced.

3. Voluntary regulations
The regulations can also be of voluntary nature. This could result in increased flexibility but on the other hand would also reduce legal certainty as businesses would be free to agree otherwise. The lack of SMEs’ negotiation power is also present in case of voluntary regulations and is likely to set a challenge.

Means of achieving the NSG vision: example
SMEs and companies in general act in accordance with legal requirements, incentives and choices.

[insert picture]

Chapter 2. Data Ownership in Business Systems

SME ownership over its data in business systems
SMEs typically use service providers in the processing of their business data, and share the business data with their business partners. SMEs’ ability to share their business data is restricted both by laws and the practical limitations of the software used for processing of business data.

Data ownership – what does it mean?
Laws do not typically designate an “owner” for data. It is more accurate to describe that a company has:

1) obligations to produce data for legal reasons (bookkeeping data, compliance data, financial reporting data, employment data);
2) obligations in relation to keeping, storing and securing the data of which the company is in possession;
3) obligations to deliver certain data for public authorities;
4) obligations that limit how the data can be legally used by the company; these obligations arise from several laws, such as competition law, privacy laws and accounting laws.

This means that the company can be described as the “owner” of certain data produced by it to run its business legally. While the company has the ability do decide how it uses data “owned” by it, the use of data is always restricted by existing laws. Consequently, the ability of a company to make the decision to share data is limited by existing laws. Whether the company wants to disclose, share data or further transfer data to another party is dependent of the laws the company has to comply with, such as data protection, trade secrets and intellectual property related legislation. When the use of data is restricted by law, a company can not make a decision on the use that would violate the restrictive law.

In addition, a company might not own data in its possession if, for instance, the company provides data storage or accounting services, and as a result, the data of other companies is in its possession. Likewise, the same data may belong to multiple companies, like an invoice copy may belong to both the sender and the recipient.

Example: A company has a reason to keep its financial (business) data for several different purposes: bookkeeping, statistics, analytics, future prospects. This data is prepared by the company in addition to it being a product of the company’s activities. The data can thus be considered to be owned by the SME.

Example: If a company wants to share its invoice data containing personal data to its business partners for the purposes of demonstrating how it processes invoices, the company must establish a legal basis for the sharing of data and comply with other data protection requirements.

SME ownership over the business data
Business data is typically a category of data that belongs to the company itself and where the company is “owner”. As such, the SME is able to decide on the ways and means of processing the data for bookkeeping, accounting, financial management and other business purposes, as long as such processing does not violate laws. This means that the company is able to decide on where, by whom and how the data is processed and stored.

Sharing of business data and related legal risk
An SME is likely to share business data with others when conducting its business activities. This could include third parties in addition to the business partners of an SME. If an SME wants to share data to parties outside the original business transaction, a case-by-case assessment is necessary.
An SME could in the midst of business activities send an invoice to another SME for the services provided; the recipient SME wants to share the invoice information with a third party who is not a party to the original business transaction. This could occur in situations where the unpaid invoice of a company may be transferred from the invoicing business partner to a third party company for debt collection purposes. In this case the sharing of such business data is likely to be acceptable as there is a legitimate purpose for the sharing of data.

Example: A company can freely decide who they pick as their bookkeeping data provider and make a contract with this service provider. The company can choose between different service providers based on e.g. price, location of data and other factors.

Example: An SME would want to provide its data to third parties via an electronic interface. Some of the sales data includes pricing information and some of the invoicing data may have contact person names on it. Sharing pricing information parties that are not related to the original transaction may violate competition law and sharing invoicing data may violate data privacy laws, depending to whom the data...
is shared. While the SME is owner to the data, the SME may have difficulties in assessing what data can be shared and to whom.

**SME transaction costs in relation to data management and sharing**

**SME financial management and business systems**
The storage of business data can be carried out by the SME by itself or by a third-party service provider. Transferring from one service provider to another can in practice be burdensome as the SMEs might not have the power to decide on the use of the business data. This raises transaction costs for the SMEs.

**Financial management and business systems**
Various legislative instruments may include requirements concerning the storage of business data, such as where the data should be stored or in what form the data shall be stored in order to fulfil mandatory legislative requirements. Limitations in this respect typically mean that there may be limitations in legislation that business data may only be stored in the domicile of the company/other factual limitations to storage such as a requirement to keep copies of the original documents.

The storing of business data can be carried out by an SME by itself or by a third-party service provider to which the SME has outsourced for example its bookkeeping and/or accounting. Even when a company owns the data, the company may not have the power to fully decide over its use. A company’s ability to organise financial management and the processing of the company’s data depends on the different business system solutions offered on the market. Regardless of whether the company decides to buy business systems for managing transaction data in-house or use a third-party service provider to perform for the whole financial management function (such as contracting all accounting to an outside service provider), the company is always limited by the business systems and services available to the company in the market.

**Interoperability of business systems and structure of the data**
The structure of data in business systems is vastly not regulated, as business systems typically have their proprietary data architecture. This means that transferring the data from one system requires a high effort and a lot of manual work. This migration is typically done to only very limited data, meaning that a lot of information is lost.

**Transferring from one service provider to another**
Even when an SME owns the data, the SME may not have the power to decide over its use. In other words, the SME may not be able to demand the return of the bookkeeping data from the accountant in the format desired by the SME.

For example, when an SME changes its accountant, there are no provisions in legislation on whether the previous accountant is legally obliged to share the business data of the SME with the new accountant and/or return the business data to the SME. Another example is a situation where an SME changes its bookkeeping system provider and wants the previous bookkeeping system provider to transmit the SME’s business data to another bookkeeping system provider’s business data system.

Example: When an SME changes its service provider of accounting services, the legislation does not state whether the SME has the right to have the data transferred or returned and in what format. Furthermore, the agreement between the SME and its accountant might not cover these matters.

Example: A certain bookkeeping program could be able to collect the data attributes it decides and make for example analytics in the platform on the basis of the data provided by the SME. If the SME would change its service provider, all this analytics data would be lost.
The lack of comprehensive regulation on the sharing of business data means that parties are free to agree on the terms of the sharing of business data. This creates transaction costs that are a disincentive to an efficient data sharing economy.

**Negotiation power in contracting**

As the sharing of business data between companies is in many parts not regulated, companies are free to agree on the terms concerning the sharing of business data. In practice this means that parties will use contractual terms in defining the scope of sharing business data.

System providers tend to have more bargaining power than SMEs due to their market power and as a result the scope of the sharing of business data is defined by the system providers to a large extent. For instance system providers for bookkeeping data and invoices can set limitations on what types of data and in what structure and format they return to the SMEs or to other relevant parties. The matter is further complicated by the fact that there are is not much regulation on whether the service providers (such as accountants) have to return business data to SMEs or other relevant parties.

In relation to the system and service providers, the vendor lock-in effect in practice hinders the effective switching between service providers and data migration by the SMEs. In order to avoid vendor lock-in, SMEs would need to have a legal access to data in an interoperable, structured format that would permit an easy transfer from one business system to another.

**Legal risk in relation to the lack of negotiation power in contracting**

As the parties are free to define the contractual terms for the scope of sharing of business data, there is the possibility that contractual terms are not favourable to the SMEs and can even expose SMEs to legal risks. System providers typically include limitations of liability to their contractual terms, and in general the terms can also be unfavorable to the SMEs in relation to the SMEs’ business data.

**Transaction costs**

Transaction costs are fees incurred during the process of purchasing or selling a good or service – on top of the price of the product that is changing hands, such as legal fees. Transaction costs may also refer to a fee that a bank, broker or other financial intermediary charges.

Migration costs to a new service provider can also be considered as transaction costs.

In order to manage business data, SMEs have to invest time, money and effort. There transaction costs arise because data portability and the overall management of data ownership and sharing between SMEs and service/system providers is not regulated. Transaction costs are typically heavily felt by SMEs, and are likely to hinder the adoption of new working methods and measures.

Example: Transaction costs to an SME related to business data could be re-negotiating (and related technical and legal costs) an agreement to enable the free transfer of data to another system.

The lack of comprehensive regulation on the sharing of business data means that parties are free to agree on the terms of the sharing of business data. This creates transaction costs that are a disincentive to an efficient data sharing economy.

**Typical problems that cause transaction costs in relation to data**

The assessment of whether a data transfer is legally allowed:

- It is difficult for an SME to assess whether they are allowed to share data to another party.
When the data is shared, the SME would typically need to verify that the recipient is a party to the original transaction (or has another legal reason to receive data).

**Problems related to interoperability:**
- Without a common data structure, the migration of data from one data architecture to another is very expensive and requires substantial work.

The service provider’s contractual terms do not provide for the usability of data:

- Service provider may reserve the right to only export data in a certain structure.
- The data (even though owned by the SME but processed in the service provider’s systems) that can be exported and given to the SME is limited.
- The service provider may not provide an electronic interface for sharing data.

Example: The SME might not know if it is allowed in the midst of selling its business to another to share its invoicing data which contains large amounts of personal data. The SME will have to assess whether some of the data should be hidden from the receiver and this causes manual work, both in the assessing and hiding the data and potentially asking for an external opinion to the matter.

Example: A third party might request invoices or other bookkeeping material from the SME in midst of a business deal. The SME would have to review if they can share this data in question with the requesting third party; contact the other party, make necessary reviews to the data and send it to the third party.

The General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR") sets out the framework for processing personal of data which may be included in business data.

**The compliance risks arising from the GDPR**
The GDPR exposes companies to compliance risks as a result of the administrative obligations arising from the regulations as well as monetary penalties and other sanctions for non-compliance. The level of compliance risk affects the incentives for SMEs to engage in data processing activities.

**Limitations arising from the GDPR related to the sharing of personal data**
The GDPR poses for example the following limitations on the sharing of business data:

- Both the SME sharing and transferring the personal data and SME receiving the personal data as a data controller must have a legal basis for the processing of personal data.

- The SME processing personal data as a controller must define a purpose for each separate data processing activity and must not process personal data for incompatible purposes. Processing of personal data for incompatible purposes requires the consent of each data subject which can be challenging to obtain.

- In relation to sharing business data (that includes personal data), SMEs should ensure that they only share such data that is relevant for the purposes of processing and that the appropriate safeguards are followed in the transfer and sharing of data.

- The SME sharing the personal data must inform the data subjects about the sharing of this data. The recipient SME has to inform the data subjects about the processing of the personal data unless certain exceptions under the GDPR apply. The rights of the data subjects must also be fulfilled by the SMEs acting as controllers.
Example: Because of the possible lack of knowledge and resources at SMEs, the personnel at SMEs might not be as educated on GDPR matters as they should. This might lead to lacking procedures or non-compliance if e.g. the personnel does not know what to do in the situation of a data breach.

Example: SMEs are typically aware of the sanctions involved in personal data processing activities and can be therefore very cautious in their processing, thinking all personal data has to be deleted once it is no longer needed according to the GDPR. This could lead to unnecessary deletion of data and non-compliance as some personal data should be stored for a certain amount of time in accordance with e.g. employment legislation.

The General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR") sets out the framework for processing personal data which may be included in business data.

**Practical implications of the limitations arising from the GDPR on sharing of personal data**

- SMEs often face uncertainty over whether the transfer or disclosure of personal data is lawful due to the fact that the GDPR is in parts ambiguous and only a limited amount of legal praxis and guidance regarding the interpretation of the GDPR is currently available.

- In practice the provisions of the GDPR apply to various types of business data containing personal data such as bookkeeping material. The broad definition of personal data has to be taken into consideration (i.e. if it is possible to identify a person indirectly through the data in question, it is considered to be personal data).

- SMEs also face uncertainty over what types of data and how much data they are allowed to process, taking into consideration the fact that only personal data that is necessary for the purposes of processing is acceptable.

**Conclusion on the limitations of the GDPR on the sharing of personal data**

As SMEs can find it challenging to define what processing of personal data is allowed, SMEs can as a result refrain from sharing any data or share excessive amounts of data. There is a need for sector specific guidance from the regulators in order to assist SMEs in complying with the data protection legislation while sharing data in accordance with the NSG vision.

Example: A company’s invoices might include personal data that is sensitive by nature, such as performed medical procedures to a certain patent.

Companies should consider whether this type of information can be transferred to a third-party service provider.

**Other domains of law with an indirect legal effect on sharing business data**

In addition to the limitations arising from data protection legislation, the following domains of law set limitations to the sharing of business data.

**Laws on trade secrets**

Legislation concerning trade secrets can limit the sharing of business data when the business data contains trade secrets as defined in applicable legislation. Business partners often use contractual mechanisms such as non-disclosure agreements to limit the sharing of data. SMEs are often in the weaker negotiating position and as a result are not able to decide on the sharing of the business data in the same lengths as their business partner.
Intellectual Property Laws
In general, copyright protection grants the originator of the work an exclusive and assignable legal right for a fixed number of years to use the work (for instance modify, distribute etc.). As a result, copyright can limit the right to publication and dissemination of works. However, business data comprising of documents such as invoices or receipts do not in general appear to qualify as works protected by the copyright legislation.

Protection for databases and catalogues is provided when great amounts of information or data are produced and processed. In general, database protection does not protect individual information elements or non-essential parts of the database. In case the database or catalogue protection applies, the right holder may allow the use of the database or catalogue. This is however subject to contractual arrangements and could prerequisite negotiation power.

Patent protection is not likely to apply to information and data contained in documents as such without the requirements of patent protection being fulfilled (an invention must be novel, inventive and industrially applicable).

Contract law
In addition to legislative requirements, the parties to a contract may determine the other obligations such as confidentiality clauses. These may limit the sharing and transferring of especially business data containing personal data.

Competition Law
Competition law can limit the sharing of business data between different companies. The sharing of business data is prohibited if the sharing forms part of an agreement or concerted efforts having their object the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition or which results in a significant prevention, restriction or distortion of competition.

This could take place for instance if the sharing of business data could affect prices, discounts, margins or other trading conditions. The nature of the business data shared might affect the analysis (i.e. whose business data is shared, the content of the business data etc.). The possible exemptions to the prohibition would require a case-by-case analysis and focus on the improvements and benefits arising from the sharing of business data.

Conclusion
Trade secret legislation and contractual confidentiality obligations might set limitations to the sharing of business data. The issue of contractual obligations is highlighted due to the fact that SMEs often lack negotiating power with business partners. Intellectual property rights are mostly relevant in the form of database or catalogue protection but this type of protection requires that the business data has been put into a database or catalogue.

Competition laws can place limitations on the sharing of business data but this requires a case by case analysis and it is possible that exemptions to the competition law prohibition to share certain business data apply. The resulting legal framework is ambiguous especially in relation to competition law and can prevent SMEs from sharing their business data even where this would be permissible as such.
Enablers and Barriers

Enablers for the fulfilment of the NSG vision

The current legislation concerning business data does not prevent a common ecosystem, which enables the full automation of the exchange of business data from SMEs to other companies and to authorities as the legislation is mostly technology neutral and provides flexibility for the sharing of business data.

No laws for interoperability or data portability

There is no legislation setting limits for interoperability nor data portability (besides data protection legislative norms). In addition there is no specific legislation on the ownership of business data and this leaves room for interpretation favorable for SMEs.

Storage abroad allowed subject to safeguards

SMEs in all of the Nordic countries are free to store their accounting data outside of their country subject to certain additional measures. In some of the Nordic countries, the legislation sets time limits on how long accounting data can be stored abroad.

Electronic VAT reporting allowed

Reporting VAT related matters can be done in electronic format by the SMEs. However automation of the VAT reporting process in the sense of interoperability of the systems of the SMEs and the Tax authorities exists in Norway Finland and Denmark. In Norway the data can be transferred from some of the business systems into the national platform. In Denmark, an Application Programming Interface (API) has been developed that allows companies to submit their VAT returns directly from the company’s accounting system to the Tax Administration’s system. In Finland VAT returns can be formed in a business system and transferred to FTA automatically through TYVI service.

Sharing of data between authorities possible in some countries

There is no uniform approach in the Nordic countries for sharing of data between authorities. In Finland, authorities are obliged in the near future to share data in certain situations. Again in Sweden legislation limits certain sharing of data between authorities. Sharing of data can facilitate more streamlined processing of SMEs’ matters at the authorities and lessen the administrative work of SMEs when they only have to file the relevant documents to a single authority.

Barriers

Barriers for the fulfilment of the NSG vision

The current legislation concerning business data does not contain rules on interoperability and data portability for SMEs’ business data.
Furthermore, there are no perceived incentives for SMEs to share business data electronically. The lack of automated reporting and uniform standards for business data also place limitations on the fulfillment of the NSG vision.

**Lack of interoperability and data portability**
As there is no legislation obliging the relevant business system providers to use systems that are interoperable, there is a lack of incentives to develop interoperability. Furthermore there is no legislation in place guaranteeing that SMEs can transfer their business data from one service or system provider to another. This means in practice that it is up to the negotiation power of an SME to ensure the transfer of business data.

**Lack of incentives to use electronic form in transfer of business data between SMEs**
While in general the relevant legislation permits the use of electronic business data, there are no perceived incentives for the relevant stakeholders to have their business data in electronic form.

**Lack of automation of reporting**
While in general SMEs can file relevant business data in electronic format to the authorities, there is in general lack of automation of reporting from SMEs business data systems to the systems of the authorities. The reporting by SMEs is normally either manually inserting the files to the platform of the authority or sending files to the authority in some other manner.

**Lack of uniform standards and requirements for business data**
In general there are no uniform standards for business data such as e-receipts, e-orders etc. In some of the participating countries there are also language requirements for some of the business data. However, e-invoicing has uniform standards.

**High transaction costs that prohibit development**
The lack of regulation on the ownership and sharing of data between SMEs and service/system providers creates uncertainty for SMEs. In addition, negotiating a contract on these matters can result in transaction costs for SMEs.

**Lack of interoperability of business systems**

**Lack of incentives to use electronic form between SMEs**

**Lack of automation of reporting**

**Lack of uniform standards and requirements for business data**

**High transaction costs that prohibit development**

**Methodology**
The legal analysis has been conducted across the Nordic countries to identify and analyse the key national legislation of governing the flow, transfer, format and sharing of business data and the possible legal barriers and enablers concerning the flow and transfer of business data.

**Agile project**
The participants to the legal analysis were the KPMG offices from the Nordic countries with KPMG Finland in charge of coordinating the work and the NSG Project Team with participants from Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark with the Finnish Patent and Registration Office coordinating the work. 

The project was managed in sprint meetings held in Skype that were organised on three-week intervals. The sprint meetings were used as a forum to present and discuss the various topics and deliverables prepared by KPMG during the project, such as initial findings and content of the report. The amount of sprint meetings was four (4). In addition to sprint meetings, live meetings were organised throughout the project in Helsinki (including the kick-off meeting and the final meeting). The amount of live meetings was five (5).

Collaboration model in creating the NSG 3.0 legal study report

The report was created in joint collaboration by the NSG project team, the NSG Stakeholder Group and KPMG offices in each of the target countries. The project was led and legal study compiled by KPMG Finland, the lead counsel in the legal review project. The project was started by outlining the set of questions scoping the legal study by the NSG Project Team and KPMG joint collaboration. Based on the initial legal questions, the NSG Stakeholder Group provided a short overview of applicable legislation, which was transferred to KPMG to create a basis for the legal review. After this initial input, KPMG executed the rest of the regulatory study to create the contents for this report.

The NSG Stakeholder Group:

- Finnish Tax Administration
- Finnish State Treasure
- The Federation of Finnish Technology Industries
- Danish Business Authority
- Danish Tax Agency
- Brønnøysund Register Centre
- Norway Tax Authority
- Norwegian Directorate for Digitisation
- Norwegian Association of Auditors
- Icelandic Ministry of Industries and Innovation
- ICEPRO
- Icelandic Financial Authority
- The Internal Revenue
- Swedish Companies Registration Office
- Swedish National Agency for Public Procurement
- Sweden's municipalities and county councils
KPMG offices
KPMG Finland send the competence hand overs to the local KPMG offices (Iceland, Norway, Denmark and Sweden) which prepared in-depth legal analysis of each country. KPMG Finland together with the co-operation offices complied the legal analysis for the final report.

The legal analysis mainly covers laws, regulations and decrees published in the official legislative sources. Administrative interpretations, case law, trade customs and soft law are secondary sources within the scope of the report and are only covered where relevant.
1. Introduction

Purpose of the Legal amendment document
The purpose of the legal amendment document is to propose possible solutions to overcome the legal barriers described in the legal analysis. The barriers are described in more detail in the legal analysis (above).

Proposed recommendations are categorized as either “Soft Law” or “Hard Law” to describe the recommended instrument to overcome the specific barrier. See the slide: “Soft law vs Hard Law” for a description of the difference between the two categories.

Proposed solutions (recommendations) may need to be analyzed further in depth, before being initiated (Soft Law and Hard Law).

How to read the document?
Recommendations are categorised into 6 categories
5 of the categories are barriers described in KPMG’s legal analysis, and the 6th category consists of enablers (for realizing the NSG vision). A single recommendation can affect several barriers, but each recommendation is only described once. Therefore, we suggest reading the document starting from the beginning.
All recommendations are written on a Nordic level.

Differences between the current situation in each country (2020) are described in the compliance table. If a country is already compliant, no action concerning the recommendation is needed. If a country is not compliant, the country is encouraged to take the actions needed to comply. NSG operates on a cross-Nordic level, therefore, WP1a Legal does not consider it the role of NSG to give country-specific recommendations to legislative amendments, as each country is better able to do this.

Soft law vs Hard Law
Soft Law:
Definition: Quasi-legal instruments that do not have legally binding force or has legally binding force that is weaker than the binding force of traditional law (so called, “Hard Law”).

E.g. non-binding agreements, resolutions, declarations, statements, commitments, principles, code of practice, actions plans, recommendations, non-treaty obligations, codes of conduct, guidelines, communications, circulars etc.

Hard Law:
Definition: Legal instruments and laws that have a legally binding force – rights and responsibilities.

E.g. treaties, international law, international agreements, international conventions, customary laws, resolutions etc.

2. Overview of recommendations:
Timeline suggested from the legal perspective

[insert picture]
3. Barriers

Barrier 1: 

*Lack of incentives to use electronic form*

There are no legal, financial or other external incentives for SMEs to use electronic form, besides incentives due to possible less administrative burdens for the SMEs.

Regulation, demanding mandatory use of electronic form, is an option, but it has been decided by WP1a Legal to focus on other ways of overcoming the barriers, as regulation is considered time-consuming and resource-demanding.

The need for regulation demanding mandatory use should be evaluated later on, e.g. when other of the mentioned recommendations have been complied with.

To spread the use of electronic form (and automate processes and achieve interoperability and portability), some of the main building blocks are: 1) eInvoices, 2) eReceipts, 3) other electronic business documents.

As the mentioned electronic documents may differ, when it comes to regulation and maturity (e.g. eInvoices and eReceipts), the recommendations to Barrier 1 are categorized as follows: 1) eInvoices 2) eReceipts and 3) Other recommendations concerning electronic business documents (e.g. eOrders and eCatalogues).

[Insert picture on eInvoice recommendations here]

**Recommendations concerning eInvoices**

Recommendations will not go into depth on how the recommendations should be implemented in each Nordic country.

Sending and receiving invoices are handled separately in the mentioned recommendations, as they involve different approaches.

**Description of recommendations**

To start with, the recommended legal amendments concerning eInvoices, set requirements in regards to the public sector, meaning, if SMEs want to do business with public authorities (as seller/buyer), then SMEs must be able to send, and are encouraged to receive, eInvoices.

Secondly, to expand the use of eInvoices (without making it mandatory), a recommendation is to make it possible for buyer to demand an eInvoice (see here KPMG’s legal analysis).

If the proposed recommendations are not effective enough to accomplish a sufficient expansion of the use of eInvoices, it is recommended that mandatory eInvoicing be evaluated.

Possible means of creating additional incentives (see section 1.3):

For invoices B2G: Have eInvoices be paid earlier (reference to Australia’s 5-day-rule)

For invoices G2B: Give additional time, before invoice has to be paid, when receiving an eInvoice.
Recommendations concerning eReceipts

Definition of eReceipt: To put it short, the difference between eInvoices and eReceipts is that eReceipts are used mainly, when the payment is done at the same time as the purchase.

eReceipts are used in the same situations as ordinary paper receipts, but eReceipts are in an electronic, structured data format.

Handling paper receipts is a very time-consuming process for SMEs - eReceipts, on the other hand, reduces the time needed for processing the purchase receipts.

eReceipts are based on structured data (just as the eInvoice, but the standards may differ) flow electronically from the seller’s system to the receiver’s system, and the receiver can e.g. choose to receive the eReceipt on an app (etc.).

Infrastructures for eReceipts already exist, but the use of eReceipts varies from country to country.

See architectural description of eReceipts, here: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1heLCMF63i8ajqvS6-C9bXVvi_7t_E5Hz/edit#slide=id.p43

Description of recommendations

eReceipts should be considered equal to paper receipts (valid receipt/voucher)

Authorities can increase the use of eReceipts by early adoption of the necessary capabilities for sending and receiving eReceipts - Later, eReceipts may be the only receipt accepted by authorities

Seller is obligated to send an eReceipt, if the seller can send an eReceipt, and the buyer can receive an eReceipt - e.g. through system default

If the proposed recommendations are not effective enough to accomplish a sufficient expansion of the use of eReceipts, it is recommended that mandatory use (receiving) of eReceipts, by the authorities, be evaluated. The last action would be an evaluation of making eReceipts mandatory in the Nordics.

1.3 Recommendations concerning eOrders and eCatalogues

Description of recommendations

eOrders and eCatalogues (1.3.1 and 1.3.3)

Currently, the invoice or the receipt is the main carrier of structured data related to the transaction, with detailed regulation on what information has to be present. As the digitalisation of the procurement-processes continue for both the public and private sector, there are big benefits in increasing the adoption of standards for eOrders and eCatalogues, as it is the first indication of a transaction, and it can give access to detailed product information. The recommendations include both ensuring orders as basis for documenting a transaction, as well as standardisation and adoption.

Economic incentives (1.3.2 and 1.3.4)

In Australia the government will now pay an invoice within five days, when receiving it as an eInvoice, which creates economic incentives for sending an eInvoice. But as eInvoicing is already mandatory B2G, it might not be needed in the Nordics - although it might help businesses’ liquidity. Similarly, to increase
the adoption of eInvoices, the authorities could extend due dates, when sending eInvoices, or apply fees when having to send non-eInvoices to buyers

Most often, banks do not send invoices or receipts in connection to their fees, which makes it necessary for businesses to do manual steps in their bookkeeping (1.3.5). Economic incentives were included even though probably they wouldn’t be very effective (neither B2G nor G2B relation): B2G eInvoicing is already mandatory in every NSG-country, so financial incentives were not considered to make any difference in this relationship. G2B invoices: there are only a handful of cases where relationship between government and business works this way (government as a supplier), so this recommendation wouldn’t be very effective, especially when government favours eInvoicing by default. If this is not the case in some country, it is still possible to consider the use of these financial incentives.

Barrier 2:
Lack of common standards and requirements for business document data

In general, there are no uniform standards for business data, such as eReceipts, eOrders etc. However, eInvoicing has an uniform standard: eInvoices have been standardized to a sufficient level with EN 16931-1 standard. The use of this standard is mandated through EU legislation since 2019, for invoices sent to public institutions. This model - standardization backed by mandated use to public institutions - might be a way forward. However, no other standard is sufficiently mature yet.

There are suitable standards for most business document types, and there are ongoing efforts to standardize the missing document types. The receiver of a document should have the right to specify the format of the document - as long as that format belongs to an open standard. Still, the use of these standards is not regulated by any legislation.

The KPMG report (legal analysis) pointed out the lack of SME’s negotiation power concerning the common standards: “System providers tend to have more bargaining than SMEs due to their market power and as a result the scope of the sharing of business data is defined by the system provider to large extent.” Because the SMEs are lacking the negotiation power, we recommend expanding the use of common contract terms & conditions. In some of the participating countries there are also language requirements for some of the business data.

Recommendations concerning standards and terms & conditions

Standards and terms & conditions
2.1 Clarifying different parties’ rights and obligations with regards to business data through terms and conditions in standard contracts through a dialogue with different actors on the market

2.2. Evaluation of regulative need for standards of other business documents than eInvoices (e.g. eReceipts, eOrders and eCatalogues)

Industry specific agreements will be the best available option, until there is an ecosystem-wide standard that can meet the minimum requirements for each business document type (2.1).

As there is no legislation concerning standards of other electronic business documents than eInvoices, it must be evaluated if there is a need to regulate the use of other standards as well. At this point of
Barrier 3:
Lack of interoperability and portability
- and restrictions to the storage of business document data

Interoperability:
Interoperability is defined as the capability of two or more functional units to process data cooperatively.

There are various formats of electronic documents. This creates a barrier in trade, when parties are not able to either send or receive the format available of the other party. Contractual agreements between companies and their bookkeeping systems (etc.) may in some cases prevent the sharing of companies’ bookkeeping data to third party providers (add-on providers).

Portability:
Portability is defined as the capability of a program to be executed on various types of data processing systems without converting the program to a different language and with little or no modification.

Contractual agreements between companies and their bookkeeping systems (etc.) may prevent the transfer of a companies’ data from one system to another system, e.g. when changing bookkeeping system provider.

Storage of business document data - e.g. bookkeeping data:
Companies, in certain countries, are not allowed to always store their business data, e.g. bookkeeping data, in an electronic format. Companies, in certain countries, are not allowed to store their business data outside their own country (may differ between paper and electronic format).

Interoperability demands structured data. Recommendations concerning the use of structured data are covered in section 1 and 2. The sharing of data to third parties is not covered in this section (see ‘Barrier 5: Sharing Data to Third Party’).

Recommendations concerning interoperability, portability and storage of business document data

[insert picture on Interoperability recommendations here]

Data storage and data portability (“Open Accounting”)
3.1 SMEs can store business data in electronic form, even if it was originally received on paper
3.2 SMEs can store business data in electronic form freely within the EU, or at least in the Nordics
3.4 Give right to portability (companies) or prohibit “blocking” (system providers) of business data in business systems
3.5 Bookkeeping regulation is based on “Digital First” principle

Description of recommendations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5

Store business data in electronic form (3.1):
Much of the value of using digital business systems is to reduce the need for filing and storing paper. In some countries there is still a requirement to store the business documents in their original form.

**Storing business data abroad (3.2):**
Legislation that requires business documents to be stored within each country’s own borders is a barrier for companies operating across the Nordics - also for the business system providers that wish to deliver their services in other countries. Solving the latter issue would be beneficial for the competition in the business system market in the Nordic region.

**Right to interoperability and portability (3.3 and 3.4):**
The KPMG report (legal analysis) clearly states that uncertainties related to ownership, and what rights the SMEs have, in combination with the lack of negotiation power for the SMEs, is a barrier. Clarifying, through legislation, the necessary rights to interoperability and portability of bookkeeping data, for instance modelled on the PSD2-regulation (concerning bank data), is therefore one of the most important means, if we are to succeed with the vision of Nordic Smart Government. For more info on “Open Accounting”, see the initiative description.

**Bookkeeping regulation favouring electronic format (3.5):**
Bookkeeping regulation should be written in a way, where the use of electronic formats is encouraged, and the use of paper format is kept to a minimum.

**Barrier 4:**
Lack of automation of reporting

*Reporting to public authorities*
Companies, in certain countries, are not obligated (and sometimes not able) to report electronically to their public authorities. Some of the reporting to public authorities is only possible to do in paper format.

*Physically signing filings*
Companies, in certain countries, are obligated to physically sign their reported filings, which makes it impossible to automate the process of reporting to public authorities.

*Reporting from business system*
Today, it differs from country to country, and public authority to public authority, whether companies are able to report directly from their business systems to the public authorities - This is inconvenient for companies and creates a barrier for automating their reporting process.

**Recommendations concerning automated reporting**

*Automated reporting*
4.1 All reporting to authorities should be able to be done in electronic form
4.2 Remove requirements for physically signing filings, when it does not fulfill a legal requirement and/or can be replaced with a “digital stamp” to prove that it is the company filing
4.3 Companies should be able to report to public authorities directly from their business systems

**Description of recommendations**

*Electronic reporting to public authorities (4.1)*
To enable automation of reporting to public authorities, SMEs must be able to report electronically to public authorities in the first place.

**Removing physical signing of filings (4.2)**

Removing requirements for physically signing filings is important, because physical signing hinders the development of automated reporting. Legal requirements can be replaced with a “digital stamp” to prove that it is the company filing.

**Enabling reporting from business systems (4.3)**

Companies should be able to report to public authorities directly from their business systems.

**Barrier 5:**

High transaction costs that prohibit development

Interoperability solves the communication between different systems. This barrier concerns the right to access information from different systems.

As SMEs can find it challenging to define what processing of personal data is allowed, SMEs can as a result refrain from sharing any data or share excessive amounts of data. There is a need for sector specific guidance from the regulators in order to assist SMEs in complying with the data protection legislation, while sharing data within the NSG vision.

Further work on this subject should be done. National data protection agencies should be invited to participate.

**Recommendations concerning high transaction costs that prohibit development**

**High transaction costs that prohibit development**

5.2 Public authorities should have the ability to share information in-between them in order to ease the reporting burden of companies.

**Write recommendations for GDPR**

With regards to sharing information to third parties, other than public authorities, GDPR is viewed as a possible barrier.

The legal situation needs to be clarified in order to reduce uncertainty. This could be done in cooperation with the data protection agencies (DPAs) in each country.

In cooperation with the industry and the DPAs in the Nordic countries, existing business practices, related to sharing and re-using business system data that possibly involves personal data, should be analysed and the legal basis described.

New ways of achieving the same goals should then be analysed with regards to whether the same legal basis applies or not, and whether the new practice has negative or positive consequences for data protection, compared to the existing practices.

**Description of recommendations**

**Increased sharing of data between public authorities**

Clarity what legal basis is sufficient for sharing data between authorities. E.g. if two authorities each have the legal basis for processing the same data, does that mean they can share the data with each
other? If so, are there limitations, such as only for purposes that are positive for the businesses, or only if the businesses are informed or asked to approve the sharing, or that there exists means for the businesses to get insight in the sharing and protest. Ultimately, sharing of data between public authorities must only be done in ways that does not threaten, but ideally improve, the trust Nordic SMEs have in government.

This recommendation also includes the need for clarifying the role and responsibilities for both the “producer” (“source”) and the “consumer” of the data. E.g. can the producer decide not to prioritise sharing with another authority, even when there is a legal basis for the sharing?

It might also include giving specific public authorities responsibility for certain types of data This would lead to single source for data of each type, and double reporting and mismatching information, at different authorities, would be avoided. Public authorities need to have legal basis to access the data shared

4. Enablers

[insert picture here]

The KPMG-report has identified the four enablers in the list.

The first enabler is related to the fact that there is a “green field” with regards to regulation of data ownership, interoperability and portability. This creates an opportunity to establish a coordinated legislation across the Nordic countries. The relevant recommendations related to this enabler is primarily the recommendations on Open Accounting / portability and interoperability, listed in the section on barrier 2.

For the second enabler there is a related recommendation in the section on barrier 3, i.e. recommendation 3.2, to ensure that all countries consider storing data in the other Nordic countries equally good to storing the data in the country, where the business operates.

The third enabler opens for both providing solutions for electronic VAT-filing, directly from the business systems, as well as increasing the adoption of existing solutions. See recommendations on barrier 4.

The fourth enabler identifies an area, where there are differences in the Nordic countries, and where there are possible benefits from sharing (more) data between the different authorities. This is addressed in recommendation 5.2, part of barrier 5.

In addition, we have identified some enablers, which are more general and do not (necessarily) tackle any of the above-mentioned barriers, specifically. Still, these enablers are considered helpful/supportive for achieving NSG’s vision. Some of these enablers might require legal amendments. See below.

6.1 Authorities should accept filings of business documents in English
6.2 A Nordic interconnection of national registries (overview of businesses’ capabilities re. electronic formats)
6.3 Evaluate possibilities for a Nordic-level structure to check whether a company and a bank account, on an invoice, match X = compliant, / = partly compliant
6.4 Evaluate the possibility to require companies to have a bookkeeping system (e.g. born digital)

Additional recommendation: Allow order to be proof of transaction.
Authorities should accept filings of business documents in English
Requirements to use country specific language can constitute a barrier for doing Nordic cross-border trade and offering systems and services, related to bookkeeping, across Nordic borders

National endpoint registries for companies send/receive capabilities
Each Nordic country should have a national registry with information on which electronic formats (business documents) a company can send and receive. To secure that Nordic companies are able to send and receive electronic business documents with each other, it is a prerequisite that companies know, what formats other companies are able to receive and send. These registries should eventually be interconnected to support Nordic cross-border trading.

Evaluate possibilities for a Nordic-level structure to check whether a company and a bank account, on an eInvoice, match
As part of the efforts on anti-money laundering and anti-terror financing, banks are required to be able to respond to inquiries on whom their customers are (e.g. KYC - Know Your Customer). It is also a legitimate need for those who are paying invoices to be able to verify that they are transferring money to an account that actually belongs to the company they are buying from

“Born Digital”
Ensuring new companies are using digital business systems from the beginning, will help elude a situation where the companies later have to consider a greater “digital transformation”, and increases the amount of companies that benefit from digital processes, e.g. from sending and receiving electronic business documents (in other words, rich and high-quality data from the beginning).
Nordic Smart Government – Deliverable 5: Architectural Overview
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Executive Summary

The Architecture overview is meant to be a high-level presentation of the necessary architectural building blocks and enablers to support the Nordic Smart Government interoperable ecosystem. This overview is formulated to bind the more detailed architectural documents together and derived from identified architectural capabilities.

It focuses on the collection of application services that organizations share as a set of common goals and collaborate to provide specific services to customers regardless of the technology ownership or operational models and geographical distribution.
Architectural Principles in a nutshell

- Principle 1: Build on open existing standards
- Principle 2: Use clearly defined, global semantics
- Principle 3: Protect user data
- Principle 4: Built to evolve
- Principle 5: Use secure building blocks
- Principle 6: Enforce data portability

These principles are meant to guide the effort of selecting and implementing the different technical mechanisms that will form the NSG solution.
They may be used as guidelines before selection and/or implementation, or as a checklist after a choice has been made.

Summary of the actors and the infrastructure
The following slides illustrate the logical application services and standards for the actors and infrastructure within the NSG ecosystem. These illustrations are not meant to be comprehensive blueprints for implementations and there can be other possible solutions for the same needs.

The application services will be realised by concrete physical services. These may be provided by private operators, government agencies and/or be mapped to existing solutions.

Actors and infrastructures have goals and steps that correspond to the actions numbered in the headline. These numbered actions may be found in the Capabilities and business processes of the NSG ecosystem document (the first deliverable of this appendix).

Readiness for adoption indicated on a scale of low-medium-high:
- High means that standards and technology exist today, but that implementation is not yet completed
- Medium means at least one necessary component is missing, but there is a path to implementation
- Low means that the prerequisites to implementation are ill-defined or difficult to meet
eInvoices

Readiness of eInvoices

Goal
Actions are needed for all business systems to comply with the standards. Suggested standard is PEPPOL BIS.

Steps
- Compliance with eInvoice BIS format
- Complete the implementation of the OpenPEPPOL BIS standard
- Market the eInvoice feature to their business system clients
- Promote and communicate the benefits to SMEs
- Extend the regulation from public procurement to demand sending of invoices from public sector
- Create incentives in public procurement
- Require that when the customer supports eInvoices, suppliers must send invoices in that format

Readiness for adoption: High
- Existing technical services for invoicing in general are widely spread
- Common standard EN 16931-1 already decided by EU

Possible Applications or technical services required
- eInvoice Creation Service
- B2B interface for eInvoices delivery
- eInvoice format translation service
- Company ID verification service
- eInvoice archiving service
- eInvoice routing service

Services for SMEs

Government agency services

Readiness of eInvoices (continued): Fully developed eInvoice infrastructure – actions 1.1.1 – 1.1.3, 1.1.9
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Readiness of eReceipt

Goal:
A standardised, cross-border network for sending and receiving eReceipts for bookkeeping and auditing purposes.

Steps:
- Standardize the content of eReceipt
- Implement eReceipt in OpenPeppol network, connecting to the POS
- Implement eReceipts in Business systems
- Implement mapping and routing from national eReceipt systems to the OpenPeppol network
- Mobile payment services send eReceipts

Readiness for adoption: Medium
- Several networks exist but interoperability and portability needs to be improved (4-corner model)
- eReceipt standardization is ongoing

Possible Application or technical services required:
- eReceipt creation service
- Interface for payment verification
- Interface for receipt delivery
- eReceipt archiving service
- OpenPeppol network
- eReceipt routing register
- Company ID verification service
- eReceipt standard

Services for SMEs

Government agency services

Existing fit or partial fit solutions
Further development needed

Readiness of eReceipt (continued): Mapping and routing of eReceipts – action 1.1.15, 1.1.16
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Digital Product Codes

Readiness of Digital Product Codes

Goal:
- There are various codes that can be used, e.g., EAN codes, GS1 Harmonized System codes, or other standard product and service category codes (e.g., UNSPC for example).

Steps:
- Include and process product information codes in the business documents.
- Discover product information codes and access services providing additional information about the product.
- Ordering systems must provide product codes.
- Enforce the use of product codes in the supply chain.
- Enforce a best practice for use of product codes in e-invoicing.

Readiness for adoption: Low
- There is a plethora of product code standards and registries, with different uses and scope.
- Harmonization requires a lot of work.

Possible Application or Technical Services Required:
- eInvoicing Creation Service
- Sales Receipt Creation Service
- GS1 Product Registry
- Product Registry Interface
- PEPPOL Network
- Common Lookup Registry
- Product Information Registry, id GS1
- Product Information Registry, id CAS
- Product Information Registry, id XYZ
- Get data using standardized API
- Find endpoint of registry from central lookup
- Specific product data needed, e.g., fire safety classification.

Services for SIs:
- Existing fit or partial fit solutions
- Further development needed

Government agency services:
- Standards registration
- Customs product code registry
- Statistics categories registry
- General standards API product access

Nordic Smart Government

Readiness of Digital Product Codes (continued): Product Information Lookup – action 1.2.5
Immutability of Business Documents

Readiness of Business Document immutability

Goal
- Ensure integrity for business documents and prevent tampering
- Prevent illicit double use of business documents

Steps
- Provide access to digital business documents
- Validation services that check that necessary contents are present and used codes, etc., are correct
- Provide services that register usage of business documents (e.g., rejections) in order to make sure that a document is only used once. This enables automated checks (based on hash calculations)

Ready for adoption: medium
- Existing solution for signing and validation exist and emerging technologies are maturing
- Common services and interoperability is missing

Possible Application or technical services required
- Product code validation service
- Hash verification service
- Automated document checksum engine
- Business document validation service
- Document signing service
- Hash Database
- Hash-calculation service
- Peppol document validation service

Services
- for SMEs
- Government agency services

Existing fit or partial fit solutions Further development needed

Readiness of Business Document immutability (continued): Business document immutability – action 1.3.2

(Alternative transport method)
Storing of references to documents

Readiness of Store references to documents

Goal

- Using digital proofs of transaction instead of current process of storing paper vouchers for a number of years as a copy for both parties of the business transaction

Steps

- Ensure a system where sales documents are not sent at all, but stored in one place and being referenced. Eliminates the challenges of having different copies at each end
- Legal changes to remove the need to store and archive copies of business documents

Ready for adoption: low

- The Nordic countries have different legal requirements in this area and some allow changing of documents after transmission
- There are technical solutions for secure off-site storage, e.g., in distributed networks, but standards are lacking

Possible Application or technical services required

- Document storage
- Digital transaction validation
- Document store API

Services for SMEs
- Government agency services

Existing fit or partial fit solutions
- Further development needed

Readiness of Store references to documents (continued): action

1.3.3

Diagram showing the process of storing documents with different parties involved and the use of digital transactions.
Trusted government services for secure business

Nordic Smart Government

Trusted government services for secure business

Goal
SMEs may need to or want to perform various checks to ensure that the trading partner exists, is registered for VAT and has paid taxes.

Steps
- Access to a service that checks the validity of a bank account number against the company number
- Access to a service that checks for VAT registration
- Access to a service that checks the “sanctuaries” of a company (e.g., paid, VAT paid, actual accounts delivered)
- Access to a service that checks that trading partners really exist before sending documents (i.e., registered in business registers)
- Access to a service that provides a warning function related to well-known “fraud companies” in the bank account number that is used could also be relevant
- Implement warning services for factual events about a company (e.g., data on forced proceedings, persons not allowed to do business)

Ready for adoption: high

Possible Application or technical services required
- Services for SME’s
- Government agency services

Existing fit or partial fit solutions
Further development needed

Nordic Smart Government

Trusted government services for secure business (continued) – action 1.3.6 - 1.3.8
Readiness for Business system API and eAddressing

**Goal**
Enable standardized ways for integration while supporting portability of business data without customization

**Steps**
- A standardized service API for accessing transactional data from a business
- A (standardized) role-based authorization service for the businesses to grant access to different parties to read/write data
- Implement a standardized format for transferring detailed bookkeeping data between systems (portability)

**Ready for adoption low**
- Bookkeeping standards are implemented by the business systems, but implementation is nation-specific and not Nordic.
- Lack of a common chart of accounts hampers portability.
- Common business services are not fully interoperable and need further development in services supporting portability.

**Possible Application or technical services required**

**Services for SMEs**
- Common Business API lookup
- Address registry
- Transaction API
- Authorization service
- Bookkeeping standards
- Common CUA
- Business Transactions API

**Government agency services**

**Business system API and eAddressing (continued) – action 2.1.1, 2.2.2**

Get aggregate information for due diligence purposes

Get transactions for audit
Powers and Mandates

Goal
Authentication of an information consumer in a business system is necessary to make sure that only an intended consumer gets access to the system and information within.

Steps
- Provide authorization by power of mandates
- Provide authorization through user's consent in B2B
- Provide authentication of a company (eID for businesses)

Ready for adoption: medium
- Multiple different national registries exist but they are not consolidated on a Nordic level
- Further development of common services is needed for seamless verification of powers and mandates in the Nordics - lookup and verification services

Possible Application or technical services required
- User consent service
- P&M registry service
- Rule & rights service
- Maintain verification API
- P&M registry
- eID registry

[inserted pictures from
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Introduction
The Rulebook describes the core business processes in which financial data and product information is transmitted, managed, stored and used, and suggests “rules” that these processes should follow in the future, in order to help SMEs benefit from the data to a higher degree than today. Thus, the focus of the descriptions in the Rulebook is the “to be” situation, and the elements described in the Rulebook does therefore not necessarily reflect the “as is” situation in the SMEs.

Based on the descriptions and suggested rules a number of action points have been formulated. The action points can be activities the SMEs, business system vendors or authorities need to do to help create more value from the data. As well as action points, the Rulebook suggests a number of use cases, showing the benefits of the data to the SMEs if they follow the “rules”.

The Rulebook is concerned with the behavior of SMEs and therefore the SMEs are a natural part of the target group. However, the processes and details described in the document are not necessarily something that SMEs are aware of in their everyday doings. The content of the Rulebook is therefore foremost meant to form the basis for a constructive dialogue with the advisors of SMEs, such as bookkeepers and accountants, business system vendors and application providers, who play a crucial role in delivering the benefits to the SMEs.

The Rulebook is separated into three main parts that go into detail with different business processes. The main parts are:
- Document-producing events
- Document-receiving events
- Bookkeeping and accounting

1 Document-producing events
The first part of the Rulebook considers the processes of selling goods and services and the documents that are generated. We take the creation and sending of a sales invoice as our starting point. This process is important because the format and content of the invoice determines how the buying business can handle the invoice and the data that will be available to the buyer. The processes of sales receipts and purchase orders are also considered. We seek to establish a set of ground rules that suppliers should follow in order to support the customer in the NSG ecosystem. Furthermore, this will benefit the supplier as well since suppliers are also buyers.

1.1 Sales invoicing
A sales invoice is a voucher that is prepared whenever a company requests payment from a customer for goods or services delivered. The invoice contains important information about the delivered good/service, such as a description and seller’s product code and/or EAN code, quantity, price and terms of payment etc.
Standard eInvoices have certain qualities, requirements, and embedded functions important to the NSG ecosystem, i.e. it enables automatic handling of the invoice for the receiving business. Therefore, as a rule, whenever it is possible, the supplier should send eInvoices. This is treated in depth below:

1.1.1 Application producing the eInvoice file
The eInvoice application produces the eInvoice file and transmits it to the customer, while the data of the invoice must simultaneously be transferred to the seller’s own accounting system. It might also be that the invoice is being created in the same system in which case the transmission to the business’ own accounting system is invisible.

The produced eInvoice must comply with domestic VAT laws when specifying VAT, and on the content side should meet the demands of European Norm and thereby also the EU eInvoice directive 2014/55 although this norm is mandatory only in B2G invoicing. This is suggested because European Norm ensures that the content of the invoice meets the reporting needs of the business.

1.1.2 Sellers eCommerce system
If the seller uses an eCommerce system, where the buyer can make an order of selected goods, the seller should be able to produce an eOrder confirmation. The eOrder confirmation standard should contain also all necessary payment information and accepted as a voucher instead of invoice. In this case, an invoice is not needed for payment and bookkeeping and the process could be more efficient and faster.

The applications providing the eOrder or eOrder confirmation should use a similar standard structure related to either eInvoice or eReceipt.

Suggested rules:
Each invoice should be validated during the first step into the transmitting network to produce qualified eInvoices.
An eOrder or an eOrder confirmation should contain the same information about partners, sold goods/services and payment as an eInvoice (and follow the same standard).
If the ordered purchase is paid in eCommerce, buyer should receive a receipt.
An eOrder confirmation with payment terms acts like an open invoice.

Use case:
Using eOrder confirmation instead of an eInvoice in ordering event, the buyer receives information as he orders and is then able to upload information into his system much faster than with eInvoices, which are normally made and sent after delivery.

Accepting order and order confirmation as vouchers in bookkeeping has several advantages:
- buyer can ensure correct product information and references to products in catalogs,
- buyer can use product information in production and reporting even before the actual products have arrived buyer is able to use information in cash flow estimates earlier
- buyer has more benefit of a detailed document for the further processing than the seller and therefore has more incentives to adopt and demand structured data formats that can be read by the systems
- the buyer can add reference-information in the order to be used in the further processing, like for instance mapping to detailed accounts, automatic acceptance to pay etc.

1.1.3 eInvoice transmission
There are different infrastructures available for transmitting eInvoices, depending on the originating country. To ensure interoperability between the countries, a pan-European association (today joined by Singapore, Australia and New Zealand) has developed a common European transport infrastructure, called eDelivery, for transmitting eInvoices as well as a number of other electronic business documents. eDelivery is maintained and developed by the public-private European organisation Peppol (formerly OpenPEPPOL), and the business documents that can be transmitted through eDelivery are PEPPOL business documents. eDelivery is widely used in B2G trading in the Nordics, but eDelivery also supports
the needs of businesses that trade B2B. Therefore, as a rule, whenever it is possible, the supplier should use services compliant with the PEPPOL infrastructure.

The company creating eInvoices has to make an agreement with a service provider for transmitting the sales eInvoices to the customers. In eDelivery, service providers form a network where seller and buyer each can use their preferred service providers who then handle the transmission (in a so-called four-corner model). Service providers are required to validate and enable transmissions to other service providers, maintaining integrity and the standards of the transmitted documents. If the company uses a business system vendor, who offers eInvoice transmission service or who has an agreement with another service provider, the company does not have to make their own agreement with a service provider.

1.1.4 Invoice content

1.1.4.1 Customer information
Customer information is needed to transmit the invoice to the right receiver and address it to the responsible person or relevant order so the invoice can be handled further. Customer information also contains information about delivery address and agreed payment and other terms.

Each seller should know and add information concerning VAT handling in cases where the customer is not domestic and in cases where the customer does not operate under the standard local VAT laws. VAT category codes are tools to indicate these specific cases. These codes are also used in the domestic market to separate certain special handlings of VAT (e.g. used goods, exempt goods, or exempt sectors). Using VAT category codes and VAT rates in the invoice, sellers and buyers can collect the data for VAT reporting automatically from invoices. The categories within the EU VAT union are defined here.

1.1.4.2 Invoice line information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggested rules:</th>
<th>Customer information of companies should be available from public registers in structured form.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use case:</td>
<td>Entering a new customer’s information into a sales system could be automated and avoid possible misspellings or lacking information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are various things that can be specified about products in an invoice row, depending on the buyer’s needs. In general, SMEs needs for product details are quite limited, although essential for determining product profitability or to fulfill reporting demands of used products in production processes. In addition various taxes (excise tax) besides VAT are collected based on sold or used goods, so data describing the products/services are necessary to enable correctly automated tax reporting.

Mandatory contents for invoice lines from the Semantic data model of the core elements of an electronic invoice:

- Invoice line ID
- Item name
- Invoiced quantity
- Invoiced quantity unit of measure code
- VAT rate (mandatory in domestic trade)
- VAT category code
- Invoice line net price without VAT
1. Total price without VAT

see also https://docs.peppol.eu/poacc/billing/3.0/bis/#_item_information

1.1.4.3 VAT information at row level
Mandatory requirements for product information are set in VAT laws. In an invoice there must be a description (at least a name) of the bought goods or services, the amount of goods/service, their VAT rate, VAT category code, delivery date (various delivery dates by product lines) and price without/with VAT. The same rules concern invoice and receipt (except delivery date) and order/order confirmation, if the order confirmation is also due to payment and covering the actual invoice. EU regulation enables member states to allow companies (SMEs) to choose from two main rules to pay VAT; delivery based or payment (cash-based VAT).

1.1.4.4 Multiple measurements
There are no strict rules, how to describe the measurement of goods. Often the only measurement field is the amount of invoiced items, which is mandatory, and the measurement for the individual product package is mentioned only e.g. in the description of the product. It is impossible to use this kind of measurements in product calculations. In the invoice line it is possible to give several different measurements; one package measure, transportation measure and warehouse measure.

1.1.4.5 One package measure
Net Content (the quantity of the product in the package along with the unit measure typically printed on the label for the selling market). This measure is needed for different product calculations e.g. usage of material.
1.1.5 Invoice information in user’s own system
Detailed information from each sales eInvoice should be stored in the seller’s business system. This information may be used to combine and relate invoice data for categorization or analysis, such as tracking different customers' history, or an analysis of the profitability of specific products or customers. The group of sales transactions are usually named as “sales journal” in the bookkeeping system. Payments, with their own detailed information, have been reconciled with invoices and form their own journal in bookkeeping.

1.1.6 Self-billing
Self-billing is used in some industries, where the buyer measures and qualifies products delivered and defines pricing due to results. The buyer produces invoices as self-billing and sends the documents to the seller and pays the invoice amount to seller’s bank account. The seller is in the current situation dependent on the buyer’s system, and receives normally paper or pdf documents from the buyer. Self-billing is typical in the food industry, e.g. produced fish, meat, grain and milk are measured, qualified and priced by the seller company.

**Suggested rules:**
Item identifier (seller’s/buyer’s/standard product code or ID) should be used always to identify the product to be used in reports and calculations.
Product classification code (optional), should be used according to selected standard
- Product classification code could define VAT rate in buyers country
- Product classification codes could be used to separate other taxes collected based on sold goods (seller) or refunded according purchased goods or services e.g. energy tax or excise taxes (buyer)

One package measure
- Net Content (the quantity of the product in the package along with the unit measure typically printed on the label for the selling market). This measure is needed for different product calculations e.g. usage of material.

Net content (the quantity of the product inside the package) is a very valuable measurement for calculations, and should be mandatory. Measurement fields could be repetitive to enable other needed measures (packed on pallets for transportation).

**Use cases:**
Sending eInvoices to your customers is a good service because the customer can automate processes of acceptance, reporting and bookkeeping. Also, if net content is available in a structured way in the eInvoice, it can form the basis of reports about stock balance and project calculations by the customer.
1.2 Sales receipts

When selling over the counter, invoices are not normally issued. Instead, the Point-of-sales (POS) system produces receipt to the customer. Like eInvoices, standard eReceipts have certain qualities, requirements, and embedded functions important to the NSG ecosystem, i.e. it enables automatic handling of the receipt in the customers business system. This is treated in depth underneath:

1.2.1 Content of receipt

Receipts are vouchers of purchased and paid goods or services. There might be country specific legislation for receipts due to prevent fraud. Regulation defines the mandatory content of receipt. The business buyer is not able to deduct paid VAT according to VAT legislation, if the receipt doesn’t meet the regulation.

POS systems register all sales into the seller’s business system in digital form. Derived from the registration of the sales, receipt is printed to the buyer. The address ID is entered into the credit card information by the card issuer and with the other information added to the eReceipt. The actual credit card number is delivered hidden in the shop’s system. E.g. in a paper receipt the middle digits of the card number is hidden. Only the authorised companies can deliver the payment information to the card issuer companies. Every eReceipt has its own receipt ID, which is also delivered with the payment to the card issuer. This ID is used to reconcile receipt and payment. In cash payments, there are solutions to read address ID from QR code or barcode.

Suggested rules:

Every sales system e.g. POS system or other solutions should be able to store the company customer’s eReceipt’s delivery ID in the eReceipt. Delivery ID guides the eReceipt to the buying company’s service provider who in turn forwards it to the buying company. Delivery ID doesn’t contain information about the actual buyer. B2B eReceipts should be delivered to the customers using a similar infrastructure as in B2B eInvoice transmission. The eReceipt’s content should be standardized on European level like the European Norm for eInvoices.

Use case:

The buyer could upload eReceipt file into his business system in structured form without manual work and could also use automation in booking and reporting.

1.2.2 Payment information in receipt

Each receipt contains information about the payment, bank card, credit card, cash. In business use, all the receipts are also vouchers and in card payment cases must be reconciled with credit card company’s invoice or bank account transaction.
The European Cards Stakeholders Group (ECSG), the association promoting cards harmonisation in the Single Euro Payments Area (Single Euro Payments Area) publishes the Single Euro Payments Area Cards Standardisation Volume. In the Volume book 2 - ‘Functional Requirements’ Requirement T92 is found, which describes the minimum receipt information.

**Req T92:** The POS system shall provide a transaction receipt to the Cardholder after a successful authorisation process. The transaction receipt may be combined with the sales receipt.

The following are the minimum data that shall be provided. The sequence of the data elements provided is not mandatory. Additional data may be provided but is out of scope of this document.

- Transaction Date and Transaction Time
- Transaction Amount and Transaction Currency
- Truncated PAN
- Payment Brand name
- Acceptor name and location
- Transaction Reference number
- The Card Service, e.g., ‘Payment’
- Transaction Result, e.g., ‘Approved’


### 1.2.3 Transmission infrastructure

eReceipts transmission infrastructure is under development and there are only some examples of built infrastructures. The picture below is an example from Finland, where eReceipts already are in use. The picture is from a guidelines document made by the RTECO project and it is describing the process delivering eReceipt from seller to buyer via service providers. In addition to this process, there is another process for payment, where the payment information is carried from the seller to the card issuer and the actual payment from buyer to seller via card issuer.

![eReceipt guidelines diagram](103)

Link to the eReceipt guidelines document:
1.3 Archiving vouchers from sales
Companies are obliged to archive all bookkeeping material and all the mandatory reports for a number of years, depending on local legislation. In case the bookkeeping material is archived by e.g. accounting firm, the seller company might be responsible to archive sales documents separately. Audit trail must be fulfilled. All the transactions and aggregated figures found in mandatory reports must link back to the eDocuments via the audit trail. Local legislation differs concerning mandatory reports and mandatory archiving timelines.

Suggested rules:
eInvoices, eOrder confirmations, eReceipts and payments should be archived in their xml format with a tool to visualize the content
Use case:
If there is a need to verify buyers and sellers documents, the eInvoice or eOrder with invoice information in structured original format contains all the detailed information delivered between seller and buyer.

1.4 Purchase order and seller’s order confirmation in eCommerce
Buyer can make a purchase order via seller’s website, ordering portal or using their own purchase ordering system. Seller makes an order confirmation with delivery date/s and gives the information to the buyer. The order confirmation should consist of all the mandatory information required for invoices. In this case purchase invoices are not needed and the order confirmation will be handled as a voucher and be the basis for the payment. Structured eOrder and eOrder confirmation can enable automation in procurement processes and bookkeeping.

Suggested rules:
In case of orders there should be a possibility to add bookkeeping account information already during the ordering for automation in procurement process
Use case:
The person who makes the order usually also accepts and gives account number/dimensions to the transaction. The received eOrder confirmation or eInvoice based on eOrder information can automatically be accepted and booked to the dimensions and bookkeeping accounts given before.

2. Document-receiving events
The SME when performing business processes related to the purchase of goods/services – what the document-receiving SME will have to do to fulfill its role in the future ecosystem, as consumer of another stakeholder’s documents.

2.1 Purchase invoices
2.1.1 Application for receiving invoices
All the incoming invoices have to be accepted before payment. Acceptance can be done using an application, which enables different combinations of acceptance rules. In addition the application can provide features to add bookkeeping information to the invoices either adding account numbers and possible dimensions manually or using automation. Automation can also be used even to accept invoices, which have based on orders already accepted. The application can also provide the process to archive electronic invoices in structured form.

### 2.1.2 Acceptance

Each purchase invoice or receipt must be accepted by a person (or automated system), who has the authorization to do so. Often it is the person responsible for ordering goods or services. Without acceptance, invoices should not be forwarded to the payment procedure. There are several acceptance models from one person, only to two persons or chain of persons due to responsibilities. Most micro-SMEs have very simple rules; normally the owner has the task of accepting invoices. With eOrders, eInvoices and eReceipts, more automated acceptance flows are enabled (if the received eInvoice matches the fields of the original eOrder, for example).

#### Suggested rules:

Vendor information should be used from received structured invoice instead of system’s built in vendor register, which is updated manually. In this way, all changes will be stored without manual update and could be compared with the official registries.

Vendor information should be verified against business registry data.

As for the payment and the bank account number to be paid, there should be extra procedure to check if the bank account number is well-known in fraud context or changed from the previous invoice.

There should be a control of the vendors company ID to check that the company really exists or is well-known in fraud context.

Received accepted invoices should be stored with their detailed row information.

#### Use case:

Detailed information from accepted eInvoices could be used by different applications for cash flow estimates, stock management, product reports, VAT reporting, etc.

### 2.1.3 Accounting automation

After being accepted, purchase invoices/receipts are turned into bookkeeping vouchers. SMEs often have several periodically repetitive transactions, such as material purchases, phone, insurance, rent, cleaning bills etc. The bookkeeping information is often or always the same for these types of transactions, and could easily be automated according to vendor or product information.

In orders, there are fields for accounting references to be given (added by buyer) or in sales invoices (added by seller). In the case of eInvoices/eOrders, the accounting references may be read by the system and bookkeeping entries may be automatically created based on this information. Accounting entries must include date, voucher number, description, account number and money amount. Minimum content due to VAT legislation is: product name, amount, VAT rate, price and date of delivery/invoice/receipt.

#### Suggested rules:

Accounting automation in VAT bookings should be based on suggestions from information in eDocuments about VAT category codes and VAT rates. Suggestions need to be controlled, changed, if needed and accepted before reporting by company’s representatives.
2.1.4 Product information
See the above descriptions of sales invoices and content. The purchase invoice is a sales invoice for the party that has created it so same mandatory rules for content apply. There is furthermore a need for product classification codes, which could be used in purchase invoices for other tax (excise tax) reporting purposes than VAT. Governments have decided to collect product specific tax or compensate enterprises in various taxations, e.g. energy or transportation costs. In these cases, there should be a possibility to add codes during the acceptance flow, so that data for reporting and refund applications is stored correctly.

Suggested rules:
The acceptance systems should provide a possibility to add product classification code to the invoice line

Use case:
Product classification codes could be used to collect information about purchased goods for possible compensation from government e.g. energy tax.

2.2 Receipts (purchase)
Companies pay smaller and instant purchases e.g. travel expenses by credit card or bank card and possibly mobile payment. Received receipts are vouchers to be entered into bookkeeping.

Suggested rules:
Buyer should be able to receive electronic eReceipt in standard structured form.

2.2.1 Buyers’ process to start receiving eReceipts
1. Select payment method (credit card, bank card)

2. Choose the service provider for transmitting eReceipts, add eAddress (delivery ID) to buyer’s payment system (credit card etc.) and enable buyers system to process eReceipts; acceptance, store and booking etc.

3. Enable to reconcile eReceipts with bank account payments (bank account related cards) or credit card companies eInvoices. Reconciling can be automated by using eReceipt’s identifier code in credit card invoice or bank account transaction. Received eReceipts should be accepted as company’s business transaction, acceptance resembles the process of invoice acceptance, but differs due to payment. eReceipts are already paid and they have to be matched with the payment information in credit card company’s invoice or bank account payment information. The eReceipt standard should provide identification information from the payment process to enable automatic reconciliation. The picture below is from the document eReceipt Guidelines made in RTECO project in Finland. (link to document, see Sales eReceipt)
2.3 Payment transactions or bank account statements

Bank account transactions are an essential part of business and content of bookkeeping material.

Some banks are offering electronic bank account statements or payment information in structured form. In SEPA area banks follow the SEPA ISO standard, but only part of taxonomy is mandatory and there are a lot of differences between the banks. Bank account statements or payment transactions can be downloaded as xml-files through APIs into business systems to be refined to bookkeeping entries and payments to receivables or payables. These electronic bank account transactions enable several possibilities to automate accounting processes.

SEPA ISO standard enables the use of RF payment reference to reconcile receivable payments. RF payment reference is included in the sales eInvoice structure’s payment information part and should be used in payment information, when recording the payment. The seller company receives all the RF payments separately to be uploaded in the business system. Normally RF reference consists of customer number and invoice number and a check digit. It can be used as a barcode also.

**Suggested rules:**

In order to facilitate automated accounting for electronic bank account transactions, the banks should send electronic receipts of their own service fees or loans and provide the information using standard. RF payment reference should be used to automate receivables reconciliation by companies.
2.4 Transaction transfers from other systems
Business systems might consist of several independent applications, which transfer information between each other using file transfers. These file transfer definitions are usually made customised to fulfill the needs of each individual transfer. E.g. payroll system is usually isolated from the accounting system. Payroll system produces information to bookkeeping and also possibly to calculations and business analytics. Information transfers between systems and applications should follow standard.

Suggested rules:
API exporting the transactions should support XBRL GL taxonomy or other international taxonomy e.g SAF-T.
There should be mapping between transmitting taxonomies to enable conversions between.

3 Stock management
Companies who trade or produce goods have to keep books of the goods in stock. Delivered, purchased goods should be booked into the stock management system with information about product; ID, name, delivery date, amount of goods and price per unit without VAT. Sold goods or goods taken into the production process should be booked out of the stock management system with information about product; ID, name, delivery date and amount of goods.

Value of stock can be counted by different methods; FIFO (first in, first out), LIFO etc. by products. The value of stock must be booked in bookkeeping at least into the financial statements. The value of stock should meet the real value of the goods either lowering the prices or booking goods out of the stock. List of the goods in stock should be attached to the bookkeeping material of financial statements.

Value of stock is important information for business; how much money is tied-up in goods, the correct sales margin can be counted only with the real value of stock.

Suggested rules:
Stock management transactions should be collected from structured eOrder confirmation, eInvoice or eReceipt by choosing the products to be booked into stock or out of stock. For production there should be dedicated application to book goods out of stock to the production process.

Use cases:
The value of stock could be counted in real time.
Simple stock management could help SMEs to lower costs by reducing unnecessary orders.

4 Bookkeeping and Accounting
Bookkeeping is the system that consists of all information defined in bookkeeping laws. Part of the bookkeeping information must be entered manually directly into the bookkeeping system from voucher describing the transaction e.g. adjustments, deprecitations etc. and part of the entries are formed in other systems following bookkeeping laws.

Adjustments, corrections or deprecitations must be described in vouchers (called often memo vouchers /general ledger voucher) or in the system inside the entered transaction description, if there is room enough to give all the needed information. The description and/or calculations must be available in
audit. Sometimes these are related to invoices adjusted to next period, in these cases description space is normally enough.

Using structured invoices, receipts, orders and payment transactions, bookkeeping entries are formed or given in the systems, which are handling structured transactions data and are then automatically part of bookkeeping (sub bookkeeping systems).

In bookkeeping all the transactions are categorized according to the bookkeeping laws by account numbers. All transactions are divided between profit & loss and balance sheets. Profit & loss report or side of transactions are reset every financial year and the result is entered into a balance sheet to add or decrease equity. Very often taxation is also based on bookkeeping information.

4.1 Accounting entries
Accounting entries derived from one voucher are divided between debit (+) and credit (-) and the sum of these entries must be zero. Basic rules are for sales credit, purchase or costs is debit, increase in assets debit, increase in liabilities and equity is credit.

4.2 VAT
In each document concerning VAT, there must be a summary of VAT amounts by VAT rates in local sales and by VAT category codes in some special cases. If there is cross-border sales, it must be divided into categories according to the customer’s country and sold items (EU goods, EU services, sales to the third countries) using VAT category codes.

VAT bookings in to bookkeeping are collected mainly from VAT summaries in the invoices. Account numbers for the payable and deductible VAT amounts can be set as default. These bookings can be automated due to the strict rules and should be easy to do right/correct regarding VAT bookings.

If the invoice consists of some special VAT handling (VAT category codes), information can be on invoice total VAT breakdowns and on individual invoice row VAT breakdowns. To handle VAT codes correctly, the reporting application must recognise VAT category codes. All kinds of VAT should be able to report directly from transactions, although reporting should be checked, completed and accepted by the company’s representative.

4.3 Corrections
In the case of error or mistake in bookkeeping entry already stored in the business system there should be a process to correct. The correction process should cover it by a nullifying entry and a new correct entry. However, the original entry should be stored as well. The original and nullifying entries can be hidden in normal reporting, but could be seen when needed.

4.4 Adjustments and depreciations
Adjustments and depreciations are purely accounting entries. These accounting entries are company’s internal transactions and are added to the bookkeeping to adjust reports to meet the reporting periods actual situations. These entries should be documented by separate vouchers or in the description of accounting entries.

4.5 Archiving transactions
Archiving of accounting information is mandatory in all countries, but regulations differ. Archiving concerns bookkeeping documents, financial statements and vouchers.
4.6 Chart of accounts

A chart of accounts is a listing of the names and numbers of the accounts that a company has identified and made available for recording transactions in its general ledger. In most countries a company has the flexibility to tailor its chart of accounts to best suit its needs, including adding accounts as needed. In some countries a certain chart of accounts is mandated to be used in order to make the accounting data more understandable for different stakeholders, accountants, auditors, etc.

Within the chart of accounts, you will find that the accounts are typically listed in the order of balance sheets and profit and loss reports.

**Balance Sheet Accounts**
- Assets
- Liabilities
- Owner’s (Stockholders’) Equity

**Income Statement Accounts**
- Operating Revenues
- Operating Expenses
- Non-operating Revenues and Gains
- Non-operating Expenses and Losses

Within the categories of operating revenues and operating expenses, accounts might be further organized by business function (such as producing, selling, administrative, financing).

In addition to chart of accounts there are needs to report separately departments, product lines, etc. These are normally handled with separate dimensions which are used along with the actual account no. Using multiple dimensions might cause errors and business systems can provide a possibility to store allowed combinations as e.g. organization chart.

Standard charts of accounts are used in some countries. They are normally designed in collaboration with public and private partners. The main goal is to standardise reporting towards authorities and also make business reports more comparable inside the country. To enable standard chart of accounts in Nordic countries, several legislations should be harmonized, concerning e.g. bookkeeping, tax, business.
4.7 Extracting data and making e.g. industry specific reports

By using structured data from eOrders, eInvoices and eReceipts that are stored at row level, you will be able to extract e.g. product data and create reports at any detailed level. Reports intended for public authorities, for different kinds of associations, as well as reports for internal use can be created automatically and without the use of manual setups and solutions.

Suggested rules:
Standard chart of accounts should consist only of the mandatory accounts to fulfill the needs for detailed information according bookkeeping, tax and business legislation. Businesses needs could be solved using sub accounts or dimensions along with the main account in chart of accounts.

Use cases:
Mandatory reporting could be standardized and would be comparable within businesses and industries.

[1] The international tax themes are [http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d08b/tred/tred5305.htm](http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d08b/tred/tred5305.htm) and [https://service.unece.org/trade/untdid/d13b/tred/tred5153.htm](https://service.unece.org/trade/untdid/d13b/tred/tred5153.htm)

[https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/Registry+of+supporting+artefacts+to+implement+EN16931](https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/Registry+of+supporting+artefacts+to+implement+EN16931)
Nordic Smart Government – Deliverable 7: Proofs of Concepts

Purpose
The present document provides an easy-to-access overview of the many ways that the exchange of real-time financial business data may benefit SMEs and enrich the future ecosystem of digital services that NSG envisions.

Decision-makers may use the Proof-of-Concepts (PoCs) described in this document as concrete examples of the value of NSG, explained in practical terms through the described use cases.

This document textually demonstrates the current state of the Proof-of-Concepts that NSG (in Work Package #4) has worked on, and lists a set of solution descriptions which have been considered, but not prototyped, tested or developed. The document provides an overview and in some cases also references to other NSG documents, such as Capabilities, Architecture, etc.

Disclaimer:
The real-life examples mentioned in the following should not be seen as endorsements of specific service providers, but rather show the feasibility and document the existing implementations of some of the described Proof-of-concepts.
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Concept #1

1. Credit assessment with real-time data

The concept in a nutshell:
The business systems used by SMEs should be capable of providing consent-based access to structured data for credit institutions and business partners, with a high level of details pertaining to each transaction (e.g. shipped orders, unpaid invoices, payment due dates). Access to details about all transactions would enable quicker credit cycles, more competitive rates and terms, and minimize paperwork related to credit assessments for both SMEs and credit institutions.

To perform accurate credit assessments, banks and credit institutions want updated and trustworthy data on the customers applying for credit. This demand is twofold: A need for updated real-time financial data (to check current developments in a client-company’s finances), as well as a need to supplement the aggregated figures of annual financial statements with reports on recent periods, including more detailed data for greater accuracy. There could also be a need to construct an overview corresponding to an annual statement where none exists (in the case of newly started companies).

Credit institutions often supplement the publicly available annual financial statements with assorted business intelligence from 3rd party information brokers. For many kinds of small enterprises, there might not be public financial statements, or the data found in registries may lack sufficient detail and historical reach to facilitate credit assessment. Start-ups which have only begun growing thus face a demand to provide many figures for credit institutions (e.g. order backlogs, profits and loss for the latest periods, estimates of cost, and forecast). Without readily available structured data, loan-giving processes may drag out and require much manual case-handling. However, SMEs often need liquidity quickly in order to grow. Time-to-market is essential: Getting a new client or bidding for public tenders means that the SME needs to gear up, get more man-power, ensure the stocks are well-supplied, etc.

NSG can improve the conditions for SMEs seeking credit by providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, enabling creditors access to detailed financial data at the level of transaction, in a continuously updated flow or on demand, and in a structured format which is common to all customers no matter the business system used (see the NSG Capability Documentation).

The assumptions of this concept:
- a system for managing consent and the duration of the creditor’s access to relevant financial data (see the document on national building blocks of roles and mandates)
- data must be valid, accurate, and any tampering must be traceable
- SMEs must accept algorithm-based monitoring of their transactions in certain situations to get credit
Concept #2

2. Know-Your-Customer (KYC) network analysis for risk assessments

The concept in a nutshell
With access to detailed transactional data from the bookkeeping of a SME, it is possible to set up models for rating the network risk profile of that SME. With such a model, banks and credit institutions may assess how dependent an SME applying for credit is upon individual trading partners, or how likely they are to default because of the networked risk of relying on few clients. Furthermore, anti-money laundering processes may be automated.

In many cases, SMEs depend on selling products or services to a limited range of customers. Similarly, in some cases a SME depends on one or few suppliers to stay in business. In such scenarios, if the SME wants access to credit, the credit institution must incorporate an Know-Your-Customer (KYC) assessment of the network risks of the SME to accurately predict the customer/supplier dependencies of the client-company.

The demand for KYC assessments is also great in relation to credit given to SMEs with much foreign trading, because of EU anti-money laundering directives. To ensure due diligence, banks are obliged to keep an eye on the transactions. By continuously tapping into the transactional patterns of such SMEs and developing models for monitoring the trade, the credit institutions may better direct their transparency procedures towards certain kinds of transaction as it happens, rather than imposing large restrictions on all credit applicants, and instead minimize the demands for SME documenting and reporting their trade.

NSG can enable KYC network analysis for risk assessments by providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, enabling creditors easy access to detailed financial data at the level of transaction, in a continuously updated flow or on demand, and in a structured format which is common to all customers no matter the business system used (see the NSG Capability Documentation).

The assumptions of this concept
- a system for managing consent and the duration of the bank’s access to relevant financial data (see the document on national building blocks of roles and mandates)
- data must be valid, accurate, and any tampering must be traceable
- SMEs must accept algorithm-based monitoring of their transactions in certain situations to get credit, ie. if they work in high-risk sectors or with foreign trade partners that merits due diligence measures

Examples of the KYC/due diligence from NSG’s Nordic Sandbox Challenge found here / risika.dk and enin - https://challenges.dk/da/ide/indsend-ide-126
Concept #3

3. Factoring and invoice-based loan types

The concept in a nutshell

With direct access to any business system’s invoicing data, a credit institution can evaluate all outstanding/unpaid invoices and offer credit to a SME accordingly. The same access may be used as basis for credit types which are based on single invoices, or for factoring (in which an invoice debt is instantly partly paid by a third party, shifting or filling a liquidity gap for a SME).

Short-term liquidity is often a problem for SMEs. Often, receiving a large order from a customer also means gearing up and investing before the ordered product or service can be delivered. This is a typical use-case for invoice-based loans, or invoice-buying (a practice called factoring): Fixing the cash flow in the short term.

Factoring and invoice-based loans exist today, but the developers of platforms providing liquidity in this way struggle with getting the right (transaction-level) data in the right way. They may need a different set of integrations for each bookkeeping system used by the SMEs seeking credit, as well as different transformation modules for reading “traditional” paper or PDF invoices. All of this drives up the cost for offering such services.

NSG can enable easier access to invoice-based loan types by providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, so that banks and third-party providers can easily get detailed financial data at the level of transaction, in a continuously updated flow, and in a structured format which is common to all customers no matter the business system used (see the NSG Capability Documentation).

The assumptions of this concept

- A system for managing consent and the duration of the bank’s access to relevant financial data (see the document on national building blocks of roles and mandates)
- Data must be valid, accurate, and any tampering must be traceable
- SMEs must accept algorithm-based monitoring of their transactions in certain situations to get credit

Examples of existing solutions, in which credit is given based on unpaid invoices
Buffer - https://www.spv.no/bedrift/laane-og-finansiere/buffer
Tradeshift - https://tradeshift.com/supply-chain-finance
MoneyFlow - https://moneyflow.io/
4. Automated Account Posting

The concept in a nutshell

SMEs and entrepreneurs have little love for day-to-day handling and bookkeeping of invoices and receipts. Such processes can be automated to a high degree, with the adoption of digital transaction documents and smart business systems. With automation in place, the SMEs are less dependent on manually updating the books in order to get an updated view of their finances.

Most established business systems and many start-ups are beginning to deploy machine learning and artificial intelligence to simplify the bookkeeping processes of SMEs. The current state of the art of this technology revolves around scanned images of receipts and invoices. The next step of the future, however, exchanges paper-based transaction documents with well-structured digital documents and deploys algorithms that not only read and digitize documents, but also harvest the data from various fields and post the data to the relevant accounts.

With such algorithms, plus some process for handling exceptional documents and an initial customization of the company’s specific accounting rules, SMEs may gain access to near real-time accounting. The benefits of real-time accounting for SMEs are many, including better overview of VAT debt and liquidity gaps, less time spent on manual paperwork, zero time wasted on scanning receipts, and better grounds for any informed decisions.

In the future, as automation of accounting processes is disseminated and adopted, standardization work in the area of charts of accounts becomes more important and valuable. Once transactions are allocated to a machine-readable core chart of accounts (complying with standardized semantics), larger portions of common reporting obligations to authorities can take place automatically. At the same time, automatically updated accounting entries also enable applications running in near real-time that can provide an accurate view of finances to the SME. While auditors and accountants are still needed in this scenario, less preparation and manual checking of receipts and invoices will be needed.

NSG can enable the increasing automation of account posting and aggregation of reports by recommending a common semantic model for representing transactions and account structures, and based on this model maintain a mapping between national implementations of chart of accounts (see the NSG Capability Documentation).

Examples of automated account posting

Fabric.ai - https://fabricai.fi/
OrangeBooks - https://orangebooks.co/how-it-works
5. Automatic VAT in domestic and cross-border trading

The concept in a nutshell

VAT is a transaction-based tax, so every single incoming and outgoing invoice in principle requires the SME to decide correct VAT treatment for each single line on the invoice. This means considerable administrative burden for SMEs, especially when trading cross-border. The accounting and reporting for cross-border trades makes VAT handling more complex. As first steps, the burdens found in domestic transactions could be reduced with rule-based, automated calculation of VAT, based on the use of structured invoices both by seller and by purchaser. To reduce the burdens caused by cross-border transactions, more work and clarifications are required.

The Nordic countries each have complex VAT legislation and many Nordic SMEs are uncertain about the correct reporting of VAT when trading cross-borders. In principle, however, the structured data from elInvoices could help SMEs comply with the most common VAT schemes, both domestic and international.

The NSG PoC on VAT

The VAT PoC described a model automated treatment of VAT based on structured elInvoice data. The Proof of Concept was tested with the database and data developed for the NSG Reference Implementation. In this test environment, a full year’s worth of synthetic (but realistic) elInvoices for a Danish catering company was stored. The dataset of invoices comprised both domestic transactions and transactions with companies in the Nordic countries.

The test comprised three parts. First, all the domestic transactions were tested against national VAT filing requirements. Second, cross-border transactions were tested against the VAT filing requirements. Third, certain improvements to tax category codes were added to the data set, and with these amendments, the appropriate tax rate for cross-border transactions were tested again against VAT filing requirements.

Findings of the PoC

Even though the tested company was a fictive company and the variation of the synthetic invoices was rather limited, the main result is that in domestic transactions, the current semantic model of the elInvoices could considerably lift the administrative burden of deciding the correct VAT rate. Considering SMEs, most of the domestic transactions are labelled with the domestic VAT standard rate, and the purchaser has a right to deduct the input VAT. This means much of the manual case-handling currently required in the VAT handling process could be skipped by SMEs using elInvoices. Special VAT schemes, like the marginal VAT schemes, exemptions, and restrictions on input deductions, currently require manual case-handling. Also, certain invoice requirements (exemptions and marginal schemes) cannot be technically fulfilled because of the elInvoice data structure. In order to avoid manual case-handling in these situations and to fulfil the invoice requirements, certain changes to the semantic model are required.

NSG could enable a greater degree of automated VAT handling in cross-border trading by pushing for revisions in the elInvoice data structure of the Peppol BIS 3 format, which is the recommended common format at the time of writing. The revisions must support VAT-
compliance by design, and so many actors must join forces and agreed upon the common
ground to push forward requirements concerning cross-border trading situations, where SMEs
and authorities today face some case-handling and reporting challenges. We do not need to
have a perfect model, but we must have a roadmap to improve semantic models into the
direction that serve actual business needs.

Concept #6

6. Digital Business Assistants

The concept in a nutshell
With high-quality real-time data, many tasks and business processes do not need to be
handled manually on a daily basis by SMEs. Instead, digital assistants with pre-defined
roles and duties can monitor real-time data streams and only notify the SME when
manual intervention is needed for decisions or handling exceptional situations. The rule-
based routine work related to financial data, which today may be handled by
secretaries, accountants or even close relatives of the company owner, can be
automated and set up to be handled by a programmable, event-sensitive and schedule-
based digital assistant.

Digital business assistants can perform basic account posting the moment an invoice reaches
the SME’s business system. This is done via customized rules. When invoices are received which
do not fit into the rules set up, the assistant notifies the SME and asks how the document should
be handled.

Short examples of other basic assistant functionalities include 1) automated inventory
handling, where the digital assistant takes care of replenishing the warehouse and orders new
supplies when running low, and 2) a price tracker assistant that notifies the SME when
competitors advertise prices below pre-defined thresholds, giving the SME the chance to
respond to market changes.

NSG can enable digital business assistant applications tailormade for SMEs by
providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, so that
third-party IT service providers can retrieve information directly from the SMEs business
system, in a structured format which is common to all SMEs no matter the business system
used, and build smart solutions on top of that data (see the NSG Capability Documentation)
Concept #7

7. Real-time Analytics Dashboard

The concept in a nutshell
SMEs often lack a real-time view of their finances, because business transaction documents sent on paper or pdf are not uploaded into the bookkeeping system on time (if a system is used at all). This sometimes leads to liquidity crisis for the SME who have not prepared for the unforeseen expenses, and that might in turn lead to unpaid debt and unnecessary bankruptcies.

If all business documents were digitalized, the structured data found in the documents could be handled in real-time and allow companies to be in control of their finances at all times. Just by having the invoice data available in a standardized structured format, a simple system can be used to predict the change in cash flow for any given date in the future. Such a system, visualized in the form of a dashboard, could help SMEs understand their liquidity needs and help them avoid defaults or even bankruptcies.

Realization of the PoC
A free database tool (called BaseX) which allows you to query data from XML documents was used to load the synthetic data created in the NSG project and stored in the NSG reference implementation. The PoC was repeated for the data represented in XBRL GL (business transactions) and as UBL-formatted purchase and sales invoices directly. In the PoC, we did not include payments for salaries or calculation of VAT debt/receivables. A simple query was created which calculates the daily sum of receivables minus the payables for any given days in the future. The result was then saved as a CSV file, and then a graph was created from the data using basic functionalities in Excel (see sample below).

NSG can enable real-time overview for SMEs by pushing for adoption of eInvoices B2B.
Concept #8

8. Automated inventory and eOrder management

The concept in a nutshell
Tedious counting of items in the warehouse and unnecessary updating of databases and file exports could be made obsolete. Instead, the moment a company receives an invoice and confirms that the goods have been received, the inventory management system should automatically be updated. Likewise, when an order has been successfully placed, the inventory should also instantly update the current stock.

Example - pitch from the Digitalism Challenge in Helsinki, October 2019
In the Digitalism Challenge 2019, hosted by the Finnish NSG Team and Aalto University, the runner-up team called Team Quantum presented a cloud-based solution for reporting and stock management in organic farming. The proposed solution, dubbed “The Corganic Ecosystem – a cloud-based solution for reporting and stock management in organic farming”, exemplifies the potentials of automated inventory:

The solution:
- an application that fills the needs of farmers and regulating authorities
- a shared database that records transactions in the organic farming sector
- a shared between farmers, authorities and other related organizations
- data is extracted and imported automatically
- the main source of data are elinvoices, but
- the application allows the user to scan barcodes or QR codes on the products, too
- the solution makes manual reporting obsolete by introducing real-time supervision

Key benefits:
- easy stock management
  automatically computed from the transaction data in the database
  the farmer can check current stock quantity from the mobile version of the software
  the farmer can also update the stock in the mobile app

- automated reporting
  authorities have their own software to access the data in the database
  continuous supervision of the ecosystem
  automated real-time VAT-reporting
  daily task list: list of all the reporting duties the farmer must do manually

- predictive analytics for better business decisions
  based on aggregated data from all participants in the ecosystem
  current trends in the industry
  tailored recommendations
Concept #9  

9. Extracting information on consumption and costs of goods for internal or external purposes

The concept in a nutshell

Instead of storing information in separate systems to meet requirements for inventory management of specific products, the SME may generate a report directly from bookkeeping data with a specific view of the product information. The bookkeeping data is accessed via an API, which may be accessed by an external party based on consent from the SME. The report can serve both internal and external purposes. Examples include keeping track of consumed fertilizers, or documenting the use of pesticides or building materials in construction. With the right data obtained directly and continuously from the source (the bookkeeping), the life of the SME is simplified, and human errors of interpretation and typing are greatly reduced.

Businesses of all sizes, including the SMEs, need to monitor consumption of various goods, and many must also document their use of certain goods for the authorities. Today, many businesses use separate systems to monitor goods and manage the warehouse on the one hand, and to create internal and external reports on the other. Given the current political interest in sustainability, circular economy, and transparent supply chains, it is likely that requirements for reports with environmental data (such as carbon emissions or waste) is likely to increase dramatically.

Examples of documentation needs

- Keep track of consumption of fertilizers and fertilizers in stock
- Keep track of consumption of medicine applied for animals
- Keep track of consumption and stock of pesticides
- Documentation of materials applied in constructions

The concept requires information in the invoice lines with product codes and/or machine readable descriptions.

Example - pitch from the Digitalism Challenge in Helsinki, October 2019

Team T pitched FarM, a mobile app with the slogan “We handle the smart, you handle the farm”. The core data of the app was a combination of real-time bookkeeping data from eInvoices and eReceipts (continuously updated in a business system database) plus data from a centralized real-time stock/warehouse management database.

On the financial side, the functionality of the app would allow farmers to do real-time profitability calculations and automate VAT calculations. On the production side, the app would constantly update stock levels during farming activities, and record data on animal and field profiles. The app would thus provide a link between the supplies bought and used in the production (e.g. fertilizer or fodder) and the production output (e.g. harvested crops or livestock). Thus, the FarML app would enable farmers to add information about traceability to each product’s invoice row. Traceability of goods used in farming is important and there are various governmental demands for reports to the agricultural and environmental authorities, detailing each animal group’s and field’s data.

Later releases for FarML would include support for sensors in greenhouses or milking machines linked to the app, as well as speech recognition that allows farmers to input data with voice.
commands (e.g. update data straight to the system, or search information from the connected databases) while doing farm tasks.

Like concept #7, both concept #8 and concept #9 will be enabled if SMEs adopt eInvoices and eReceipts.

Concept #10

10. Benchmarking and Real-time Insights

The concept in a nutshell

It is time-consuming to get an adequate overview of the economic situation, as most of the calculations are done using excel and manually collected data. Without updated data, SMEs cannot make informed decisions, and service providers of SMEs (such as industry benchmark services or accountants) cannot assess the SME’s current situation correctly and help accordingly. With real-time data, however, SMEs may benchmark their current financial situation and their products and services against similar companies.

With updated understanding of the current financial situation, the SME can plan ahead and make informed decisions. One aspect of making informed decisions is understanding the market, and being able to assess and compare with other relevant actors in the market. Another aspect of informed decision-making is having the right help at the right time. Even the best advisors and accountants may not be able to provide accurate financial advice, if they are working with outdated data.

Which changes must be implemented to reach this vision:

- SMEs must share data with their trusted service providers
- Service providers gain access to standardized transaction data from business systems
- Standard data representation for business transaction/accounting data is used
- Service providers (i.e. Insurance companies) will have to digitise and automate new areas of their core business

NSG can enable real-time benchmarking applications for SMEs by providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, so that third-party IT service providers can retrieve information directly from the SMEs business system, in a structured format which is common to all SMEs no matter the business system used, and build smart solutions on top of that data (see the NSG Capability Documentation)
Concept # 11

11. Portability by Design

The concept in a nutshell
With standard interfaces that consist of standard data representation for business transaction data together with standard APIs, we can achieve interoperability between business systems by design. Businesses could choose the best fitting systems based on their own needs and use them seamlessly together. Businesses will also be able to switch from one business system to another more easily once data can be easily exported and imported in a standard format. For the system developers, there would be no maintenance or development of custom interfaces when more resources are free to be spent on productive functionalities.

Today, a lack of standard interfaces between business systems has led to a heap of customized interfaces to be maintained for system vendors that are paid by the business users in the end. Building and maintaining customized interfaces is also an extra cost for the businesses to be paid that often presents an obstacle big enough to hinder the usage of business systems that could greatly benefit the business.

Realization of the PoC
A reference implementation of the standard APIs together with synthetic business transaction data was produced in the NSG project. The standard APIs support two standards to present business transaction data: XBRL GL and SAF-T. The reference implementation of NSG natively supports XBRL GL as a data format simulating a business system, whereas the (real) Norwegian accounting system provider AccountFlow natively supports SAF-T.

In the PoC, the standard APIs were used to simulate the integration and changing of accounting systems by
- requesting the business transaction data from the reference implementation in SAF-T and loading it to the AccountFlow system (simulating the process of changing the accounting system)
- requesting the business transaction data (dummy data) from the AccountFlow system in XBRL GL and loading it to the reference implementation
12. Direct extraction of business data for statistical surveys

The concept in a nutshell
Instead of filling out burdensome surveys and questionnaires from national statistical agencies, a SME may use a microservice that generates a report directly from bookkeeping data, ready to be retrieved by the statistical agency. The statistical agency thus simplifies the life of sampled SMEs and gets the right data directly from the source, removing human errors of interpretation and typing.

SMEs of various sectors must report to statistical agencies for a range of (random-sample) surveys. Much of the data requested by such authorities is created via the business processes of buying and selling, and can thus be calculated and reported with .

As a minimal test case, the Swedish Statistical Agency SCB has tested out how the reporting of net sales can be retrieved directly from a SME’s business system and used by the Swedish Statistical agency for use in an actual business survey. This PoC used the NSG reference implementation to simulate a real-time reporting of business statistics. This means that the reporting of net sales could be continuously updated and retrieved, resulting in a perfect data series for statistical use.

The perspectives of this PoC goes further: The method used could be used for testing out other simulations of real-time reporting apart from net sales. Adjacent use cases for government authorities include EU-Intrastat reporting, early-warning systems, fraud detection, and more.

The method, briefly described:
The Swedish Statistic “Net revenue”-taxonomy has been mapped to the reference implementation’s account mapping document. Based on the mapping information, a machine readable version of this mapping was produced, and a small service to generate the XBRL-instance documents containing net sales information based on the transaction level data was developed.

NSG can lift the burden of statistical surveys on SMEs by providing a specification of APIs that business systems must maintain, so that statistical agencies can retrieve information directly from the SMEs business system, in a structured format which is common to all SMEs no matter the business system used (see the NSG Capability Documentation)
**Concept #13**

13. A common language for auditing

*The concept in a nutshell*

Tax administrations and different audit service companies perform audits with proprietary data formats, acquiring data from the audited companies in costly and laboursome processes. By using a common format and a common reporting language for extracting the audit data, both tax auditors and private auditors can save time, increase data quality, enable automation of processes, and avoid countless custom integrations.

Business system integration is difficult today and costly, and there is a strong lock-in effect as companies can’t change system without significant cost. Most of the time spent for auditing is spent acquiring and molding the data to fit the process needs.

**Realization of PoC in Finland:** During the winter 2018-2019, The Finnish Tax administration, KPMG, and Fennoa (accounting software company) explored and proved the usability of XBRL-GL as a data format to be used as basis for auditing and tax auditing. An actual company (with revenue around 7 million euros), using the Fennoa accounting system, agreed to let their accounting entries be extracted in XBRL-GL format and forwarded this to Tax administration and KPMG for auditing. (see the NSG Capability Documentation)

**Results**

- XBRL GL may be used in audit data collection
- Using XBRL GL was considered to be relatively easy
- User should get familiar with the XBRL GL data content descriptions
- Cost of usage are not significantly higher in comparison to creating other interfaces and they are non-recurring
- Standard chart of accounts would improve the data usability and understandability even further

**Benefits of a common auditing language**

- Enables automation in auditing processes for several actors at once
- Enables machine learning and the usage of AI in both the data molding and auditing processes
- Standard data structures decrease costs, and increase the data quality and interoperability

**Other experiences - Norwegian and Swedish standard auditing formats:**

In 2020, the OECD-developed format SAF-T is implemented in Norwegian business systems and made mandatory for larger companies. This legislation requires the business systems to provide transfer of transaction information into a standard audit file. In Sweden, a format called SIE has been developed and maintained for similar purposes.
Nordic Smart Government – Deliverable 8:
User Principles

Purpose: Guidelines, not requirements

NSG User Principles are high level principles reflecting the user needs, i.e. the needs of the SMEs, in an ideal way. The User Needs has been identified through User Journey work, and validated in the dialogue with other stakeholders, such as Business System Vendors. The purpose is to ensure priority is given to the SMEs needs, in order to increase the likelihood of support and adoption of the NSG Vision. The principles serve as guidelines for the work in NSG. The Principles must not be read a set of requirements meant to be implemented 100 % by NSG.

NSG User Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>User Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TROOP</td>
<td>The Real Once Only Principle: I never manually enter information that is already maintained digitally by someone else, like the producers, vendors or the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NORDIC-ABILITY</td>
<td>When I buy and sell goods and services, I don't need to make any special arrangements when my trade-partners are in another Nordic country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AUTOMATABILITY</td>
<td>I rarely perform manual steps related to inventory, book-keeping, bank-transactions, VAT- or other government reporting, unless I choose to verify or alter the proposals from my systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PORTABILITY</td>
<td>If someone offers me a better deal or improved service, migrating to new service providers for services like bookkeeping, inventory, reporting etc is just as easy as changing operator for my cell phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ALL-GREEN</td>
<td>Someone can assure me as well as my existing and potential customers, business-partners and investors, that everything is OK with regards to my duties towards the Government, mother Earth and my employees. And I need to be able to verify that the same goes for all my business partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MYDATA</td>
<td>I am in control of all the transaction and financial data of my business, and empowered to re-use and share the data when I have the need, and I know who is accessing what information, on what legal basis (my consent or government legislation), when and for what purpose. And I can trust my service providers' information security so that no-one get unauthorised access to the data either while in my systems or during transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CHERRY-PICKING</td>
<td>I can pick and choose among the best of breed, and use as many business systems by different providers simultaneously as I like, due to the interoperability of the systems, without having to pay for customized integrations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1GOV</td>
<td>When I pay for upgrades of my business systems, I expect improved functionality, not just a set of updates required to stay compliant with new and complex requirements from the Government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>OVERVIEW</td>
<td>At any time I have an updated view of the financial situation of the company, including reliable forecasts for the coming weeks, so that I know whether I will be able to pay the salaries or the VAT next week.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NSG User Principles – Detailed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>[TROOP]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>(The Real Once Only Principle) I never manually enter information that is already maintained digitally by someone else, like the producers, vendors or the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td>See motivation in documentation of Theme 2 - Manually Re-Entering Data from the Iceland-session on the User Journeys:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Consequence** | • Data that is transferred in transaction documents, such as invoices and receipts must be digital and in accordance with standard(s) that enable the re-use of data  
• For data that is not relevant or suitable for transferring via transaction documents, it must be possible to access the data, typically by reference, for instance in a product catalogue through the use of product ID |

Example: When receiving new products for her store, from the electronic business transaction documents the owner gets access to digital data such as product ID, name, quantity, price, VAT-codes, total price, total VAT. These are sufficient for updating inventory, paying the invoice, paying VAT. In addition the system can access more detailed information about the vendor, the producer and the product by reference. For instance what allergens are part of the product, certifications, picture, etc.

Automated re-use of data requires that the definitions of the data, the semantics, are documented and well understood, as there will be no person involved to “translate” between different definitions. See also capability Capabilities and business processes of the NSG ecosystem, area 5: Common interpretation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>[NORDIC-ABILITY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>When I buy and sell goods and services I don’t need to make any special arrangements when my trade-partners are in another Nordic country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td>The ambition of making the Nordic Region the best integrated region in the world, and the NSG Vision as a means to achieve this ambition. The level of digitisation and automation within the different Nordic Countries should not lead to cross-border business becoming more difficult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequence</strong></td>
<td>Co-ordination across the Nordic countries on all levels of interoperability; legal, organisational, semantic and technical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ID [AUTOMATABILITY]

**Principle**  
I rarely perform manual steps related to inventory, book-keeping, bank-transactions, VAT- or other government reporting, unless I choose to verify or alter the proposals from my systems.

**Motivation**  
Reduce the amount of time wasted in society today when performing manual tasks where there is a potential for automatisation.

**Consequence**  
Requires that all transaction data are available digitally, well structured, clearly defined and with high quality, as a result of TROOP. Furthermore, the possible value of such data must not be limited that the Government ensures the relevant regulation is co-ordinated and clear, and that the systems incorporates the regulation and learn from earlier transactions.

---

### ID [PORTABILITY]

**Principle**  
If someone offers me a better deal or improved service, migrating to new service providers for services like bookkeeping, inventory, reporting etc is just as easy as changing operator for my cell phone.

**Motivation**  
Ensure that SMEs can choose new service providers, with a minimum of effort, so that they have access to the best services at any time. This will avoid possible “lock in”-effects, and is therefore also of high importance to ensure a well-functioning market for business systems in the Nordic region. Another motivation is when a business would like share their data with for instance research-projects. This does not exclude the possibility for business system vendors to offer special deals for long-term contracts, as seen for instance for cell phone pay plans today. But the information about the “total cost”, and terms for ending the contract before the date should be made clear in a similar way.

**Consequence**  
Identify or possible develop and maintain a shared information model of the different services, for instance bookkeeping, as a reference model for the exchange between two different systems, and make clear guidelines and possibly legal regulations to ensure the SME has the power to benefit from the technical portability. The latter is also related to the MyData-principle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>[ALL-GREEN]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>Someone can assure me as well as my existing and potential customers, business-partners and investors, that everything is OK with regards to my duties towards the Government, mother Earth and my employees. And I need to be able to verify that the same goes for all my business partners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Motivation** | SMEs are generally worried about what they have forgot to do or which deadlines they might have missed. Some prefer to use an accounting service instead of doing the bookkeeping themselves, just to sleep better at night. SMEs are also interested in avoiding trade-partners that are not compliant with regulation or the customers expectations, and similarly they are interested in proving their good behaviour to both trade-partners and customers.  

More specifically, the need to show that a business is GREEN is becoming more and more important, for investors, customers and trade partners alike, as seen in the radical growth of interest in Environmental, Social and Governance-reporting (ESG-reporting). |
| **Consequence** | In general, all government effort to help the SMEs move from paper and pdf in the business transaction documents, and extending the documentation with high quality product information, is a prerequisite to enable high quality ESG-reporting with as low cost as possible, see also the TROOP-principle.  

Furthermore government must make available status information such as due dates, for individual or categories of companies, and whether formal requirements are met, and try to warn the SME in advance, instead of issuing penalties after. For information that the government can not share openly, companies must be able to share the information if they choose to, in a way that ensures the integrity, or signal that such information exists, see also the MyData-principle. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID</strong></td>
<td>[MYDATA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>I am in control of all the transaction and financial data of my business, and empowered to re-use and share the data with whoever I want, when I have the need, and I know who is accessing what information, on what legal basis (my consent, fulfilment of contract, government legislation), when and for what purpose. And I can trust my service providers’ information security so that no-one get unauthorised access to the data either while in my systems or during transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td>This principle is related to the “portability”-principle and the “cherry-picking”-principle, and is the general principle of being able to share data with the business-partners, service providers, consultants etc, and at the same time staying on top of the totality of the sharing of data -- similar to services offered by for instance Google to see which third party apps and services have access to what data, when you approved it etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequence</strong></td>
<td>Requirements for interfaces (APIs) that lets the SMEs share their data in a secure manner with other parties, including a service that gives the SME an overview of who has accessed what data, when and for what purpose, and possibly withdraw consents. The government must document their legal basis for accessing information in a structured way that can be combined with log-information in such a service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID</strong></td>
<td>[CHERRY-PICKING]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principle</strong></td>
<td>I can pick and choose among the best of breed, and use as many business systems by different providers simultaneously as I like, due to the interoperability of the systems, without having to pay for customized integrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td>SMEs would like to be able to choose the system or service that serves their need in the best possible way, and not be limited by the systems or services they are already using. The choice of bank should not limit the choice of accounting system, or vice-versa. As with portability, this principle is also highly related to enabling a well-working market for business systems in the Nordic region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequence</strong></td>
<td>“Cherry Picking” is meant as a less technical term for “interoperability”. The principle is related to the principles “portability” and “MyData” and requires that the interfaces for integrating services and sharing data should be available for all parties on similar terms, i.e. avoid exclusivity clauses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>[1GOV]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Principle**
When I pay for upgrades of my business systems, I expect improved functionality, not just a set of updates required to stay compliant with new and complex requirements from the Government.

**Motivation**
Despite the fact that the Government has been saying for 20 years or more that it is making life easier for businesses, SMEs experience the opposite, and that in order to stay compliant with the steady stream of complex regulation, they are forced to pay for upgrades or start using new modules in their business systems.

**Consequence**
The Government needs to do the hard work of keeping its requirements well-coordinated, limited and simple. Someone in the government has to have the responsibility for keeping track of the total amount of requirements, to what extent the requirements are open for automated fulfillment based on existing data (see TROOP and AUTOMATABILITY) or demands manual operations, as well as keeping and open record of the requirements and the estimated consequences for the SMEs.

| #  | 9        |
| ID | [OVERVIEW] |

**Principle**
At any time I have an updated view of the financial situation of the company, including reliable forecasts for the coming weeks, so that I know whether I will be able to pay the salaries or the VAT next week.

**Motivation**
Historically bookkeeping was something that was done out of the motivation of keeping an overview of costs, income, assets etc. Knowing the current situation of the business is one of the key concerns of any business. As a result of the bookkeeping data being the basis of taxation, the need for an updated overview has been replaced with a need for a bulletproof documentation of the transactions, leading to delays in the bookkeeping, while waiting for someone to find the receipt.

**Consequence**
The principle is related to the TROOP-principle, as it requires the data about transactions to be transferred in “real time”, electronically and in a structured way, so that the business systems are always up to date with the latest transactions.